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In Murray and
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 30, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Vol. LXXAXIV No. 76

Nixon Imposes Lid
On Prices of Meat

:
I le
br gnhciF
YFaor :u
May 29 Primary

Steve Yarbrough, manager of
the Murray branch of the I.M.
Simon Company, has filed for
Republican nomination to the
Murray City Council from Ward
B, according to Marvin Harris,
county court clerk
Yarbrough, 32, is the second
Republican to file for office, but
is the first to file for a council
seat.
Yarbrough opened the 1.M.
Simon branch four years ago.
WASHINGTON t AP ) - Pres•
The firm is a member of the
ident Nixon has imposed a ceil
New York Stock Exchange.
ing on supermarket and wholeYarbrough is a member Of the
sale meat prices, effective now,
for
Rotary Club, and has served
while he seeks a permanent
two years on the faculty of the
cure to soaring food costs.
School of Business at Murray
Spurred by housewife unState. Before opening his office
happiness and meat-counter
here, Yarbrough represented
boycotts, the President told the
Travis Webb of Murray Datsun presents a $100 check on behalf of the Murray Automobile the firm in Carbondale, Ill. He
nation Thursday night he was
agent
Association toward the purchase of the "Jaws of life" power tool, to Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, a member was also the purchasing
switching economic signals and
Chemical
of the Rescue Tool donation committee of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. J Matt Sparkman. right. for the B.F. Goodrich
in effect freezing beef, pork
the Company in Calvert City
is the president of the club. Mrs. Sparkman said that $2,300 of the $3,800 purchase price of
and lamb prices at about their
city
the
use
"I will bring to
levels.
tool has been received. "All donations, large or small. will be appreciated, as this will be in
current
of
a
point
discusses
left,
Carroll.
Julian
1.1.
Gov.
SI ins"! IRS SYMPOSIUM: Kentucky
council not only the benefits
Disclosure of the meat-price
throughout the entire community," Mrs. Sparkman said.
the
during
of
Carolina.
South
Jr..
University
Rogers.
C.
with
Dr.
His
Robert
War
history
alutionars
business
my
from
accruing
ceiling was tucked into a
second imerican Re'.olution Bicentennial Symposium at Murray State Universits. The lieutenant
experience, but also from my
televised address hailing the
with
the
two-day
in
connection
night
Wednesday
a
at
banquet
xincriinr was the featured speaker
education," Yarbrough said
of U.S. involvement in Vietend
at
of
t
History
provrani In the center is Dr Robert Higgins, an assistant professor In the Departmen
this morning. He received his
nam, sternly warning Hanoi to
studies.
the
is
which
stoma
sponsoring
slate
B.S. degree in economics RIM
quit violating the peace agreethe University of Illinois, Mid
ment, and calling for public
his Masters degree in (iaMosas
support in his budget battle
adnurustraUon from Murray
with Congress.
State.
junry,
Members of Congress genere competition—elementa
About 600 elementary, junior mathematics and physics--th
wife,
his
and
Yarbrough
ior high and senior high.
ally supported Nixon's economhigh and senior high school fair is jointly sponsored by the
The teacher of the grand Guntuld, live at 603 Vine.
ic move. But some Democrat
First
students have entered a record science division of the
award winner will also be
raised a cry of "too little, too
Association
Education
District
number of exhibits in the sixth
plaque.
a
presented
and said they would conlate"
be
will
State
y
The Murray Art Guild will eluding photograph
Kentucky and Murray
annual West
Gold, silver and bronze
tinue to push for a freeze on all
Smith,
guilds
or
William
Individuals
Dr.
accepted
open
annual
fourth
the
sponsor
be
held
to
Regional Science Fair
medallions will also be awarded
And leaders of 8 nationinvitational Arts and Crafts are welcome to set up their prices.
at Murray State University associate professor of physics
place
and
third
second
' boycott said
first,
to
consumers
wide
of
director
firstand
a
first-comeat Murray State
The most important modern- Festival .June 23-24 in the En- exhibits on
Saturday, March 31.
exhibits at each level of inthey intend to carry out their
said
year.
be
fourth
will
the
and
for
basis
fair
served
the
Center
l
Education
the
of
vironmenta
n
in
n
five
day applicatio
To include competitio
dividual and group competition
plans despite the presidential
Declaration of Independence is in the Land Between the Lakes. responsible for any equipment,
science categories—biology, exhibits will be judged in the in each science category
action.
90
than
more
which
easels
that
and
and
Paintings, sculpture, such as tables
chemistry, earth sciences, morning
the sense of respect for others,
All awards will be presented
"This is not enough. We boya
be
will
There
need.
may
they
awards will be presented to
carvings,
wood
ceremics.
Lt Gov Julian Carroll said
said June Donovan of
cott,"
enall
for
n
fee
registratio
individual and group winners in during a ceremony at 2.30 p.m
$5
and
needlepoint, candles
here Wednesday night
1101
School
one of the planUniversity
in
the
Neubauer,
Angeles,
C.
Los
John
ceremonies
afternoon
While speaking at a banquet leather work are typical of the trants
See Masa,Page bSi
Over MO exhibitors displayed
Visitors are invited to see the auditorium. Dr Harry M. Circarama Drive, Murray,* in connection with the second art which has been displayed Vi
exhflaTts between 8 and 10 Sparks, university president, filed as an independent can- American Revolution Bicen- the past All original work in- their work at last year's festival
which attracted about 15,000
a.m, and between noon and 2 will be on hand for the awards didate for Calloway Count/ tennial Symposium held on the
spectators. Mrs. Larry Doyle,
•p.m in the Sports Arena and in program to welcome all visitors Judge in next November
Murray State campus within
General Election.
President of the Guild claims,
the old gymnasium of the Carr to the campus
the past six months, the
Smith called the fair "a
Neubauer filed his papers this
'The show continues to be a
Health Building, according to
lieutenant governor said:
wonderful opportunity for morning for the post of county
popular event and has now
Smith.
must regain that sense of
"We
annual
Besides an overall grand science students to be exposed judge with county court clerk repect for others if we are to
The Baptist Student Union at become a well-known
A Cancer and Venereal
artists
attracts
which
affair
Ate over at Opal's yesterday prize winner, who will receive a to other students and to become Marvin Harris.
will
ourselves
for
Clinic will be conducted
State University
or respect
retain
Murray
Disease
Neubauer obtained t.is degree as individuals, as a people, and sponsor a car wash on Satur- from several states throughout
Itit noon and we had the over- $100 U.S. Savings Bond and a acquainted with the campus
Murray State University
the
on
powering urge to get a cheese plaque, a top award winner will and the people in the university In Business Administration and as a country.
day. March 31, from nine a.m. the midwest."
campus on April 3, 4, and 5.
Real Estate from Northwestern
The festival, which will be
burger with a big slice of onion. be recognized in each level of community "
to five p m behind the J & S
la
The free clinic will be held
Page
,
Symposium
See
i
be
University. He has had business
Which we did. This is not norService Station on Story held near Center Station, will
six to nine p.m. in the MSC
from
experience as a real estate
open to the public at no charge infirmary on the ground floor of
mally the most diplomatic dish
Avenue.
broker, in the contracting
to have in the middle of the day
Cost for a wash including from 9 a m to dusk Picnic Wells Hall Tests available will
within the
business for 15 years in
since we work around other
sweeping out the inside of the areas are provided
be VD testing for both men and
Education
Chicago, and was service
folks for the rest of the afcar will be $1.50. Persons may Environmental
women and PAP smears
camping
manager for the Mall Tool
ternoon, with onion, we mean It
call 753-5771 for pick up and center for visitors and
A babio sitting service will be
Company in Chicago
was good though
a BSU sites are located nearby Light available for parents who must
short
the
service,
taught
he
delivery
director,
The Jesse Stuart Creative
Neubauer taught vocational
refreshments will be sold by the bring their children
spokesman said
Reminds us of the adage: Writing Workshop, which has story class.
15 years,
for
in
Chicago
aviation
Murray Art Guild
of
director
Dr. L.J. Hortin,
The clinic is sponsored by the
Proceeds from the car wash
"He who eats onions lives been held for the past four
also. He has owned a farm in the
Anyone interested in further Kentucky
of
Association
State,
Murray
at
journalism
summer
for
BSU
be
used
will
summers at Murray State,
alone."
New Concord area for 20 years,
information concerning the Nursing Students and Pi Omega
roles
two
in
served
has
also
nussions.
offered
the Ken Shores
A Christian Pep Rally for all
festival or in obtaining entry Pi,
A little old lady was going University, will not be
Business
honorary
during the workshops, noted and developed
Two students at Murray State
Callowa!,
developand
n
Murra
Estates
subdivisio
should contact Mrs. Education fraternity at Murray
of
forms
youth
through customs at San during the summer of 1973.
a
Hortin,
He
said
Sparks.
eighteen
the
among
are
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
ment.
Larry iSusanne Doyle, 103 State.
County will be held Sunda.
Francisco and an inspector
(See Workshop,Page IS)
recently selected by the Baptist
Dr. Stuart
Neubauer and his wife Mary April I, from two to four p m at
14th Street, Murray,
South
asked her what was inside a State president, said
Student Union of Kentucky to
to serve as
42071.
have three children, Mrs. the Murray City ,Park. acKentucky
bottle inside her valise. "Holy will not be available
serve for ten weeks without pay
He
Barbara Root, whose husband cording t.. Chuckuthr le .
water," she replied in a thick the workshop director.
The
work.
mission
summer
layda Stuart Honored
Miase IV in
Mai D.K Root is a ROTC. chairman of the
Irish brogue. The inspector added that other guest lecturers
BAPTIST GROUPS
W.
David
are
students
Murray
agree
past
from
workshops
'73,
instructor at the Rochester Steering Committee of Key
uncorked the bottle and took a
All groups of the Baptist At Honors Conyention
McMichael, junior pre-med
power of the
Institute of Technokigy; John, "Calling Our Continent To
swig: "For Pete's sake," he that the drawing
Women and Baptist Young
work
to
Marvin
Clerk
County
Court
Paducah,
major
from
be lessened due
Jayda Raye Stuart, daughter
who is employed at Tappan Christ."
Baptist
exclaimed, "this is Irish workshop would
Harris has reported that the
the Taunini Baptist Women of the Hazel
of Stuart.
of J D. Stuart, Route Seven, was
singing groups at with
Company, and
ing
Featured
Manufactur
Tuesday,
meet
whiskey." "Saints be praised," to the absence
will
Church
and James Dale
Calling the workshop "one of clerk's office will be open until Mrs.
academic
for
honored
Pamela) the rally will be Share, Murphy Church,Guam,
Robert
exclaimed the old lady, "It's a
industrial April 3, at 6:30 p.m. at .the achievement at the Western
senior
Fitch,
g programs noon tomorrow to enable Rodgers, 201 S. 13th.
outstandin
most
the
In
Perrin.
Wayne
and
Young
Family,
Baptist
miracle."
The
church
education major, to work with
held at Murray State Univer- motorists to buy truck and
annual
case of rain, the program will
Women will be in charge of the Kentucky University
Advance Man Mountain Youth
the trailer licenses.
convention.
Honors
at the First United
presented
Robert Levinson, Vice- sity," Sparks said Stuart,
be
program
Harris said that Saturday is
team.
whose
President of American Stan- Greenup County author
Methodist Church
the last day to buy such licenhim
won
have
writings
this
This is the first event for
dard, Inc. in an article, decried
has ses. He added that voters may
acclaim,
of conciseness, worldwide
lack
the
area scheduled in the conthe
re-register
for
also
inspirational
provided
solidated activities planned and
(See Seen & Heard, Page 18) leadership
past November election Saturday
during
implemented by a steering
workshops. Besides serving as morning.
representing
committee
Wrong name
Christian groups
and
churches
Rhonda
of
Jan Dyer, instead
requesting to be a part of Key
Windsor, performed "To My
called
were
'73.
firemen
City
Valentine" on the piano in
Guthrie said many of the
twice Thursday to fires in the
representing Murray Middle
t churches and youth groups of
departmen
to
according
city,
School 4-H Club in the Speciality
the area have responded enrecords.
at the recent Variety
Act
firemen were thusiastically to the appeal of
a.m.,
8:40
At
the
is
Morris
Show. Mrs. Calvin
called to the home of Rex the Murray -Calloway County
MMS 4-H leader.
The Alpha Tau Omega
The annual United Cerebral
Diuguid, 104 S. Tenth, where Ministerial Association in
Palsy
Walk-A-Thon, .for fraternity pledge class will also spontaneous combustion was planning the Pep Rally on
students in the fifth through 12th assist the younger children on the apparent cause of a fire in a Sunday
grades, will be held in Murray the walk.
Other consolidated events and
bucket of peat moss. Thirteen
Saturday.
The Walk, which will help men and three trucks responded individual programs by the
The Walk is sponsored by the raise funds for the cerebral to the fire, which was ex- youth of the church will be
Cloudy today with showers
Delta social sorority at palsied who can't walk or who tinguished with the booster.
Kappa
planned for future months.
Showers
likely by afternoon.
Representatives of the Phase
At 9:15 p.m Thursday,
and thundershowers likely Murray State University. The must wear braces, will be a 20
are
tonight and Saturday. High Murray Ministerial Association mile walk from the Hart Hall firemen were .called to the IV Steering (7ommittee
the
Mrs.
will
for
provide
sandwiches
chairman.
in
highCappo,
Guthrie,
Kirksey
loan
the
of
to
lot
home
mid
Chuck
the
parking
in
mobile
today and Saturday
Fox Meadows, where a fuse box Treva Mathis, co-chairman;
60s Low tonight in the low 50s. Walk, and the Murray State way and back.
Club
program
will
Partly cloudy and mild Sunday. Amateur Radio
Students who participate had shorted out. Twenty David Garrison.
Kathy
provide communications for the
Miss
anchairman;
trucks
three
and
planning
firemen
Kentucky's extended outlook checkpoints along the walk solicit sponsors to pay them to
publicity chairman;
alarm.
the
Rogers.
swered
the
and
funds
course,
the
walk
Sunday through Tuesday
route.
resource
Tabers,
Keith
go to the cerebral palsy funds.
Rain ending Sunday, develMurray High School principal
chairman; Dean Willis, inElementary, recently' made
NAME OMITTED
oping again Tuesday Season- Ell Alexander will give the Participants may wear adThe seventh grade Kentucky history class of James Nix from Kirksey
1.
leader.
spirational
by the students themtheir
made
on
a
sponsor
of
were
at
which
vertising
freshman
early
Projects,
with
state.
Bob Wilder,
able temperatures,
representing pioneer life in this
opening address Saturday
All youth of Murray and projects
earthworks, bows and arrows, cqwered wagons, forts,
canoes,
Murray High, was omitted from
flatboats,
cabins,
log
morning laws in the 50s Sun- morning, and police chief chest
included
selves,
County are urged to
Rand
Interested persons should the Murray High honor roll. Calloway
Left to right, Pamela Pieree, Nada Frazier, Rhonda Barna,
day, loWering to the Vis Mon- James Brown will provide a
at the Park on maps, and clothes.
Rally
the
attend
of
to
Norwood.
2.78
Highs
average
Beth
contact
at
Judy
Scribner
753- Wilder had an
day through Tuesday.
Terry Adams, Teresa Bibb, and Jo
police escort and traffic conSunday, Guthrie said.
5242.
make the honor roll.
mostly in the 60s.
trols.

Plans For
Boycott
Unchanged

Record Number of Exhibits
Entered In MSU Science Fair

Neubauer Files
For Judge As
Independent

University Arts And Crafts
Symposium 'Festival Planned
Concludes

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Car Wash Planned
Saturday By BSU

Jesse Stuart Writing Workshop
Will Not Be Held This Summer

Christian
Pep Rally
Is Sunday

Clerk's Office To
Be Open Saturday

Walk-A-Thon To Be
Held Here Saturday

The Weather

City Firemen
Respond To Two
Calls Thursday

Disease Clinic
Is Scheduled
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Baptist
LETTERS'EDITORZ

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Poetically
Speaking

Dear Editor:
With concern growing every
W P Williams, President (1911 1963)
day over depletion of America's
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
oil and other natural resources,
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
there's at least one natural
to
Editor,
the
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters
BY TOM PERKINS
resource we're notiin danger of
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are riot for the best in
terest of Our readers
running out of: our forests. In
,
Ave
tally's Wallace Witmer CO , 1509 Madison
National Rep
fact, trees are one of Nature's
Memphis Tn Time &Life Bldg New York. N Y Stephenson B14:19 •
renewable
few endlessly
Detroit Mich
SRING IS
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray S 35 per week, SI 52 per
resources. And there are more
month 518 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties.
193South's
trees growing in the
17 50 per year other destinations within 150 miles Of Murray. 515 00
per year. more than 150 miles from Murray, III 00 per year All mail
million acres of forests today Spring is
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax
any time since the Mother Nature
than
Emered daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
kissing
Depression.
ss secono Ciass Matter
blushing flowers
forests
our
as
extensive
But
Community
a
of
Asset
Civic
"'Outstanding
is the integrity of its Newspaper
are today, experts all agree we
must grow even more trees in Spring is
FRIDAY—MARCH 30, 1973
the future to meet America's ,a loving mother
projected needs for timber, touching
so
outdoor recreation, esthetic her children f`
habitat,
beauty, wildlife
watershed protection, clean air Spring is •
and other benefits forests the morning
of earth
provide for us.
The U.S. Army in Germany has achieved another
of
acres
17-million
The
"first"—the first female officer there assigned to
Southern forests owned by State Spring is
command an all-male unit, a 34-man postal unit.
and Federal governments are the drttirapping
Commendable, but more ardent feminists may get
generally well-managed. So are of
their backs up it someone observes that the
the 35 million acres owned by the gift
the South's forest industries. of life
breakthrough raises wisecracks about the old game
Thomas 0 Perkins
But, unfortunately, most of the
of "post office."—Anniston (Ala.) Star.
acres
141-million
owned by
Stark Fact
The Rose
private landowners is either
President Nixon summed up the energy crisis
managed, or not
poorly
A tiny little bud appears
succinctly in his radio address.
managed at all.
All you see is green,
fact
do
stark
a
What can these landowners
Americans, he said, "must fare up to
But wont be very long
land?
forest
their
improve
to
we
than
energy
more
consuming
We are now
be seen
Plant new trees on barren or The color will
produce."
under-stocked land; thin heavy
That is bad news for a country with its dollar in
with great anticipation
Umber stands to allow more You wait
toil and tender care
Greenwood
trouble and its trade out of balance.—
sunlight and encourage better" With much
shows it's color
bud
that
Then
trees;
(S C. Index-Journal
growth among remaining
standing there
stem
long
a
On
remove dying, diseased and cull
trees; promptly replant all
rolls one little petal,
harvested areas; and generally Out
by one they all unfold
One
'
place--!
the
all
it
over
spill
you
'Must
manage their land to grow trees
Then you see all the splendor
instead of wasting the land's
your eyes can behold
potential through lack of in- That
Citizens who profess to be appalled by the exto
terest and neglect.
pensive junk our astronauts left on the moon ought
Flig red rose you waited for,
have a ready answer for visiting foreigners who are
Reaches out for lots of room
of
management
proper
With
Now you see all the beauty
appalled by America's mountains of sutomotWes
our renewable forest resources,
Hope
—
earth.
on
a radiant rose in bloom
Of
here
time
their
before
junked
there 13 no reason America
By Elizabeth Turner
BONN, Germany I API—What ever became of the goosester
(Ark Star
should ever run out of trees!
boo. Vine St
telephone
Federal State Market News And we in the South have the
Defense Minister George Leber spent an hour on the
this week fielding complaints from soldiers-- this is an army once Service March 3, 1973
unique opportunity to lead the
Daffy Dews My
known as the most disciplined in the world An army newspaper
Kentucky Ptu-chase Area Hog way in growing bountiful,
had advertised the gripe session in advance
for
Market Report Includes 9 healthy, productive forests
Daffy Down Chlly
•'I'm going to try this again soon," said Leber, beaming over his
Maybe computers are human after all That is, if
Buying Stations, 2 stations our children, and all the future
the
among
image
agency.
has come up to
friendlier
a
press
initial effort to give the Bundeswehr
remauung closed for receiving generations of Americans yet to
you believe Tass. the official Soviet
In a yellow
town.
the
at
ranks
lower
machine
come
hogs.
It said that a particular
told
He
petticoat. and a
though
gap,
generation
the
bridge
entirely
didn't
Leber
Novosibirsk computing center unfailingly gave one private "If you wore your hair a bit shorter, your chances Receipts Act 164 Est 250 Benton H Box
green gown
Executive Vice President
Daysha Smith
Barrows & Gilts 5.00 to 5.50
correct answers to male mathematicians. But as with the girls would be just as good."
Institute
Southern Forest
Age 6 1st grade
higher Sows 4.00 to 5.00 higher
soon as a woman approached it. the computer
Atlanta, C14:041111
New Concord School
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 34.50-35.25
PELIAM MANOR, N.Y. I APi—State trooper James Fitz"began to give wrong or absurd answers."
Mrs Pool's Room
lbs.,
34.00-34.50
1-3
200-250
US
the
In
charge
a traffic
Maybe it was programmmed by male simmons took a motorist to court onsat on the officer's round- US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 3300-34 00
courtroom. the motorist's girlfriend
ch,auvinista.—Atlanta (Ga.) Journal
Ufi 3-4 210-200 lbs. 32 00-33 00
brimmed. Srnokey the bear type hat
Sows
courthe
from
girl
the
escort
to
sought
When Fitzsimmons
U18 1-2 270-350 the, 2900-30.00
troom, the motorist and two male friends jumped him and began
US 1-3 350-650 lbs 28.00-2900
working him over with their fists
US 2,3 450-650 lbs., 27 00-28 00
Fitzsimmons pulled his gun and fired two shots. One of the male
20.00-23.00
Boars
LLDGER a TIMIS FILE
friends was wounded
The wounded man went to a hospital. in fair condition So did
Freedorn with an If
The space needs of the Murray City School System Fitzsimmons, in satisfactory condition The motorist, the girl and
"I will suspend your sail lenwent to Jail
will cost well over one million dollars during the next the unwounded male friend
and let sou go free on one
ience
Trooper Fitzsimmons' hat survived, somewhat crushed
condition," said the judge to •
25 years, Pat Gingles. architect, told a Murray City
teenager found guilty of maliSchool Board Advisory group last night
cious mischief "You will have to
NOFtRLS, Tenn —111e Ten- plantings will include oc•
go to church evers Sunday for a
Lubie Parrish was re-elected chairman of the
Peoples
"
year
Young
Valley Authority has casional clumps of shrubs
new,
Bureau
Farm
County
Calloway
a higher court. entered into an agreement with producing food for wildlife. In
to
appeal
on
But
Triangle
Organization last night at a meeting at the
the go-to-church requirement was a private firm to carry out a addition the area will be ferthrown out The court said forcInn.
tilized and seeded with a variety
ansone to attend serssces was reclamation demonstration on
ing
day
pancake
annual
Club's
of grasses and legumes
The Murray Civitan
along
mine
strip
abandoned
an
freereligious
the
of
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (API a siolation
The site picked for the
dom guaranteed by the federal Crab Orchard Creek north of
will be held today at Rudy's Restaurant and Day &
T.
John
— Sixty-seven-year-old
Constitution
em- demonstration is next to scenic
Tennessee,
Oakdale,
Nile Cafe
Hale of Gilbertsville, on the
phasizing the aesthetic effect of Crab Orchard Creek, a
Ky.—The programs , under ESEM has witness stand at his second
George R Catlett. signalman third class. USN. is
LOUISVILLE,
tributary of the Emory River.
boys
the
for
the area
it possible
made
USS
ship.
landing
n
dock
Educatio
dethe
again
has
Kentucky
serving aboard
trial for murder,
The four landowners involved
is
able
project
be
to
the
state
said
our
in
TVA
girls
and
Association oppoaas all efforts
a 21-year-old CaldCatamount. in the Far East
of nied killing
advantage
take
designed to demonstrate special have agreed to allow the
to reduce the amount of morry to
well County girl
that
programs
educational
reclamation techniques for demonstration work
into
going
sources
or
federal
friirn
"I never shot, maimed
Replanting the strip-mined
been
have
not
mines where they are
would
"orphan"
otherwise
all
of
education programs
crippled a human being in my
will retard soil erosion,
area
of
unusual
in
areas
he
said.
located
possible,"
types," Dr. J.M. Dodson, KEA
life," the hea vy-equipment opscenic value Orphan mines are reduce sediment losses to the
a
told
has
secretary,
FILE
Circuit
MOW
executive
Christian
LIDGEZ•
Characterizing Kentucky as a erator told a
the older, abandoned areas'that stream, establish wildlife
U.S. House subcommittee.
relatively poor state when Court jury Wednesday
were strip mined before habitat, and make the area
Testifying here before the compared with most other
Hale is charged in the death
Deaths reported are Noah F. Parks, age 84, and
more attractive visually.
reclamation was required.
education subcommittee of the states, Dodson said poverty of Katherine Denham at
Where natural rock 111:1111111
Mountain
Tennessee
Hoyt Linn
Labor
and
House Education
plays an important role in Princeton.
Probation that is, letting a
interesting
most
show
above the mine's vertical
the
of
of
Seymour,
one
Management
see
to
want
"If you
Committee, whose chairman is determining quality, or lack of
A badly-decomposed body, al- prisoner go free "on condition"
bench
is a common method of dealing Tennessee, is doing the planting highwall, the horizontal
sights in town, go over to Jeff Farris' place in the Kentucky Democrat Carl D. it, in an educational program leged by the prosecution to be
will be planted to grass,
area
of
the
under
direction
work,
Judges
Mr.
lawbreakers.
lesser
Store.
with
Dodson
Furniture
was
Hindman,
Perkins of
that of Miss Denham,
basement of the Riley No. 2
"A youngster may be brilliant found July 9, 1970 in a water- do hasc a right to put reasonable natural resource specialists in rather than trees which would
Farris is a mechanic from the old school," from the asserted:
limits on the person's activities,
screen the rock
"Kentucky cannot provide but if he does not have the filled cistern near Princeton. such as not leaving the county TVA's Division of Forestry, eventually
the bench
Where
scarps.
column. "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
and
Wildlife
Fisheries,
resources
and
means
es
financial
opportuniti
four
educational
She has been missing for
without the permission of his probecomes broad and flat, "miniNorris.
at
Work
is
Development
Miss Barbara Ashcraft has been elected vice- comparable to most other states to pursue an education to the years.
bation officer.
But, as the abose case shows, scheduled for completion by the meadows" will be planted—
president of the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at unless the federal government fullest extent possible his
Dr. Elias Kawas, a Madisonpockets of grass with trees for a
She
.
sophomore
much
judge cannot use probation to end of April.
not
a
make
the
is
does
with
she
brilliancy
partner
where
it
equal
an
that
beconies
testified
College
Murray State
ville patholigist,
constitutional
basic
backdrop
away
in
take
old
down
closed
mine,
The
society."
to
of
contribution
school
of a
the state and local
could not be established that rights. In another case, a requireis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Ashcraft
At one point on the outslope
1957, is partly covered by
DenMiss
of
districts in financing public
that
was
body
the
ment that the prohationcr would natural regrowth of vegetation. visible from Highway 29A, a
Murray.
Dodson also took note ot "the
victim
the
schools."
that
He said
base to donate a pint of blood to
frustration and uncertainty ham.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Come Back
The plantings will be an attempt large water cascade dross over
The subcommittee was
the Red Crom was also held un
had had no dental work.
of
Shirley
employment
and
the
surrounding
Lancaster
Burt
with
Little Sheba"
the the constitutional as a "cruel and un- to cover the area completely. natural rock strata. Here
completing two days of Kensaid
also
Kawas
for another year"
The agreement calls for hemlock, mountain laurel, and
tucky hearings on the future of teachers
time of death could usual** penalty.
Booth
the Nixon proposals cause and
of
because
Nesertheless, special restric- planting 27,000 pine and hard- rhododendron will be planted to
education.
to
estimated
federal aid
He
proven.
be
not
tion" may make sense in the con- wood seedlings and a variety of provide an attractive setting to
federal aid to schools
Chairman Perkins is seeking to to reduce
the victim had been dead be- test of a particular situation. Anlandscape-size trees on the 43- display the cascade.
landmark
the
of
when
extend
years
organization
six
an
and
"Being
tween two
other case involved a woman who
Elementary and Secondary educators that is concerned the body was found
had twice been consicted of un- acre "orphan" mine bank. The
Education Act I ESEA1, which about the welfare of its memThe prosecution ended its lawful conduct during anti-war
.
0 give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good; for his expires June 30, for five years. bers, we have a real concern case Wednesday after Hate's demonstrations
The judge granted probation on
President Nixon's budget would about what will happen to the two daughters, both potential
mercy endureth forever.—Psalm 107: I.
condition that she not take an
replace it with a special
of schoolteachers in prosecution witnesses, failed to actisot part in any more such
Sometimes we forget to be grateful. and need to educational revenue-sharing hundreds
this state unless something is appear.
demonstrations. And this reatricTHE ATFef
think of God's goodness, for it we think we shall plan that would cost Kentucky forthcoming pretty soon.. It is a
Instead, lawyers read their lion ssas duly upheld on appeal.
various
to
it
"The cgriduct forbids," said
schools, according
thank.
legitimate concern of an testimony at the 1971 Caldwell
estimates, between $3.5 to 830 education association when a C'ircuit Court trial of their fa- the appellate court, "even if lawful
in itself, is conducive to future
annually.
Large segment of its mem- ther, which ended in a hung criminal activity of the same kind
imhave
ESEA programs
bership is threatened with a loss Jury.
of which (she) was convicted."
proved the quality of education of positions."
The court added:
One of the daughters, Patsy
in Kentucky, Dodson told the
"The granting of probation is
Fletcher of Caldwell County,
subcommittee.
By Carl Riblet Jr.
testified at the earlier trial that within the sound discretion of the
been
so
have
her father told her about killing trial court. A defendant has the
adults
made
what
systems
"School
Scene-Stefiler
In childhood we wondered
right, if he feels that the terms of
inMiss Denham.
probation are more harsh than
hard to get along with. In adulthood we wonder why able to put in programs of
A dress that loas like a
The other, Peggy Cochran of the sentence, to refuse probation
and experimentation
suit may be a scene-stealer
children are so ornery. Both segments of the novation
El Paso, Tex., had made a sim- and undergo such sentence."
that they otherwise could not
you for spring. One such
population have the saille ailment; they simply do have done. With the increased for
ilar statement before the first
is made of printed challis.
Anieriilin Bar ,401.4Trialion
trial but disavowed it on the public service feature by Will
not understand each other and the reason why is cost of operating schools staring The jacket top has two flap
'
drawstring
that
testified
to.
a
want
She
and
don't
stand.
y
pockets
witness
times—the
the
Bernard,
of
school boards in the face, the
found in a fact
panel
a
to
poto
matched
waist,
statement
the
qlf• made
utilization of the money
"If you would judge, understand."
1973 American Bar Association
pleat skirt.
lice only because of her sister.
provided in these Title
—Seneca
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Scotts Grove
Worship Ser vice
Evening worship
Emmanuel Missior
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Nortnside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Sinking Spring
morning Worship
Evening Worship
Nagel Illiepets1
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar Spring
Morning Worship
Evening vvorseio

Grace liaptis
Morning worship
Evening worship
Bleed River

Morning worship
Everting Worship
Kinsey Beettli
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening
Memorial Bap
Morning Worship
Evgning Worship
New Mt Carmel Mi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Cherry Corsa
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salem Saptis
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
S-ugar Creek
Morning worship
worship
Evening
°trews Chap
Morning worship
Evening Worship
4
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eta% V•rnon'i
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5,

Boone's

Corvetl
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Ws Main Street
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A
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Uncle Jeffs Shoot
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Arnerics
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Steaks Chops
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AN INVESTMENT

Baptist

Methodist

YOUR FUTURE

Palestine united
lit
Worship Service II a m
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10 30•.m.
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
13 cm.
10
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:004.m.
Sunday School

Scotts Grove
11 00 a ni
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 30p m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
II a m
Evening Worship
a 30p m

Church Of Christ

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ile m
a 30p m

LOMB Oak Primitive
2 OOP M.
lit Sunday
10 10 A.M.
3rd Sunday

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Worship
Evening
6 30p m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11• m
p m

Nerthstde
'darning Worship
Evening Worship

11a.m.
7p.m.

Pentecostal
Almo Heights
Ilam
Morning worship
7 30 p m
Everting worship
United, ileirvan Ave
10a m
Sunday School
7p m
Evening worship
United, New Concord
10a rri
Sunday School
/0170thillti Services It• in . p in
Calvary Temple
10 a in
Sunday School
11•rn 7 30
lrharship Serv.ces
-m'
Peril Assedibly Gt God

Grace Baptist
10 45• m
Morning Worship
7p m
Everting Worship
Bleed River.
' Item
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
• 30p m
irkSitY Baptist
It•In.
Morning Worship
7 31/0 rts ^
E v eft;119 Warvo
Memorial Baptist
AAorning Worship
10 50a m
Evrning Worship
7 00 p m

Elm Greve
Morning Warship
Worship
Evening

tiam
7p m

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Coldwa wer
Morning Worship
Evening Worsnip

it oilers Sound Fooling.

Sugar Creek
11 si,m
Warning worship
7 IS p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapei
Morning Worship
11 00 AM
Evening Worship
3 30PM

Bethel United
11 00a m
Sunday
7na & Ith Sundays
mi
m
00 rr
30
Sunday
d
3r
is,

Independence United
1st & kci Sundays
4th Sundays
inci
7 00 p in

Worship

10 OOa m
11 00• m

First Methodist
8 45 a 10 50a m

!Russells Chapel United
10 • m
001
Sunday SC1,
II a in
Morning Worship
-•
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11• in 1st L
3r0 Sundays 7 p in 2nd 1 4th

10 50 a m
•p in

111

Sundays
Lynn Greve
9 45 • in lit
WO(SniP Service
3rd Sundays. II • m 7nd &

re%

Sunday

it

Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a in
Worship Service

am
y,407m
3rd 14hSUSa
:7nier 7
rd4"U::Wer4FSie10)371m
Suda"1
lit12nd
3rdmall.
1St 4.
Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a in 15t
Sunday—II 00• in 3rd Sunday
y
suncsa
11 00 • in
1st
Sunday-10 00 a m 2nd , 3rd S.
4th
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 • in 2nd
Sunday 11 00•in 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10 00 a in 151, 3rd
11 00 • in and
L ellts Sunday
Sunday

Wayman Chapel A M
Wersnie Services ttam.lprn
St Jean's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 )0• m
Morning Worship
9 30•.m
IMMaaVal Lutheran
9 IS•in
Sunday School
10 )0• rn
Morning Worsh.p

First Cbrishatei
10:30g.m.,1
Worship Services
m

10 a in
II am

'domino Worship
Sunday School

St Lee Catholic Church
Sunday mass II•m li•m a 30
m
_
PS IS in.
Saturday Mass
Christian Stsente
114 rn
Service
~Ship
Jebovah's Witnesses
10 30£ in
Watchtower
• 30 a in
Bible OK Writ

Christian

.
-

Kirksey United
110E4"
Morning WorSnIP
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
1.
Worship Service 11 00• rn
2nd Sunday, 10 00 a m. 3rd I. 4111
Sunday School 10 00
m lit Si
2nd Sunday' 11 00 a rn. 3rd 0 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

lla.m.
3 P.m •

Church el Jesus Christ
Ol Critter Oar San's
10a
Sunday School

Liberty Constberiend
10 a m
Sunday School
lie in.
Worship Service
North Piesant Greve
10 a in
Sunday School
II is.m
Worship Service
Greve
Clek
loam.
Sunda Sc h001
WOYSnlp SerV.CIPS II• in ,7 p.m
Mount Phrsairit
II a.m.
Morning Worship
/p.m
Evening Worship
First Pretax/ferias
9 30a in.
Church SCh001
10 45•in
Worship Saw ic•

Salem Baptist
II a in
Morning Worship
7 ISorri
Worship
Evening)

▪

Other
Denominations

IN* team

-

II 00

Presbyterian

Flint Baptist
II a m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

Ire m
7,p m

Second Street
Morning WOrsrip
Evening Worship

le cc

Churn School
Worship Service

New Mt Carntiti Missionery
11 00• m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship

Cherry Comer
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

you want a Firm Foundation. walk
Sound Footing for, lifelong
man
here it is The Foundation this
to
stands on can serve as compass
better
guide you, a blueprint for
and don'ts
living It is filled with do's
company
Heavenly
lot
one
groom
that
Establish my
The Psalmist prayed. footsteps in Thy word, and let
over
not any iniquity have dominion
points the
me." This man's foundation
Book
way to Go Actually, it is the
there?
written
name
your
is
Life
of
It offers peace ol mind and
it
.unifort °I soul to those who take
seriously Attend church regularly
offers
and read of the things it
no
ors, to hold to when one is
'longer able to hold the Book

"0'

Brooks Chapel United
7 ()Op 111
lit Sunday
9 30a in
2nd Sunday
11 00 a
3rd & 4th Sundays

West Murr•y
10 $00.1‘.
Morning Worship
6 OM.
Evening Worship
Unman Grove
10 SO• in
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship
Seventh& neater
10 10• m
Worship Service
spin
Evening Service
New Concord
10 SO• M
Morning Service
7 p in
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
II am
'darning Worship
GP m
Evening Worship

It

Murray Church
10• rn
Sunday S01001
II a m
Worship Service
Church
Locust Grove
11• m
Worship
Morning
7p m
Eveltalog Worsis,p

llam
30p m

University
Morning Worship
'0 )0• rn
Evening worship
• 00p.m.
Green Plain
) Worship
i0 es. M.
Morn.,
Evening WOrship
70.m.

Nazarene

Hazel illopeist
11• nt.
Morn rig WorShip
Evening Worship
7 30p nt
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

SOUND FOOTING

Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
4:30 P.M.
Evening ~Ship
Locust Grove
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
II•m.
Morning Worship
Evening worship
7 30p en

New Providence
11 &M.
Morning Worship
• 30p m.
Evening worship

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
morning Service110 iS A M

Seventh Day Adventist
10 CO a in
Sabbath School
9 30 • m
Worship Service

Worship Services 10 45 a.m..
g

•Ir

'
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Leather Goods L Shoe Repair
All Types of Western 117pplies

4%,

\

& MRS WM

MR

A

cONTItet
s Bugs Have
'
"Every Day You Delay Let
Their Way".
753-3914
100 So 13th St.

IN YOU
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED

•

,

Phone 153 7202

Kenlake Marina

Stokes

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph 474 2211 Ex, 171

Pr

BOOKS'

1413 Olive Blvd.

Motors
Cain & Trees Motor Sales
Ambassador Hornitt-Matedor-Gremlin•Jeep
Top Ouattty Used Cars

Five Points

Can

Co., Inc.
Distributing Gulf Products
Tires Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St ,
Ph. •42-4424, Paris

Ph 753 35'' Mi.,' ii

Phone 7S3-44411

0...••

" W4;;/
&/

, •
7"

Restaurant

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy HI at Aurora
Phone 474 2707

1210 Main

SALES

Your JohnS00 Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Supplies
Murray
E
94
At

paints ph

53 moo
110

SERVICE

.-

PARK RENTAL
Hwy 94 1 MI E Murray - Ph 7S3-4.445

Grecian Steak House
FTD

WM E

SO Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery ili Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

sir

SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA
on
All
Orders
Delivery
Cent
25

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Phone 751 1931

Murray. Ky

12th

a Chestnut

....-e'

ooI Office Equipment & Supplies
SALES . SERVICE a RENTALS

Wells Electric
...---.

Typewriters
Calculators
11S So 4th

Authorized MercuryOutboard
Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry Hwy 68
Ph 474.7344
Aurora

Adding Machines and
753 1763

Ward-Elkins

Jack's Super Burger

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE MAYTAG

Phone 751 5011

Phone 753 1713

v4

L

'753 7132
e

,

Fern Terrace Lodge

Kentucky Lake

Mrs Mona Purdom RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753 7109
1505 Stadiiim View Drive

Oil Company

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SNELL
Murray
753 1371 . ,

Mayfield
747 1487

1

Lynhurst Resort

'
Storey s Food Giant

Col and Mrs Thomas Brown----Owners
Bel

Air Shopping Center
Phone 436 2345 and 436-5376

v47.-aR7

641 Super Shell

p Pagliai's

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open a 00 a m Close 17 00 p m

1.2E2raft

FAST-FREE-HOY DELIVERY
510W. Main

South 12th Street--Phone 753-9131

753 2975

Carroll Tire Service

•

Susie's Cafe

DEALER
YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE
1105 Pogue

403 Maple

-N1

-"I
705 Chestnut

Phone '51 299 1

MACK & MACK
Sales and Service
Motors Dealer

v

)

....rt.

WANDA NANCE OWNER
_

753 8944

SOO N 4th

IW

I

DODSON, OWNER

The Beauty Box

Shirley Garden Center

00,,

_ -----"'

Trenholm's Drive-In

751 5374

Hogs bought daily

i

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

PH

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 'PM

ky

sis w. main

7S3-3251

r

Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753-8488

•

Lots and
Residential Commercial Farm -- Building
Lake Property—Buying Selling Leasing
Phone 753 7724

Co.

1

--._

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

,

Ky

‘',. '11 9636

Murray, K r
Fli.nion

a

MEMBER F T.D.
502 N 4th St

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

BERT. ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph 753-7150
Nary MIS (Hazel Hwy )

Chestnut St
753-1715

-

Murray

Murray Livestock

753-3734

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

.

Steaks • Chops - Seafoon Plates - Sandwiches
Steak
Specials: Mon , Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.. Chicken • Fri , Fish
No. 12th Ext. HI - Call In Orders to 753-4419

4.4111Wa

Murray's Most Complete Department Sturi
753 2'"
Central Shopping Center

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

41P

So 12th 11 Story
753 6655

753 1717

RI 4,

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

ial

ROSES .'

Member FDIC
SOO Main
753-3731

Paschall Truck Lines

Phone 753 Val

501N 4th

(

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

g;it
%pp

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat I. Soybeans
E.W Outland, Supt
Holmes Ellis, Mqr
-'
Phone 753 1720
COMPLIMENTS

1

,------

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
1

oore

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

COMPLIMENTS

Benjamin

7S3-1315

7M. From 5 Points on N lath Ex?

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential Sales 8, Service
Repairs & Installation-- Gas 11. Sewer

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING .

5a4,4

Sales and Service
Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

Claude Vaughn

i

TIDWELL

,

Orten's TV

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7t01

A Choice Selection of Relishes. Salads meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753 2700
Hwy. MI North

7S3 31414

SOS Coldwater Rd

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

s
Serving Murray State University
7S3 7334

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Rudy Lovett Distributing

American

Phone 753-41137

Kentucky fried Akita

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES a
RELIGIOUS

Commercial Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117
1207 Johnson Blvd

Ph 7S3-3037

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

tompiete

Tire Service Center
Your
For Passenger Truck a Farm Tires

753-2411

Phone 153-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 1 Whirlpool

Inc.

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Tractor & Implement Co.

V
Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Phone 753 stsi

Ewing Tire Service

Co.,

Nth at Chestnut

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky Lake State Park

102

w

I

WILNAM—MGR

J W

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Chestnut

AlR CONDITIONING

HEATINGSHEET METAL

Ph '53 5209

121

Randy Thornton Service Co.

753.1751

209 S 7th

753-6075

Highway 441 North

®000(II 061

Freed Cotham

Hom• Courts

Air Conialttening-Heating Commercial Itetrigeration

DIV

JAS D CLOPTON

Auto Repair

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Complete Automatic Transmission ServiceFront End Alignment.
.p I Repair ServiceComplete Yune-u

anie

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

With Over 70 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T V .
753 2900
1600 Dodson Ave

753 7997

Five Points

Sholar s

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

Palace Cafe

..

Incorporated

Mayfield Hwy

Tucker TV Sales & Service
,7,(.-.2!"" Dealer
four
'

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
s
'
Boonet

Mobile

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
753-1377
4th at Poplar

753 0676

1101 Arcadia

Ph 753 7494

Shady Oaks

Taylor Motors, Inc.

,.-, :N.
.4'N-

JONES OWNERS

604 S 4th

7S3 eggs

Sycamore 14th

Crafts Unlimited

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Vernon's Boot & Shoo Store

fir
•

•

1 7 Block E of S. 12th Phone 753 1419

National Hotel Bu.id,ng
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Elder Down To Last
Chance For Masters

ofogiot

Four WHA Games Have Bearing
On Hockey Playoff Situation

--Ottawa 5, New England 2.
fila••••••••••••••NMEINOMINNSIII
The Nationals' 12th triumph in
eight Greensboro Open titles
By BOB GREEN
the last 13 games put them in
back in 1938, was one of six
Associated Press Golf Writer
the Eastern playoffs and elimi(REENSBORO,N.C.( AP)- tied at 66, five under par on the
nated the New York Raiders,
ook..
•"this Week", Lee Elder prom- 7,021-yard. Sedgefield Country
who lost to Houston 5-3.
ised with a big smile," It'll be Club course, also at that figure
In the National Hockey
a little different from last were Ed Sneed, Bobby Nichols,
League. Toronto upset Detroit
and
Baird
Butch
Bert Yancey,
,week"
6-4, putting the Red Wings in
.•
Elder. now down to this one New Zelander John Lister
••••••
the position of having to win
Billy Casper was in a large
last chance to win his way into
their final two gatnes and hop• 811a
the Masters, had just fashioned group at 67, Arnold Palmer had
ing Buffalo loses or ties its fia sparkling seven-under-par 64 a 69 and Lee Trsyino. winner of
nale. If the Sabres win it, they
but admitted it could have been two of his last CITree starts, was
make the Eastern playoffs. In
71
at
lead
pack
round
the
in
well back
better for the first
only otDer NHL game,
the
,
AR
••
Thursday in the $210,000 Greatia downed Atlanta 41111E1
11
Philadelph
111111111111111111
ini
iiiiiiiiiiilil
•
411.01~•
eurninuttimmii
11111111111111111111111i11111111111immlitn
ler
er (;reensboro Open golf
alb
2 and can take second place in
•
tournament
/NA.
•
the West by winning both re"
Af
*"J'AII4111141.1
And the personable guy from
maining games, or by winning
Washington, D.0 seeking to beone if Minnesota loses tonight
to
player
lea&
black
first
come the
.41 'limb .... telloodsr -*A01111.•••
at Vancouver
the famed
• compete in
the
on
drills
through
Room Boom Caron's 35th and
run
Racers
of
YV
tournament at Augusta, Ga.,
Murray State football coach Bill Furgerson watches a group
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of their two remaining games,
both at home. The loss put both
Houston and 1.6s Angeles in the
Western playoffs but left the
Oilers in the position of having
to win their finale at Minnesota
to make it.
-Quebec 5, Minnesota 3. The
Nordiques kept their faint
hopes alive for edging out
Philadelphia while the Fighting
Saints need only a tie against
Alberta tonight to clinch a spot
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White Sox Picked To Takei
American League Western Division)

tavet Remains - Chicago
Top Favorite

Lakers To Meet Bulls In First
Defense Of NBA Championship
LOS ANGELES I
- The
Los Angeles Lakers open defense of their National Basketball Association championship
tonight with their first playoff
opponent the Chicago Bulls,
picked by the flik of a coVi
stead of the toss V a ball(
The Lakers were tp d*ve met
the Bucks in Milwaukee for a
pre-playoff matchup to decide
the No. 1 spot in the Western
Conference, since the teams
finished with 60-22 records and
their season series even at 3-3.
But Laker players balked,
backed by the NBA Players Association, contending their contract called for only 82 games
before the playoffs.
So instead of playing a game,
a coin was tossed and
Milwaukee won the call

Thursday, getting the top
position, the home court advantage in the conference
finals and the Golden State
Wariors, fourth in the conference, as a playoff foe instead
of third place ,Chicago.
Two other NBA series also
get under way tonight -Golden
State at Milwaukee and Baltimore at the New York Knicks.
The opening of the Americv
Basketball Association playoffs
finds Carolina entertaining the
New York Nets and Virginia at
Kentucky.
Just about everyone except
the Lakers commented on the
coin flip
"When I was told LA didn't
want to play us I couldn't believe it," Bucks Coach Larry
Costello said in Milwaukee
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By BILL CONLIN
t'opley News Service
-Baseball has been changed
and upgraded since our 13
years of intensively covering
spring training camps
In those immediate postWorld War II days, a player
came into camp on expense
money and immediately went
into a form of socialism that
involved his room and board
unW the season started For
"extras," which involved
laundry and tip money, he
borrowed against his first
paycheck
Nowadays, ballplayers
have what they call "Murphy
Money," for these basic items
of tipping and Laundry, and it
recently was $60 a week and
may now be more We haven't
checked lately
In the hot hands of the normal baseballer, $60 will go a
long way in tips It'll buy a
few beers It might even be
put to more nefarious purposes such as entertaining,
POEM. "My Irene is
like
the village queen, no finer
queen you've ever seen."
An. to be young again, in
Anaheim, at spring training
No, anybody who doesn't
want to go to spring training
has no imagination, no adventurousness, and he must like
to stay home and do gardening
This, of course, applies even
to ballplayers.
Spring (Paining was inxented by John J McGraw of
the New York Giants, who
was an excellent third baseman himself and who was a
bon vivant around the cabarets
Old Muggsy, who reveled in
the sudsy glass, became manager of the Giants,and he took
Pus whole squad of 72 to Hot
Springs, Ark., for 10 days of
what was then called "the
cure," and was later referred
to as "boiling out "
The athletes took the waters, the mud baths and observed an early curfew
In a week or 10 days they regained their vitality, their
resiliency, and in two or three
rounds of batting practice

"To me, if you don't have the
guts to come in here and play a
game for a conference championship-well, it's hard for me
to visualize," he said.
Owner Frank Mieuli, whose
Warriors said they would rather play Los Angeles than travel
to Milwaukee, said, "This decision to use a frivolous toss to
decide upon a championship
after a long, hard season of 82
games is without precedent in
major league sports history."
About the only person to
voice some tentative approval
was Bulls' Coach Dick Motta,
who said,"Maybe we'd just as
soon play the Lakers right now,
because the Bucks are awfully
hot at the moment." Milwaukee
has won its last 14 games.
Golden State was second to
Los Angeles in the Pacific Division while Chicago finished second behind Milwaukee in the
Midwest If Los Angeles had
won the coin flip, the Lakers
would have played Golden Statesi
in the best-of-7 series and the
Bulls the Bucks.
In New York, it will be the
Knicks against the Baltimore
Bullets and the Bullets against
Madison Square Garden.
"The home court is particularly difficult in the Garden,"
I said Baltimore Coach Gene
Shue -The Knicks are very
tough there because of the fans
and other things." He apparently was referring sarcastically
to past criticism of officiating
in New York
In the ABA. Carolina, corning
off a fifth-place finish a year
ago, ran and pressed its way to
the Eastern crown thanks to
the coaching of Larry Brown
and the addition of all-star forward Billy Cunningham
When the playoffs are over,
the Nets will lose Coach Lou
Carnesecca back to the college
ranks whence he came. The
Nets finished third a year ago
but made it all the way to the
finals, only to lose to Indiana
and hope history repeats

they had I egained their tuning
What ruined this quick and
easy regimen was that the
next year manager McGraw
invited New York newspaper
reporters to go along, and this
was the betrayal of Hot
Springs and every other training camp.
Suddenly, the darned thing
became important. And then
the old Giants, to cover the
nut caused by all these freeloading supernumeraries,
conceived the idea of playing
exhibition games on the way
home to New York
The spring training schedule evolved, and there has
been no containment Some of
these games have become
vastly more profitable, like
Sunday dates in Mexico City
or even weekend games in
Phoenix, than the clubs average on a typical league season
date
The whole notion has
reached far out-of-bounds It
has become profligate and expensive, but it also attains a
degree of profitability
To capitalize on his Giants
training in Arizona, Horace
Stoneham bought the land and
built a hotel at Casa Grande,
where he solicits tourists to
watch his sweaty athletes It's
a good formula The hotel was
a lot closer to profitability in
1972 than the Gigantics, who
had a dismal season and refleeted it at the box office
But, really, how valuable is
spring training, which John
McGraw believed could be accomplished in 10 days in bathtubs full of sulphur mud"
This veteran of many
month-long camps, all of
which were fun and expensepaid, has to be nonconvinced
of their value
In 1911, Ty. Cobb held out all
spring on the Detroit Tigers,
finally signed his contract the
day before the season started,
and took a few practice
swings That was the year
Cobb hit 420.
CX course, Cobb was something beyond modern compare But the point is that the
next year he trained as assiduously as any of has peers But
in 1912, he hit ONLY 410.

ST. LOUIS (AP)- Hard-hitting Rod Laver remained the
favorite today to capture top
money in the $50,000 Holton
Tennis Classic, but tall Stan
Smith, the U.S. ace, was doing
some figuring.
"You have to serve well to
beat Laver," noted Smith, who
demolished Frank Froehling of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 6-4, 6-0
in Thursday's second-round skrigles.
"But I think there are about
four in this meet who might
beat him if it came down to
Sunday's singles championship
match," added Smith, the Wimbledon champ.
Smith, whose booming service overpowered Froehling, insisted Thursday winners Bob
Lutz of Sausalito. Calif., his
doubles partner, plus himself,
Cliff Richey of San Angelo,
Tex., and Cliff Drysdale of
title
stood
Africa
South

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It's been so long since the
Chicago White Sox won a pennant that they'd probably settle
for a half-pennant this year.
That's probably what they'll
get, too.
Slugger Richie "Call me
Dick") Allen is happy, pitcher
Wilbur Wood is hearty and the
Oakland A's are not as strong
as you might think.
That adds up to a West title
for the White Sox in the American League, their first clampions of any kind since 1959.
"This is the strongest offensive team in White Sox history'," says Manager Chuck
Tanner. Only those who saw
the 1919 edition with Shoeless
Joe Jackson might dispute the
statement, but the White Sox do
have power to burn for the 1973
baseball season.
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his gratitude by reportshowed
In the fourth quarter-final it
ing to spring training camp on
was Smith against Australia's
time. You knew he was really
John Alexander, with the
grateful, because he hadn't
got
American claiming, "He's
done that since his rookie seato serve well to beat me"

g

Hitters Go Wild As Pitchers
Try Out New Orange Baseballs

Bowling
Standings
MAGIC TRI
Final Standings
Bowling League
L
W
Team
82
26
Ezells Beauty School
19
69
Johnson 's Grocery
45
63
Bank of Murray
49
59
Murray Muffler Ser
56
52 •
Jerry's Restaurant
54 2 53, x
Murray Ins Agency
53'? 5,4l4
Triangle Inn
43
65
Boones
78
30
Eaker Amusement
High Team Game (SC)
754
Johnson's Grocery
717
Johnson's Grocery
737
School
Beauty
Ezells
High Team Game (HC)
Murray Muffler-Srr
948
Johnson's Grocery
947
Jerry's Restaurant
High Team Series (SC)
2195
Johnson's Grocery
7123
EzellS Beauty School
1989
Jerry's Restaurant
High Team Series (HC)
2784
Jerry's Restaurant
2777
Johnson's Grocery
7765
Murray Muffler Ser.
High Ind Game CSC)
700
Marilyn Chatman
193
Rozella Henry
180
Norma Bennett
High Ind Game INC)
749
Rozella Henry
731
Marilyn Chatman
272
Maudie Kenner y
High Ind Series (SC)
Marilyn Chatman
531
467
Linda Drake
457.
Wanda Nance
High Ind. Series (HC)
624
Marilyn Chatman
589
Rozella Henry
587
Linda Drake
High Averages
16.1
Mildred Hodge
157
Wanda Nance
156
Marilyn Chatman
147
Betty Dixon
143
Norma Bennett
Linda Drake
14)
Ill
Isabel Parks
Mary Harris
140
Barbara Alexander
1.40

roof.
1972 Cadillac Coupe DeVille. all power and air, vinyl
ribbon
a
as
slick
miles.
15,000
Car.
Murray
one owner
and
(971 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, 25,000 miles, all power
whistle.
a
as
air, slick
roof,
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille. all power and air, vinyl
one owner. Murray car.

sN4

P"69 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air. Murray
Car
16,000
1971 Chevrolet Impala Custom, 2 door hardtop.
broom.
new
a
as
new
miles.
1968 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hardtop. power and air.
one
1968 Oldsmobile, Cutlass, 4 door, power and air,
owner. Murray ('ar.

1964 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, double power

ivitio PACK

Jockey
Donna Hillman sports a
muddy face after a race at
Gulfstrearn Park, Miami,
Fla

hi

Molloy, a 5-foot-11 free agent,
sat out most of his senior year
last season because of a broken
leg suffered in the third game
against Navy.

the Tigers. Detroit's pitching is
suspect, despite the presence of
22-game winner Mickey Lolich,
The Tigers, also, appear to
have too many players who
..
have seen their better days.
The geveland Indians and ,
Milwaukee Brewers figure to
hold up the East. Gaylord Perry, a 24-game winner, is one of„
the few bright spots in the
Cleveland picture. But there's
some suspicion' that the right-'
hander can repeat another year
like that at the age of 35.
The Indians gave up too
much in trades to be called A
contender and might have a
tough time, even, keeping
ahead of Milwaukee. The Brewers, also, were guilty of trading ,
away too much for too little. ,
'they obtained infielder Don
Money from the Philadelphia ,
Phillies but at a price that pu7zled some savvy baseball folks.
Jim Lonborg, the Brewers' top
man, was traded away with •
three other major league pitch-•
ers.
In the West, Chicago and
Oakland appear to be all alone
unless neither plays up to potential. In that case, the Califorma Angels could make it hot in that division.
Tht Angels, lacking a longball offense last year, brought
some power to town with the
addition of Frank Robinson
Also coming to the Angels in
the deal with the Los Angeles
Dodgers was pitcher Bill Singer. He'll join a sparkling staff
headed by Nolan Ryan, Clyde
Wright and Rudy' May,
The Kansas City Royals, MinTexas
nesota Twins and
Rangers will probably finish in
that order to complete the West
standings this season.
The Royals have some solid
hitting with John Mayberry,
Amos Otis, Lou Piruella and
Cookie Rojas, but their pitching
staff is weak; the Twins' pitching isn't bad with Bert Blyleven
the ace, but the rest of the
team has too many holes to
consider them seriously' and the
Rangers will finish last with
possibly the worst team in
baseball.
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Cain's Gulf Service
presents

SAVINGS

1 ederal
Tax

18.95 + $2.60
$18.95 • *2.53
$17.95 t 92.37

(;;Ks 15
G78x 14
Flax 14

DEAN POLORIS
-4 Ply l'ulvistirB7$s D.
C714 13
E78x 14
1-'78 x 14
G78x 14
!Mx 14
x IS
G78 x'15
1178 x 15

$15.95 I $1.111
616.95 + $1.91
*17.19
$G.95 • $2.37
$18.95 + $1.5:1
$19.95 + $2.75
$21.-95-+ 3.16
$18.95 + $2.60
$19.95 + 62,10

Prices Good thru April 10
WE ALSO HAVE EQUAL SAVINGS ON STEEL
BELTS AND RADIAL

AP) PHILADELPHIA
Larry Molloy, a 185-pound defensive back from Boston College, has signed with the Philadelphia Eagles of the National
Football League.

1966 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, power and air

Main Street

darkness. linos Otis struck a
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer home run for the winners.
The Orioles won their game
Take it from a man who
knows --Gaylord Perry-the on Don Baylor's leadoff homer
new orange baseballs are in the eighth off Steve Kline.
The Yanks had tied the game
slippery and hard to grip
The Cleveland pitcher. who in the seventh on Felipe Alou's
has been accused at times of Iwo-run homer
Gary Gentry pitched seven
throwing a spit ball, was on the
mound Thursday as the gaudy, innings of scoreless ball as Atexperimental balls had their lanta defeated Pittsburgh The
Braves scored their winning
coming-out party
They must have been hard to runs in the first inning on three
control, for sure, because :6 %alks off Luke Walker. a fieldruns were scored in a hitter s cr's choice and Dave Johnson's
day that produced an 11-5 exhi- single.
bition game victory for the Indians over Oakland.
"The pitchers were not able
to grip it correctly," said Commissioner Rowie Kuhn, echoing
complaints voiced by Perry and
Oakland's Jim Hunter
Kuhn, at the game to watch
the use of the fancy balls recommended by A's owner
Charles 0. Finley, observed
Cleveland's George Hendrick
hit three of them out of the
park
The baseball czar decided at
-once that they weren't practical
as is
Finley. who incidentally
wasn't on hand to watch the debut of his brainchild, originally
felt that a solid orange ball
would be better for the batters
to see than a white one
In Thursday's other games,
the Cincinnati Reds stopped the
Chicago White Sox 5-2; the
Kansas City Royals trimmed
the Montreal Expos 4-2; the
White Walls
Baltimore Orioles nipped the
in 1972 Series White
New York Yankees 3-2; the AtPittsthe
blanked
Braves
lanta
not pictured below
burgh Pirates 3-0; the Chicago
Cubs tripped the San Francisco
85" Single White
Giants 9-8 in 12 innings: the
New York Mets beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 2-1 and the
Boston Red Sox turned back
the Detroit Tigers 3-2.
Rain canceled four games Philadelphia-Houston. TexasMinnesota and contests involving split Milwaukee squads
with los Angeles and California.
Johnny Bench, apparently recovered from lung surgery over
the winter, drove in two runs to
pace Cincinnati's victory over
Chicago. The Reds' most valuable catcher singled across
the runs off loser Terry Forster
in the fifth inning.
Wayne Simpson, a trade acquisition this past winter from
Cincinnati, allowed only five
hits in pitching Kansas City
over Montreal in a game halted
after' seven innings because of

Molloy Signs

air, slick
1965 Chevrolet Bel-Air. 4 door Sedan, power and
as a mole.

SANDERS-PURDOM

son with the Philadelphia home run threat in the lineup,
will be troubled by the absence
Philhes.
Joining the free-swinging first of Epstein. With no big bouncer
baseman in the lineup this year hitting behind the lefthanded
will be Bill Melton, who's com- slugger, the opposition can
ing back from injury, and Ken more easily pitch around him.
The A's still have some of the
Henderson obtained in a trade
with the San Francisco Giants. best pitching in the American
To obtain the slugging Hender- League with the likes of Jim
son, the White Sox gave up "Catfish" Hunter, Vida Blue,
pitcher Tom Bradley in a deal John "Blue Moon" Odom and
some thinit may have been lop- Ken Holtzman and a brilliant
sided in the Giants' favor. But relief corps headed by Rollie
Tanner doesn't think so. He's Fingers. That's what will make
planning to get more work out the West interesting to the end.
of two 20-game winners, Wilbur
While the West shapes up as
Wood and Stan Bahnsen,
a likely two-team fight, the
The A's are the defending East is every man for himself.
World Champions, but may No one in particular has an aphave dealt themselves out of parent lock on the crown and it
another West championship could be an instant replay of
with a puzzling, off-season last year when four teams went
trade that sent leading home down to the bitter end before
run hitter Mike Epstein to Detroit pulled It out.
The Baltimore Orioles might
Texas for relief pitcher Horacio
Pins. Epstein had a personality be given a slight edge because
clash with Manager Dick Wil- of their potential, with the New
liams last year, but the trade York Yankees, Boston Red Sox
made the A's look ridiculous in and Tigers involved in the mad
scranible.
some quarters.
The Orioles' perennial penAlthough obtained catcher
Ray Fosse from Cleveland in a nant-winners fell apart last sealater deal, the A's still lack the son with every' regular having
proper long-ball clout to be a sub-par seasons. It shouldn't
pennant-winner. Reggie Jack- happen again this season and
son, now the only palpable besides the Orioles have secured a power hitter to drive in
runs for their tough pitching
staff-catcher Earl Williams.
The Yankees probably are
the most unproved team in the
east, with the acquisition of
outfielder Felipe Alou and third
baseman Grai,g Nettles. With
Bobby Murcer coming off his
finest slugging year, New York
Cleo .lames' two-out single has its most powerful offensive
drove home Glenn Beckert with unit since the Mantle-Mans
the winning run to give the days
The Red Sox, who took the
Cubs their 12-inning triumph
over San Francisco The game Tigers down to the final series
of the year before wilting in
took almost 3'2 hours to play.
Jon Matlack limited St Louis 1972, have a veteran team that
to two hits in seven innings and might be stronger with the acthe Mets scored the decisive quisition of Orlando Cepeda.
run on a throwing error to beat The nghthanded slugger will be
the designated pinch-hitter in
the Cardinals.
Designated hitter Orlando re. cozy Fenway Park.
With their hitting, good depeda drove in two runs, one
with an eighth-inning double, as fense and a pitching staff headRoston rallied for its victory ed by Marty Pattm, the Red
Sox figure to finish ahead of
over Detroit.

* FREE !! *
MOUNTING and BALANCING
. e
a0

CAIN GULF 4--$_.
753-5862

6th and Main Murray, Ky.
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Bieentennial Guideline
Released By Commission
Any community wishing to
participate in the bicentennial
celebration is urged to send its
suggestions to it Matching
Funds Region Chairman. He
will submit it to the Commission
where a Regional Director who
can provide guidance and
assistance to the community
will be assigned to the project.

A guideline for statewide,
regional and local participation
in Kentucky's rapidly approaching Bicentennial
Celebration is being distributed
to local communities under the
auspices of the Kentucky
Historical Events Celebration
Commission. "Kentucky's '7476 Celebrations", according to
Clyde M. Webb, Commission
Chairman, is designed to
stimulate additional ideas for
local events and projects that
can be incorporated into overall
bicentennial celebration activities.

Some of the bicentennial
activities already being planned
include: recognition for the
100th running of the Kentucky
Derby, commemoration of the
founding of Fort Harrod, tentative plans for the construction
of 8 1.1Ving fort at Boonesboro
Webb feels that grass roots
and a festival commemorating
participation is vital to the
the last battle of the American
success of the two-year4ong
Revolution fought at Blue Licks
celebration. "We have a unique
Battlefield.
"to
said,
Webb
"
opportunity,
The American Revolution
tell the world about Kentucky's
past and her promise. During Bicentennial Commission
the Bicentennial, we'll play host themes.. Heritage '78, Festival
to thousands of visitors,,et's. USA and Horizon '76 are being
Kentucky's
in
show Kentucky off at her included
The
program.
bicentennial
best
and
undertake
beautiful
projects that will provide basic program areas covered
lasting benefits for Ken- by the themes are: historical
tuckians, too Let's aim for 200 programs; pageantry and
and historic re-enactments;
projects
Special
celebrations to take place historical education projects;
throughout the state during the restorations of historical sites
celebration and show the world and buildings; and marking of
that when Kentucky throws a historic sites, routes and trails;
birthday party, it's worth arts and cultural exhibits; fairs
and expositions: international
coming to 'S
exhibits;
It is suggested that bicen- activities; MUSCUIT1
programs;
goals
city
and
state
utilize
tennial programs
programs;
and environmental
attractions
existing
on projects and
resources rather than develop beautificati
s in public and
artificial exposition-type at- improvement
transportation.
tractions. Celebrations should private
be oriented toward the entire
Organizations wishing a copy
family offering a wide diversity
'74-76
— Kentucky's
of activities to appeal to all of
" should contact
ages; projects should be varied Celebrations,
1005, Capital
enough to interest all segments ICHECC. Room
Plaza Office Tower, Frankfort,
of the population, both within
Kentucky 40801.
agp without the state.

Commune mixes
farming, politics
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
SHANGHAI — The two
main items under cultivation
at the Rainbow Bridge People's Commune are vegetables and political thought.
Bumper harvests are predicted in both areas in 1973,
according to the commune's
leader, Lu Elsiao-chuan.
Lu is a six-footer, relatively
tall among his Chinese countrymen. He is 37 years old,
with sharp features and a
wide grin. He chain-smokes
l'hunghwa cigarettes made in
Shanghai.
His slender fingers danced
in the air almost continuously
to emphasize facts and
figures he related about his
conunune's work in supplying
vegetables for Shanghai's immense appetite.
The commune is situated on
flat land only a few miles outside the Shanghai city limits.
Pulls provided a pastoral
backdrop against the gray
sky
Answering Chairman Mao
Tse-tung's call for organization of collectives, the COM mune was formed by combining existing village units in
1958.
The total population today
is 26,430, living in 6,474 households, with a labor force of
14,079 Housing was considerably better here than in a
commune I visited in
Chekiang province.
The commune is organized
into 16 production brigades
and those in turn are organized into 121 production
teams
As we walked through the
commune, Lu painted a
familiar picture, one I had
heard several times in differ-
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ent parts of China, of how the
commune had unproved production since 1949:
"Output in this area was
very low before liberation,"
I,u said.
•'I calculate the production
on this land in 1949 was about
33 tons per hectare. In 1972 it
was 103 tons per hectare. By
intercroppmg — using different vegetables in the same
plots --- we have managed to
raise our output."
1,u was obviously proud of
the fact that "we supply 160
different kinds of vegetables,
amounting to 243 tons each
day, to Shanghai's dinner
tables."
l,u spoke of the commune's
work and the peasants' dedication as if It were some sort
of religious crusade. The
translation of his Chinese
words into English — "We are
all working together for a
42011111WD goal, the individual
LS not important, it is the success of the team that counts"
- sounded like Coach George
Allen describing the Washington Redskins' formula for
success on the way to the Super Bowl.
This religious-type fervor
was evident in the interviews
with members of the commune as it had been with
peasants and farm workers in
other parts of China.
Although Christianity, Buddhism and other religions are
not practiced in China today
— "suppressed is not the
proper term for the state of
religion in China," an interpreter insisted — Mao has
long recognized the peasants'
need for some sort of religion.
Mao told the late American
writer Edgar Snow that he
studied the need for religion
among the Iroquois Indians of
America As a result of this
and other study, Mao said, the
idea evolved of using Mao as
the God-figure, father-figure,
teacher or, as the Communists here like to ctoracterize it, the "helmsman."
"Yes, we follow Chairman
Mao," said Lu. "But you see,
what Chairman Mao has done
is to provide us with a Figure
to follow, but to whom we do
not have to bow down. That
sort of thing, the kowtow, is a
part of the feudal past."
Lu said that in 1972 the per
capita income in the commune was 225 yuan or about
$100 Each family earned
about 950 yuan i roughly $450)
he said.
The commune members do
not have to pay for the vegetables they consume. He said
each family is able to save
some money.
The commune members
have about one and a half million yuan in savings," Lu said.
That is about 8500,000. It was
not clear whether saving is
mandatory or voluntary.
(if the commune's total income, Lu said four per cent
goes to the state as a tax
Individual workers are paid
according to the number of
"work points" they accumulate in each three-month period
The maximum number of
points a worker may get in a
day is 10. Lu said the criteria
for the work points are attitude toward labor how enthusiastic a person works),
technique and intensity of
work. Each worker atterxis
"political discussion" sessions daily.
"Extra points are given for
political discussion leadership
and for serving on the commune's revolutionary committee," he said.
What happened to the landlords who used to control the
property now "owned" by the
commune?
Lu said before "Liberation"
in 1949 there were 45 different
landlords on the Rainbow
Bridge Commune property
and that they took as much as
70 per cent of the output, leaving the peasants at a bare
subsistence level.
Lu said 39 of the 45 were
judged "despotic landlords,"
guilty of major crimes. These
had their own small armies or
gangs.
Two of these despotic landlords were executed In full
view of the peasants after the
Communist take-over Two
were imprisoned and two died
natural deaths.
Of the 39 still alive, they are
still being "reeducated" ac.
cording to the party policy of
giving them a "way out" or a
way to atone for their crimes
The main purpose is to remold them ideologically," I.0
said
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/Rinabow Bridge commune. A peasant oith
PEOPLE OF RAINBOW BRIDGE—Lu Hsiao-chuan, 37, upper left, is the leader of
right, an old woman uses chopsticks to pick
only five years of formal schooling, he is the commune's "managing director." Upper
left, two women members, from families of
bits of metal out of a pile of rubbish that wIll later be spread ea the lead. Lower
pulling a cartload of vegetables to market
bicycle
his
mount
to
prepares
peasant
a
preliberation landlords, sift topsoil. Lower right,
in nearby Shanghai.
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Coleman Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Of Westside Club
The home of Mrs. Charles
Coleman was the scene of the
March meeting of the Westside
Homemakers Club with Mr,'.
Harold Fones, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Jerry Don Butler gave
on
lesson
main
the
"Housecleaning The Modern
Way."
The devotiohal reading from I
Corinthians 13:1-13 was read by
Mrs. James Miller. Mrs. Jerry
Don Butler, secretary, read the
minutes and called the roll.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Alvin Usrey; Mrs. Glen
Gibbs, and Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
Delightful refreshments were
served by Mrs. Coleman.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, April 3, at 12:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Crouse.

BARRY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Barry, Fox
Court,
Trailer
Meadows
Murray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, John James, Jr.,
weighing eight pounds two
ounces,born on Monday, March
28, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a senior at
Murray State University and
Food
employed at Storey's
Giant Super Market.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Walter Barry of
Shortsville, N.Y., and Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Petty, Sr., of
Fulton.

Mrs. L. J. Hortin
Speaker At Mattie
Bell Hays Meeting
Mrs. L. J. Hortin presented
the program at the March
meeting of the Matti. Bell Hays
Circle of the United Methodist
Women if the First Church held
at seven o'clock in the evening
In the socail hall of the church.
"Our Life Together—A
Pilgrimage" was the theme of
the program presented by Mrs.
Hortin who closed with a
prayer.
Mrs. Willie Ward gave the
devotion reading her scripture
from Psalms 46:10 and closing
with a poem and prayer.
The chairman, Mrs. Murl
Robertson, opened the meeting
with prayer. Mrs. Chesley
Butterworth read the minutes.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Mary Farmer, local treasurer,
and Mrs. T Sledd, conference
treasurer.
During the social hour
delightful refreshments were
served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Mary Farmer, Mrs. Robert'
Young, and Mrs Gingles Wallis,

Put yourself in her
place, t- hen decide

Miss Edith Kay Litchfield & Allen Dale
Cunningham Exchange Vows In Ceremony
At New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church

she obtains a partner? How can we end the dilemma, but
"SITTING DUCK"
still be friends?

By Abigail Van Buren
C 114

Clews Tfl5s-N

V

Mew Smd

lac

DEAR ABBY: A group of couples nave been attending a
Saturday night dance together for a number of years. We
are all good friends Recently one couple divorced and the
lady continued to attend these dances as a "single."
For a while the group accepted her to help her over her
adjustment period The gentlemen is the crowd CO-/ninth
'to dance with her as they always lad, but this created a
problem, for one of the wives was tlways left to sit out the
dance while her husband danced with "Single."
Abby, don't you think "Single" should realize that she
is creating a problem and should drop out of the group until
•

THURMOND GIRL
Tina Marie is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Thurmond, Hale's Trailer
Court, for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds six
Tuesday,
ounces, born on
March 27, at 7:35 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, gennis,
age six, and another daughter,
Melissa, age two. The father is
employed with the Calloway
county Road Department.
Ed
are
Grandparents
Thurmond of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Humphrey of
Benton Route Three. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Lubie
Thurmond of Murray Route
Two, Mrs. Noncetta Gephart of
Indianapolis, Ind., Rufus Rule
of Kirksey and Mrs. H.B.
Humphrey of Benton Route
Three.
TRIMBLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs Jerry Trunble
of Hardin Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Jeremy
Scott, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on
Tuesday, March 27, at 8:58 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Kelly, age three. The father is
employed with Airco Alloys,
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Georgie Trimble of Hardin
Route One and Rev. and Mrs.
Jack Doom of Arlington. Great
grandfathers are Frank Darnell
of Benton Route One and Lofton
Trimble of Metropolis, Ill,
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DEAR SITTING: Put yourself In "single's" place and
be a little more charitable. The life of a single is lonely and
difficUlt and those Saturday night dances are probably her
only opportunity to socialize.
Ask your husbands if they can't come up with a single
man who could be her partner on those Saturday nights.
Singles need all the help they can get.
DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful hairdresser with
whom I have a standing appointment once a week I am a
busy woman and like to get in and out of the beauty parlor
as quickly as possible My problem is that my hairdresser is
a chatty person, rid he talks with his hands' He just
about drives me crazy, wasting all that time gesturing.
How can I tell him to WORK WITH HIS HANDS, NOT
TALK? No names, please I need him more than he needs
IN A FfURRY
me
DEAR IN: It's time you did a little talking With the
VOICE. lady.

Saturday, March 31
A country music show and
chili supper will be held by the
Faxon Mothers Club at the
taxon School. Serving will start
at 630 p.m. and the show will
start at 7:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Goshen and Lynn Grove
churches will have its Week of
Prayer and Self Denial
program at Goshen Church at
two p.m.
Annual Student Art Exhibit of
Calloway and Murray High
School will be at the Murray
Woman's Club house from one
to five p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Dale Cunningham
Miss Edith K4y Litchfield
beca,pe the brie of Allen Dale
Ctnni1g'ham in a late winter
afternoon double ring ceremony
at the New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church.
Rev. William C. Pumegar.
uncle of the bride, performed
the Sunday afternoon ceremony
before a candlelight altar with
arrangements of pink galdiob
and white carnations on either
side
was
music
Wedding

_44111111Maiim
CFILIA LARSON,senior of Murray High School and Art II student, works on a ceramic sculpture
for the Art Show now at the Murray Woman's Club House. The show, sponsored by the ('restive Arts
Department al tbe club, features art work by students from Murray High and Callow ay High Schools.
.
day
p.m. on Saturday.
and one to five
Hours of the sbow are 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.Fri

presented by Mrs. Elsie Joyce
of Cadiz.
The bride is the only daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Litchfield of Murray, Route 3, and
the granddaughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Felix Balentine and Willie
Litctifield and the late Rosella
Litchfield of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Guy Cunningham of
501 North 16th, Murray, and the
grandson of Albert Cunningham
and the late Ruth Cunningham,
and of Mrs. Gladys Mitchell
Young and the late Monroe
Mitchell, Murray
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a floor
length gown of white bridal
satin, accented with an Empire
waistline with the bodice
featuring a U-shaped yoke with
pink, yellow and blue dais!. trim
over guipure lace The dress
was designed and styled by the
bride
The bride carried a bouquet of
pink roses accented with white
carnations and baby's breath.
Miss Izetta Jones, was the
bride's maid of honor, and Miss
Annette Strode was the
The attendants
bridesmaid.
wore floor-length dresses of
pink and purple floral accented
at the waist with a purple satin
ribbon. They each carried a
nosegay of multi-colored
pansies and baby's breath.
Missy...Sandra Balentine,
cousin of the bride, was the
flower girl and wore a floorlength dress identical to the
other attendants. She carried a
wicker basket filled with multicolored pansies and baby's
breath.
Randy Cunningham, cousin of
the groom, served as best man.
Groomsman was Jerry Allen,
brother-in-law of the groom.

Sunday, April 1
The children of Mr and Mrs.
CO. Jones will honor them on
their 50th wedding anniversary
with a reception at the
Fellowship Hall of the Kirksey
Baptist Church from two to four
p.m. All friends and relatives
are invited.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Stanford Hendrickson at 1 313
p.m
The United Methodist Women
of IhWilklit Church will meet at
ten eje,* the church with Mrs
Olga Freeman as speaker
followed by a luncheon at noon
The Christian Pathlighter
heys and girls of the Calvary
Teinple Pentecostal Church of
God will meet at seven p.m at
the chunk
Group I of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at ten
a.m. with Mrs. Fred Wells with
Mrs. Jobs Lyon as program
leader.
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at two
p m. with Mrs. Greg Miller with
Mrs. Jean Bordeaux as 4
cohostess Mrs Harlan Hodges
will have the program

Murray Assembly No 19
A Christian Pep Rally for all
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
youth of Murray and Calloway
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
County will be held at the
seven p.m.
Murray City Park at two p.m.
as a part of Phase IV of Key '73
Murray TOPS Club will meet
''Calling Our Continent To
at the Health Center at 6:30
Christ,
p.m
Monday, April 2
Chapter M of the P.F.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hugh Oakley, at
7 30 pin. with Mary Jane
the
giving
Timmerman
program on "Currer' Trends
InAmerica Art."
Lothe Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Richard
Walker at 730 p.m.
Kathleen Jones lroup of the
First Baptist Chu-ch will meet
at the home of M-s. Jake Dunn
at 7 15 p.m.
—
The Executiv! Board of the
Murray Worrun's Club bill
have its moithly luncheon
meeting -at the club house at
11:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens will play
shuffleboard it the Ellis Center
from ten a.m to noon if weather
permits.

the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7.30
p.m. with Mrs. Margaret
speaker
as
Trevathan
Hostesses will be Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mesdames Mavis McCarnish, Clinton Rowlett,
Raymond Dixon, and .Toe Nell
Rayburn.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 730
p.m. with Or. John Bartholomy
as speaker. Hostesses are
Mesdames Bill Burnette, Dale
Cochran, Tommy Chrisp,
William Fandrich, and Sidney
Easley.
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center for quilting and
other arts and crafts at ten a.m.
Table games will be from one to
five p.m. Lynn Whayne will
conduct workshop on "Making
Yardstick Holders" at the St.
John's Episcopal Church center
at two p.m.

Dog Training Obedience
Wednesday, April 4
Classes wirstart at 7:30 p.m. at
The general meeting of the
Paris Dog fraining Club, Paris, Woman's Missionary Union of
Tenn., at 7:30 p.m. For in- the First Baptist Church will be
formatior call Ann West, Lynn
held at 6.30 p.m. with Willard J.
Grove, plone 435-5442.
Bradly Mitchell, cousin of the
Ails as speaker who will also
groom, was the ringbearer.
show a film on "Drug Abuse."
The Ahno School ParentServing as ushers were Mitchell
Cunningham, brother of the Teachir Club will have a
The Faxon Mothers Club will
gfoom, and Ricky Litchfield, potluck supper at the school meet at Faxon School at 1:30
brother of the bride. Doorman gym az seven p.m. Also present p.m.
was Billy Mitchell, and Mrs. will be Marvin Harris County
Linda Allen kept the guest Court Clerk who will be in one
The Baptist Women and
of the mobile units for Baptist Young Women of Flint
register.
reregistration
Baptist Church will both meet
For her daughter's wedd 14,
at the church at seven p.m.
Mrs. Litchfield wore an Or, d
3
April
Tuesday,
with
h
suit
street-lengt knit
Members of Baptist Young
The Cherry Corner Baptist
black accessories. Mrs. CunChurch Women
and Baptist Young
ningham, mother of the groom, Women of First Baptist
n for Women will meet at the church
transportatio
provide
will
knit
pink
street-length
wore a
For ap- at seven p.m.
dress with black accessories. senior citizens
Each wore a corsage of white pointment call 753-1854.
The Nature's Palette Garden
carnations accented with white
All Groups of the Baptist Club will meet at the Compearl hearts.
Women and Baptist Young munity Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Reception
Women of the Hazel Baptist Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield as
Following the ceremony a Church will meet at the church hostess and Mrs. Humphrey
reception was held in the at 6130 p.m. The program will Key as program leader.
Fellowship Hall of the Church. be by the BYW.
Presiding at the table were
Mrs. Billy Balentine and Mrs.
The Murray-Calloway County
William C. Pinnegar, aunts of Retired Teachers Association
the bride.
will meet at 12 noon for a lunat
The new Mrs. Cunningham is cheon and program meeting
House
Colonial
the
Calloway
of
a 1972 graduate
County High School. The groom, Smorgasbord.
a 1971 graduate of Murray High
School, is a sophomore at
The Westside Homemakers
Murray State University.
Club will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham Mrs. Elvin Crouse at 12 30 p.m.
are how residing in Murray

DEAR ABBY I am writing out of concern for young
teen-aged girls who find themselves burdened with unwanted pregnancies.
Please, please encourage mothers to provide birth
control measures for their teen-aged daughters Fear of
pregnancy does not always prevent girls as young as 13 or
14 from having sexual experiences Many girls do not stop to
consider the risks when they are confronted by strong sexual desire
At 17 I found myself hitchhiking to a hospital to have,
fortunately a safe, legal abortion, about which I felt 1 could
net tell my own parents Since then I have been taking
birth control measures and seeing a doctor regularly for
venereal disease checks No, I am not promiscuous—both
V. D. and unwanted pregnancy can happen to the nicest
PeoPie
Now, at 19, I see similar heartbreaking, terrifying experiences happening around me. Please, remind girls that
there are free clinics. And if they are lucky enough to have
understanding parents, they should ask them for help II
this is printed, and I hope it is, sign me
•
SADDER HIT WLSER
DEAR SADDER: I'll print your letter. 'Rho I will
probably be accused of coadoniag pre-marital sex. which I
am not! However. awe that decision has already been made,
the price some girls pay is so tragically out of proportion to
the "crime." I believe an ounce of prevention is better than
eight pounds of unwanted baby or a venereal disease.
Problems' You'll feel better if yips get it off your chest
For • personal reply, write to ABBY Box No WOO. L. A.,
Calif PIM Enclose stamped, self-addressed envekspe.
*asp.
Hate se wrtte letters? Seed si le Abby, Box WM, LAO
tageles. CaL MIII, fee Abby's booklet, "Raw is WAN
Letters for All °evasions"

Signs of
good times
There are signs of good times coming when you
open up one of our extraordinary savings accounts. That
high percentage sign we put on every one of our uvings plans will turn into big dollar signs for you.
When you're saving money to have a lot more
money—come into the Extraordinary Bank. We'll help
you save the money that'll let the good times roll. It
I, extraordinary what we can do for you if you 141 eh
•./....-------- ------------------r
I 2 Year Certificate of
Deposit
perumcenW000
I
.
t Effective
5M.92
Annual Yield*

.......1

40

2%
1
5/

1 Year Certificate of
Deposit
$5,030
Minimum
5.65 per cent Effective
Annual Yield

90 Day Golden Passbook
5.125 per cent
Effective
Annual Yield•

Blue Chip Savings

4%

4.06 per cent
Effective
Annual Yield

* Interest compounded daily and
paid annually to receive highest
effective yield.
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o/BANK
P EOPLES
MURRAY

Main Branch
500 Main

KY.

North Branch
12th & Chestnut Streets

South Branch
12th & Story Streets
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New church forms
believed needed

Kentucky Roundup
Assistance
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—The Kentucky Medical
ways of
study
to
committee
special
a
named
has
Advisory Council
intermediatepaying for the care of medically indigent persons in
care facilities
of
Council Chairman Dr. Howard Bost, Earl 'Lindquist
serve on
Maysville and Mrs. Sandra Higgins of Madisonville will
are
the committee, which also will consider whether patients
being placed in the proper facilities.
Intermediate-care facilities are for people needing less comprehensive care than is provided in skilled-care nursing homes,
but more than is provided in personal-care homes.
•
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Congratulations
.•'
PERKINS
PANCAKE
and
STEAK HOUSE

: We feel honored to have had a
• part by furnishing the electrical
• supplies and fixtures.

•
WEST KY.
••
••
E
WHOLESAL
••
•
0• ELECTRIC SUPPLY ••••
Mayfield, Ky
728 Paris Road
•

•

•
•
Phone 247-6041
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•ir•
•
•
••• •
•
•
•
•••
•••••••

•IMM

Perkins
Pancake and
Steak House)
RILEY ELECTRIC
Box 496

CO. Calvert

City

Phone 395-4991

•
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.•
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PERKINS PANCAKE
and
STEAK HOUSE
We are glad to have them as
property owners.

Holiday Properties
JAMES FUTRELL, Developer
753 7668
Woodman Bldg.

of the EXtratirditritry

On Your

PERKINS PANCAKE
and
STEAK HOUSE

Grand Opening

PERKINS PANCAKE &
,STEAK HOUSE
Thank You for allowing us to install your heating and cooling systems.

A&B Heating and Cooling Co.
'
:*

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Mayfield F6eder Pig Sale.
March 28, W. Total head 50.
Compared to last tveek 400 to
10.00 lower.
U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs. $67.50
U.S. 1-2 35-44 lks , 266.00
U.S. 1-2 55-64 lbk $5000
U.S. 1-2 65-77 lbs. $34.00
U.S. 3 25-34 lbs , 264.50
U.S. 3 35-44 lbs , 258.50
U.S. 3 45-54 lbs., t55.00
U.S.3 65-77 lbs., 846.03

We welcome them to the
business community and
wish them. . .
GREAT SUCCESS!!

Bi
Mayfielc

:•

C011611fITULEES
PERKINS
PANCAKE & STEAK
HOUSE

Best Wishes On Your Grand Opening!

MAYFIELD INSURANCE
AGENTS, Inc.
Mayfield, Ky.

Phone 247-1711

ltgallAdesAlawnitallitaiat
1114Wi
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Introducing.

Conefrd/a/dt/Oner

PANCAKE
HOUSE

Today Col.
Brandes, Distric'
the Nashville Di:
Engineers, an
schedule of fee
plemented at I
District lakes
with these guidel
"Considerable
ment was directe
of Engineers as s
fees in the Feder
February 1st,"
said. "In the pi
have been chari

Bill & Jackie Daugherty,
new owners and operators

Our

323 S 12th - Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-5151
.= VA :7.
• ...e•

rovaignowli

Corps 1
lyast week, Mi
Morris, Director
Office of the Chief
Washington, D.(
the final giv
recreation fees to
U.S. Army Corps
lakes.

Bill and Jackie Daugherty on the
opening of your establishment ...

Ohio,

Blythe said 54 persons from a 16-county area took part in the
R)wling Green hearing and that a number of suggest°
recommendations for new or revised legislation were he
The state representative said he felt the success of the he n‘ii
would prompt the I.RC to authorize hearings the subcornnlittee
has tentatively planned in Lexington, Ashland, Covington.4,
Paducah, Hazard and Louisville.

•

•••••:

'Now

client — the parishioner — defines the clergyman's role as
mainly in a professional-client relationship rather ttian
will
There
--NEW YORK
a professional -impersonal
'
always be a place for the.
one," Fukuyarna said, adding
church in a residenkal cointhat he expects highly individniunity with a pastot minisualized service in terrtis of his'
memAs
of
needs
the
to
tering
own needs and those of his"
new
4ut
beri where they live,
family. •
religious institutions will 'also
Pastors and seminary stuerabe needed for future
dents place a high priority on
tons.
impersonal values as excluThat is the principal
preskK.in study groups and
sion of in-depth studies of
throurt social action, while
senunary students, minksters
laymen stress their own perand laymen of the United
sonal involvement in.church
arna/gam
an
Christ,
Church of
activities they can control.
of the Congregationa: Chris—the present crisis in the
'n Churches and the Evanchurch and the uncertainty of
gelical and Reformed Church.
the minister's calling is in
A study of "the mmustry in
part a function of its instituby
conalcted
transition" was
tional structure," F'ukuyarria
Yoshio Fukuyama, Frofessor
observed.
of religious studies at PennThe laymen questioned
sylvania State University and
most often mentioned that the
esearch
for
former secretary
minister's job is to lead worof the United Church Board
preach and attend to
ship,
for Homeland Ministries. His
care.
pastoral
report was published by the
They felt that many clergyUniverState
ia
Pennsylvan
men spent too much time in
sity Press
ion, social reform
administrat
After questioning 1.191 pasand fund raising, whereas
tors and 1,223 seminary stuthey should concentrate on
dents and using the results of
filling the traditional roles of
laymen,
of
an earlier survey
priest, preacher and pastor.
Fukuyarna found himself in
tasks, they contended,
Other
.10
agreement with critics who
shoild be left to busuiessmen,
bemust
church
the
that
say
and houseleaders
union
come more relevant to the
rierty, the owners
wives.
GRAND OPENING—Bill and Ja,
major contemporary social
l status of and operators of Perkins Pancake & steak House on Hwy. 641 N.,
professiona
The
issues and that alternatives
the ministry emerges as are celebrating the grand opening of the business this weekend.
must be found for the residen-clearly a problem," accordchurch.
parish
tially based
ing to Fukuyama. While the
At the same time he opposes
is a professional
clergyman
those who argue that the "traserving his parishioners and
ditional" churches are irrelethe community as a whole, he
Meadowlark Lemon, speaking for
vant because they are preocis not a member of a profesthe
cupied mainly with
all the Harlem Globetrotters.
sional society that guards the
'privatized sector or with the
" knowledge and
"esoteric
comforting role:: He !Inds
skills of his calling, sets up
room for both the institutional
standards of recruitments
Team effort can
churches as they exist today
and performance, pursues
and for new ministries.
help thousands of
new knowledge, meets regu'We find the counsel 'Come
larly and publishes journals.
crippled children
unto me, all ye that labor bad
While the residentially
I
ill
are heavy laden, and
and adults— let's
based parish church will congive you rest' to be as biblito function and to be
tinue
all give to
cally compelling as the inneeded, Fukuyama said, it
junction to 'Let justice roll
longer be considered to
no
can
Easter Seals.
down as waters, arvi
the norm
be
righteousness as a might
Theological graduates must
March 1 — April 22
stream,'" he explained.
be given alternatives, he be-The church is called to
lieves, such as congregatons
comfort and to challenge with
oriented to political action
"
s
equal faithfulnes
based on theological reflecof
out
This conviction grew
tion. Bible study and worship
Fukuyatha's findings that the
Congregations may be Orminister as a professional is
ga nixed by occupation rather
as concerned about the "imthan family. Greatell4eIsure
personal values" of justice,
time calls for churchts
is
he
as
peace and morality
geared to recreation. A new
about teaching and preaching,
house of worship in a Commuabout the Bible.
nity might take the form of a
"The minister's primary
bookstore or a reading room,
(-offeehouse or a day-care
center, for example.
'The emerging new style of
theological education, in
short, must train men capable
of inventing new forms of the
church for the personal and
social needs of parishioners
who are not yet born,- Fukuyama believes, "and for a
society wbase social and cultural characteristics we have
yet to peroeive."
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (API—The Kentucky Legislative
Research Commission may schedule hearings statewide on
planning and zoning problems because of the success of such a
hearing Wednesday night in Bowling Green, a subcommittee vice
president has said.
State Rep. Bruce Blythe of Louisville is co-chairman of the
1.11C's interim subcommittee on cities, charged with gathering
information on planning, zoning and annexation practices and
instructed to "formulate and recommend legislation to the
Xon Cities.. for the future orderly growth of the
1
4,11Comm
1th."
cornmo
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Corps Announces User Fee For District Lakes
ramily-unit campsites at Corps'
projects in compliance with the
Flood Control Act of 1968.
"However, this new announcement of user fees is
required by Public Law 92-347,
which was enacted by Congress
on 11 July 1972," Col. Brandes
added. "This law requires other
Federal agencies, as well as the
Corps, to collect uniform fees
for comparable recreation
facilities provided at Federal
expense," he said.
The criteria for establishing
the amount of the fees include:
The direct and indirect cost to
the Government, recreation
fees charged by other Federal
non-Federal public
and
agencies in the area, and the
benefit to the recipient.
In General Morris' announcement, a range of fees

liast week, Maj. Gen. J.W.
Morris, Director of Civil Works,
Office of the Chief of Engineers,
Washington, D.C., announced
the final guidelines for
recreation fees to be charged at
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
lakes.
Today Col. William F.
Brandes, District Engineer of
the Nashville District Corps of
Engineers, announced the
schedule of fees to be implemented at the Nashville
District lakes in accordance
with these guidelines.
"Considerable public comment was directed to the Corps
of Engineers as a result of user
fees in the Federal Register on
February 1st," Col. Brandes
said. "In the past, user fees
have been charged at certain
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PRICE PLUMBING
COMPANY
Bill & Paul Price, owners

•.. Mayfield, Ky.

Phone 247-4391 ;;;;;;
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communications funding to law
enforcement agencies in the
state.
The Crime Commission will
pay 75 per cent of the cost,
with local and state police
agencies financing the remainder.
Owen said the state's largevolume orders would save "at
"It is hard to imagine that least 25 per cent off" what it
policemen were not and are not would have cost the individual
getting immediate information jurisdictions to buy the equipon whether a suspect is wanted ment.
or whether property that comes
In the first phase of the plan,
into their possession is stolen," to be completed by May, 18 reCharles Owen, executive gional service centers will have
director of the commission,said access to state and national
Wednesday as he announced the crime information computer
network.
systems. The local police will
Kentucky's law officers also be able to obtain this informawill be able to obtain informa- tion by a radio request.
tion from federal authorities
In the second phase, to be
and other states through a link completed by the end of the
to the National Crime Informa- year, policemen in each juristion Center in Washington, diction will be equipped with
mobile radio equipment so that
Owen said.
Owen said the state has been they can obtain the information
planning the network for a year via relay from their headquarand in the meantime held up ters.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The Kentucky Crime Conunisskin has announced a $3.1 million computerized communications network to allow any
police department in the state
to obtain information from another department within three
nunutes.

ERKINS
PAROAKE

;

boaters about whether these
user fees apply to using the
lakes. I realize the initial announcement was not clear on
that point so I would like to
clear-up that misunderstanding
now as far as the Nashville
District is concerned," Col.
Brandes said.
"There will be no charge for
use of the lake arid no fee for
boat launching unless the ramp
is located inside a fee area. Only
a few of our sites are like this,
and there are free ramps near
these. Day-use fees without
overnight camping, cover
picnicking, for example, and
will be 11.00 per car at the most
highly developed areas. The
money collected will be
returned to the user in the form
of better, safer, and cleaner
facilities, " Colonel Brandes
concluded.
User fee collection for
camping will not begin before
April 16, 1973, and collection for
day-use fees will not begin
before May 1, 1973.

Communications Network To
Connect Police In Kentucky

to Say . . .

gt

was outlined. For family
campsites, the daily fee per car
would range from $1.00 for
campsites that provide only
access roads, refuse containers,
portable or pit restroorns, and
drinking water in or near the
campsite, to $4.50 for very
sophisticated campsites with
roads,
paved
showers,
fireplaces, 24-hour surveillance,
flush toilet and other facilities.
Colonel Brandes pointed out,
however,., that the Nashville
District user fees will range
from $1.001to a $3.00 maximum
per car depending upon the
amount of development within
these criteria.
"Only 32 of the 94 recreation
sites operated by the Corps in
this District are fee areas. At
this time, the Nashville District
does not have any sites that
meet the maximum charges
the
under
allowable
guidelines," Col. Brandes
stated.
"We have had many inquiries
from fishermen and pleasure

Perkins Pancake
Steak House
On Their Grand Opening
We are happy to have had a part in the
opening of your business.

WRIGHT & CROUCH
Construction Co.
Phone 247-7552

Mayfield, Ky.

b•-in to our
0

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY and SUNDAY
March 30, 31, and April 1

I.

Mi. North of Murray
on U.S 641

"WORLD'S LARGEST
AND FINEST CHAIN OF

6 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily

PANCAKE HOUSES"

PerkinsandPancake
Steak House

a Full Menu of Choice Char-Broiled Steaks, Delicious Sandwiches, Fish
42 Gourmet Pancake, Waffle and Omelet Plates...Plus
your selection and pleasure at Perkins.
Dinners. Chicken Platters and a Delightful Children's Menu await
Choice Char - broiled

oto

oye

T-BONE STEAK

g

SPECIALS

with salad, baked
Bread
Regular $4.95

potato, Fren, h

$3.95

Perkins own Golden Buttermilk

PANCAKES
The ones that made us famous.
full stack of 5 with whipped butter
and hot maple syrup
Regular 95 rents

Locally Franchised and Owned by Bill and Jackie Daugherty

COME SEE US!! —
it

50'

r:)

Perkins own Golden Tender

WAFFLES

None better anywhere Served
piping hot with whipped butter
arri hot maple syrup
Regular 85 rents

50'

. ••
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HELLO

People sell everything in Want Ads.
Bicycles, Motorcycles, Stereos,
Appliances, Furniture, Typewriters,
Musical instruments, even e few
coconuts once in awhile. Check
around your house or apartment.
Make a list of the items you are
no longer using. Call a friendly Ad Visor who will help you
with your Want Ad. Before
you know it, you will have
met interesting people
who will buy your
reusable items for
cash. You'll be
happy. They'll be
happy.

NI
ford
By JON THO
Copley News
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MOTORWAYS

Now you can get
foreign spare parts
Obviously, such emphasis
facility not far from Datsun's
on the parts problem is also
in the Los Angeles Basin. That
good for the morale of foreign
building's organization is
car owners.
based on the fact that less
It hasn't been too many
than 45 per cent of the parts in
years since buyers of foreign
+ + +'
stock account for about 95 per
cars faced a rather frightencent of all parts sales For this
ing specter.
reason the fastest moving
It seemed to matter not
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whether the car was economy
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orthe
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actually
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or sporting in type. When it
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Callaham, Huntington Beach,
The parts problems faced
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would run forever --- no longer
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Japanese giants Volvo's
Amazing.
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morale
the automotive business has
gotten very, very tough Big
companies like Toyota, [)atsun and Volkswagen and
smaller companies like BMW
have all awakened to the fact
and Job Corps -- will continue
By BENJAMIN SHORE
that unless they have the
to be run by existing agencies,
Service
News
Copley
parts and service to back
such as the departments of
them up, they just won't reLabor and Health, Education
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and Welfare
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age depots in various parts of
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the
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the country Three notable
administration fully expects
ing of the Declaration of Indeexamples belong to Datsun,
most of them to wither and
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die
Toyota and Volvo and are lo"America is winning the
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cated in Southern California
war on poverty," 0E0 Direcbeen informed that if
have
Datsuri*s depot is, at some
a
tor Sargent hriver told
they value their CAAs, they
380,000 square feet, one of the
Congress in 1966
skeptical
can continue to pay for them
largest in the country Out of
Today, the 0E0 is being
out of revenue sharing money
its contents national parts
adfrank
the
with
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dismantle
It is not known how many
manager Robert K Scott says
n
mission that the eradicatio
corrununities will be able to
the company could assemble
of poverty cannot be aCCOMafford the agencies even if
several examples of every car
pushed by a specific governthey want to keep them
Datsun has ever imported.
ment agency comparable to
The 0E0 will go out of busiThat's a lot of parts to keep
d
marshale
the one which
on June 30 Some memness
track of and to do it, instead of
American technology to put a
bers of the Congress, espeusing a complicated filing
man an the moon before the
cially those who supported the
system, Datsun uses a com1960s were over
0E0 as the cutting edge of
puter When a dealer needs a
The elimination of the 0E0
President Lyndon B Johnpart he teletypes his need to
is proposed in President Nixions Great Society efforts,
the depot and the computer
on's budget for fiscal 1974.
are argwrig that a president
processes his order
The most successful of the
a
opened
just
has
camot simply end a program
Toyota
0E0 programs - Head Start
that the Congress created by
new 203.000-square-foot
specific law But the majority
of the Congress is happy to see
palsy.
l
with
cerebra
Johnny was born
the agency disappear
By enlisting the poor in the
He needs crutches, braces. a wheelchair.
on poverty, the 0E0 crewar
He needs physical therapy...
ated grass roots political
pressures that proved nettleand speech therapy.
some to many entrenched polWith your help, we can give all of this
it:loans
to him.
Others, like Clucago's Maybr
or Richard Daley, found that
\
the OFX), and specifically
March 1 — April 22
each local Community Action
Agency, formed a buffer between them and the poor
But most politicians and bureaucrats here, looking back,
are generally agreed that it
was the spate of gigantic poverty protest marches on
Washington in the late 1960s
By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service

Pandas wow zoo visitors
By ERMA PERRY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - "LingLing is the pm-up girl of the
zoo set," says John Phillips,
manager of the Washington
Convention and Visitors Bureau."I can't keep pictures of
her in my file. Would you believe I have gone through 200?
Even the people in the office
want to take them home."
Phillips was referring to the
female of the two pandas
given to President Nixon by
Premier Chou En-tai and the
People's Republic of China.
The pandas arrived at the
capital on April 16, 1972, flown
here, in a U.S. Army cargo
plane.
'These pandas have beone of the most important tourist attractions in the
capital along with the White
House and the Washington
Monument. On a recent Sunday 75,000 visitors watched
the antics of these giant teddy
bears
"That is more than (ha
Washington Redskins could
attract and probably about
70,000 more than Chou En-lai
could command if he came to
Washington himself"
Since the deaths this year of
the pandas in Moscow and

0E0 giving up fight

Give to Easter Seals

that brought on the 0E0's
terminal illness. Many of
those marches were fueled by
0E0 funds passing through
the CAAs
Also injurious to the 0E0
politically was its basic success in providing free legal
services to the poor. Not only
did these young lawyers beat
rent-gouging landlords in
court and help the poor legalize their divorces, but also
they filed highly successful
class suits against local arid
state governments demanding equal treatment, primarily in welfare
in SepWhen it was be
tember, 1964, the 0E0 started
off trying to beat poverty with
million-dollar grants from
Washington. The only people
who escaped poverty, for the
most part, were sharp
academics and street people
who took the freely gives
money and did little or nothing constructive.
By 1969, the 0E0 under
President Nixon had become
a laboratory looking for vaccines for the poverty virus
through carefully planned
real-life experiments

London, these are the only
ones outside the Orient. These
animals live in the south of
China near the Himalaya
Mountains at an altitude of
5,000 to 10,000 feet. The forests
there are dense with bamboo
and coniferous trees and the
Chinese protect the pandas by
law.
Nests are made at night
which probably accounts for
the shambles they often make
of their Washington "apartments" around 2 a.m. One
night Ling-Ling picked up her
huge wooden tub which had
taken two men to carry into
her quarters, carried it with
her teeth and flung it into the
glass wall. That little act cost
the taxpayers $1,200.
When the pandas easily destroyed a basketball that was
given to them to play with, a
manufacturer was brought in
to design a special ball with
steel rims. They made short
work of that by pulling out the
bolts.
So at present there is a contest between the manufae-iiiidiiM come
- Tufe-r-irRttle-p
up with a ball that will be indestructible
The pandas grow to about
300 pounds and stand six feet
tall, although they seldom
stand up on their hind legs as
our black bears do They are
solitary animals and get together only at mating time. It
is hoped that they will reach
their seitial maturity and
have a baby panda in time for
the Bicentennial.
Although the Chinese have
known of their existence for
4,000 years, pandas were
brought to the attention of the
outside world as late as 1889
by a Jesuit missionary, Pere
Armand David
Both of these pandas, the

male Fising-lising and the female Ling-Ling, were born to
the wild. The male was a year
old on arrival here and
weighed 74 pounds. The female was 18 months old and
weighed 136 pounds.
Feeding time is at 10 a.ni.
and 4 p.m. and the pandas are
most active during and Immediately after this time.
Their diet is boded rice,
and
vitamins, calcium
powdered milk in the morning In the afternoon they get
.-111
1
4
the same with an addition of
IP rants
:
NG--1.ing-I.Ing, one o I e peel:
fruits, vegetables and freshly
LITTLE LIN
cut bamboo.
presented to President Nixon by Premier Chou En-lai of Red
The Panda House is a large
China, "is the pin-up girl of the zoo set," according to John
building.
air-conditioned
Phillips, manager of the Washington Convention and Visitors
Each cage is 2,500 feet with a
itureau. The pair can be seen at the Washington Zoo, where on a
glass wall and a sleeping den
recent Sunday, they drew a crowd of 75,000
with a platform raised off the
floor. The temperature is kept
between 50 and 60 degrees.
When their outdoor yard is
completed, it will cover about
Phone 753-127‘
an acre of, ground planted 1
*
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
with bamboo and other
It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
We Ha
grasses and shade trees.
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THE GARDEN SPOT
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April Begins A New
Quarterly Interest
Paying Period

The 0E0 poured millions
into 21 school districts to see it
children from economically
poor farruhes could do better
in school if they, their teachers and their parents had cash
incentives for improved reading, writing and arithmetic.
"It was a dismal failure,"
commented Lou Churchville,
a spokesman for the 0E0
But we and hundreds of
school districts learned a
valuable lesson about how not
to spend more millions."

HaMburger Cups Cookout Choice

53/4%
1-Year Certificate
$5,000 Minimum

* Vote For *

T. G. (Ted)
ALEXANDER
for

SHERIFF
of Calloway County
"Your Candidate for Law
and Order"
Pol Advertisement Paid For Fly Ted Alexander

fr

51/2%
1-Year Certificate
$1,000 Minimum

1 4%
5/

41/4%

Regular Passbook
90-Day
k" o Minimum
PPassboo
Earnigt
N
x
"E
No Minimum

Interest Paid Quarterly On ALL Certificates and Passbooks
the "inver
buff ever get along before
How did the barbecueHere
forming that old
for
recipe
a
is
lion" of hamburger? r cups. They cook about as quickly a,
favorite into hamburge with a variety of foods. For a rich
patties and can be filled well as added flavor brush the meat
thi
barbecued appearance as
horseradish and Kitchen Bouquet,
with a glaze of jelly,
bottled browning sauce.
Cups
Glazed And Filled Hamburger
bottled
2 teaspoons
l'
2 lb. ground beef -cooking
browning sauce
3 tablespoons quick
cup apple jelly
rice cereal
tableispoon wider
salt
2 teaspoons
to 2 teaspoons prepared
pepper
teaspoon
,4
horseradish
1 egg, beaten
and pepper lightly
salt
teaspoon
1
cereal,
.
Combine beef, rice
teaspoon browning saw,
1
and
egg
together
Mix
back
with a fork.
portions and form aroundhor-4,
8
into
meat
Divide
meat.
wooer,
Add to
cupcake pans. Combine jelly,
saucepan.
of it individual foilbrowning
sauce and salt in small -covered
radish, remaining
meat
Place
meat.
on
Brush
blended.
until
medium to hot
Heat and stir
2 to 3 inches from and
meat next
cupcake pans open side down
edges are brown
until
or
minutes
10
Turn and
Grill
coals.
glaze.
remaining
with
Brush
.
to pans holds cuji.ohape
Serve filled with
more.
minutes
5
about
cups.
remove pans. Cook
sauerkraut. Makes it hamburger
baked beans or heated

Federal Savings and Loan
Murray Branch Phone 753-7921
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deity Of Christ. Or all things that —
very clear dkclaration of the

I%\ 11 \ I

Guard Film
To Be Shown
Nationally

GOOD NEWS

Your Individual Horoscope

13/2

Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY, MAR('H 31, 1973

FRANKFROT, Ky.—The
Kentucky National Guard's
endeavours on behalf of the 1973
Easter Seal campaign will
receive national recognition
through a film produced by the
State Department of Public
Information.
The state Radio-TV Section
produced the film "Samaritans
in Green" for the National
Guard.
The film, featuring Cardinal
Hill Hospital in Lexington, was
seleFtecl by the' National Easter
Seal Society to be shown on
nationwide television during the
National Easter Seal Telethon
April 8.
The viewing audience per
showing is expected to be 50

Look in the section in which VIRGO
FIP"'
your birthday comes and find (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
inyour
to
play
full
what your outlook is. according --Give
tellectual curiosity now. Anto the stars.
swers to some intriguing
ARIES
questions are available if you
20)
Mar. 21 to Apr.
them.
A swinging day if you're in the are persistent in seeking
mood. But heed! Too much LIBRA
individuality could get out of (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 -Do not become frustrated
hand, too much Imagination
or
lead to freakishness. Avoid the over possible delays
disappointments. With your
bizarre.
and
intelligence
innate
TAURUS
change
can
you
y,
ingenuit
211
May
to
21
Apr.
As with Aries, you may have undesirable situations.
tendencies toward the un- SCORPIO
conventional. Watch out for (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Fine planetary influences.
those who are highly erratic,
who'll try anything just to be With initiative and enterprise,
more than usual can be
•'different."
achieved Day will definitely
GEMINI
respond to spunk, pulling
(May 22 to June 21
Accelerate the tempo of your power.
ing
originat
,
telethon
The
activities but avoid the =- SAGITT.481R:S
from Los Angeles, will feature
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,
thinking haste that makes the
Bob Hope as master of
It's4iut like you to throw your
proverbial waste. You may
other
50
with
along
es,
ceremoni
have to make some concessions weight around, denr.and and
famous stars
I•onunand or give ultimatums.
but they will pay in the long run
The first national Easter Seal CANCER
aut such tendencies prevail
Telethon last year raised t June L. to July 23i
watch your Ps and
now So
8828,000.
A better day for finishing Qs. There's no use in alienating
Each year the Kentucky projects than beginning them— others
National Guard plays an Im- especially if you've been CAPRICORN
portant role in the Easter Seal stymied during the past few
Dec. V. to Jan. 20i
against
Campaign. This year. men of all days. So clear the slate and get
warn
Stars
52 guard units will be manning ready for a busy week ahead. vacillating, changing plans or
collection points set up in LEO
projects before they have been
strategic areas across the state.
July 24 to Aug. Mt
given a fair chance. Be
Be prepared for changes, steadfast. Nothing has changed
At each of these points, guardsmen will ask passing motorists perhaps some confusion You since activities were initiated.
to donate to the 1973 Easter Seal may take an unexpected trip. AQUARIUS
have surprise visitors or (Jan. 21 to Feb 191
Campaign.
an unusual invitation.
efforts
receive
A day for listening well and
Guard
year,
Last
At any rate, variety should voicing honest opinions. Take
resulted in raising 833,000 They
stimulating. stock of why certain maneuvers
hope to reach 8100,000 this year. make the weekend
and tactics did not succeed in
the past and avoid them now.
PISCES
* ELECT *
Feb 20 to Mar 20i
A day in which to get away
from routine New scenes, new
places, new people could spark
a brand new interest in your
life. make it more stimulating.

Laser
may save
paintings

Sunday
School
Lesson
By DOLT. Chiles

By rRANK MACOMBER
GOD SPEAKS THROUGH CHRIST
Clipley News Service
and
is the climax of God's revelation of Himself
Christ
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revelatio
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to
will
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NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
holographic images more
politics, literature, the theater,
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Over the centuries, artists
have decorated cathedrals,
palaces and even tombs with
paintings and sculptures
Priceless statue's grace
plazas, fountains and courtyards. Museum curators and
art critics warn these works,
many dating back to the
Italian Renaissance, lire decaying. Floods and earthquakes have damaged some
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intervening centuries
illumination which He brought. Through the
darkness, ignorance.
the
of
midst
Christ has kept on shining in the
the darkness has
happily'
but
world,
sinful
the
of
hostility
and
light. Christ has
the
sh
extingui
or
e
overcom
to
never been able
to receive
refused
have
es
multitud
kept on shining even though
Him.
by
provided
light
the
utilize
and
but they
Christ came to redeem and save His own people,
by the
rejected- Him. How tragic! When Christ was rejected
received Him.
masses of the people, there were individuals who
and ability to
Those who received Him were given the privilege
He imparts
become the children of God. To all who receive Christ,
of God. As His
dren
not—chil
are
they
what
become
to
ability
the
ng to that
children, we enjoy all the rights and privileges pertaini
God as our Father.
position. Being children of God means having
Guide and
Christ as our Saviour and Lord, the Holy Spirit as our
as our
angels
the
and
,
brethren
our
as
Comforter, the saved
friends.
elsewhere
In human flesh Jesus Christ lived in Nazareth and
. He
revealed
God
of
glory
the
saw
many
face
His
In
among men
to this
exemplified and demonstrated grace and truth. Witnesses
of
truth were John the Baptist and-John the evangelist the writer
ternal
the
to
witness
faithful
a
bore
Baptist
this Gospel John the
Who had
Christ Who had existed long before the incarnation, yea,
.
universe
the
of
creation
the
before
Father
the
of
glory
the
shared
ence
pre-emin
the
and
ence
pre-exist
the
m
He rejoiced to preoclai
testified
of Christ, the perfect revealer of the Father. He gladly
and always
others,
all
above
and
him
above
far
was
Christ
that
would be
human.
John asserted that Jesus Christ was both divine and
had been
He
as
divine
as
was
He
earth
on
d
sojourne
He
While
the glory of
previous to His incarnation While here He brought
tion, and
God Into human view, understanding, and apprecia
to know
came
who
those
that
way
a
such
in
Father
the
d
exhibite
men, to
to
God
reveal
to
came
He
also.
Him knew the Father
gladly
redeem them from sin, and to reconcile them to God. Let us
power!
and
mercy,
grace,
His
to
testify
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Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
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"It's Time For A Change"
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Shopping For
Nen Horne?

Shop At Green Acres
Hwy. 79E — Paris, Tenn.

•
••
Kentucky and
••• West Tennessee
• Housing Headquarters
•
•

The Difference Is Dollars
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To get the right lawn and garden
tractor at the right price with
the right service...
el)
shop around.

Airline gives youth
tour of its planes

Atour place.

AZALAE$
RHODODENDRONS
FLOWERING SHRUBS
139EA or 4/$5

We sell and service lawn and garden
tractors by Massey Ferguson...
world's largest tractor builder.

MF

Come in and shop around!

•
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Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Industrial Road
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Hospital Report
March 28, 1973
ADULTS. 101
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Mrs. Ora Kay West and Baby
Girl, Hardin, Mrs. Marilyn
Nance Lee, 1316 Main Street,
Murray, Mrs. Louise Owens
Darnell, Route 6, Murray, Bill
W
Main,
Johnson, 601
Murray, Miss Karen Kay
Carter, Route 7, Box 85,
Murray, James Arol Alderdice,
Route 1, Sedalia, Cyril Milton
Lilly, Route 3, Cadiz, Mrs. Mary
Louise Salentine, Route 3,
Murray, J.D. Howard, Route 7,
Murray, Jon Anthony Gordon,
Route 2, Cadiz, Miss Wanda
Jean Ballard, 207 Pine, Murray,
Mrs. Opal Belle Black, Route 3,
Box 226, Murray, Mrs. Cora
011ie Holcomb, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs Lottie Mae
Duncan, Route 1, Dexter, Ovie
Williams, Route 6, Murray
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9 Babylonian
1 Secret agent
deity
4 House of
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Comm. (abbr
12 Symbol for iron
6 Satiates
14 Summon
11 Choose
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13 Buccaneer
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17 Lairs
15 Three toed
20 Woody plant
sloth
23 A state
16 Learned
LE
(abbr )
18 Thoroughfare
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(abbr
ER
(abbr )
19 Saint (abbr )
ED
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21 River in
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hearing
Germany
22 Group of three 27 Plaything
57 Devoured s.e..
41 Lament
30 Slay
24 Uninteresting
43 Tractable
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32 Baker's
58 Spanish for
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44
products
26 Wife of Geraint
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46 Preposition
35 Searing
28 Writing fluid
60 A state (abbr )
48 Insects
implements
29 Move about
51 Enclose
37 Facts
furtrvely
62 Symbol for
53 Mother of
38 Adhesive
31 Cease
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and
Castor
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substance
Compass
33
Luis!
Pollux
39 Join
34 Ireland
36 Skidded
38 Hebrew letter
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42 Conducts
45 Emmet
47 Page of book
49 Pack away
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52 European herb
54 Alternating
current (abbr
55 Note of scale
56 Revives
59 Cyprinoid fish
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1
2 Jail
3 04d pronoun
4 Courageous
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S Not refined
6 Liquors
3,.>
Dietz by L'nited Feature Syndicate. Inc.
7 River islano

A BEAGLE AT
5HORT5TOR.

Cat knows how to get way
By LUCRE'TIA STEIGER
Copley News Service
Trying to figure out what to
do about a cat at a coffee is a
problem all clubwomen face,
sooner or later
You're there in this nicely
Oated house with the fresh
flowers on the coffee table,
—sitting on this nice folding
chair with notebook and ballpoint pen at the ready, steam-

in a saucer in
ing up of
one hand, and this cat strolls
in.
"Shoo, scat, go away ," says
the hostess, and she explains
that it isn't her cat, the boys
brought it in, and she wishes
the cat would go away.
You do, too, but the cat
doesn't
The cat circles the room,
looking for a likely lap target,
and all the women turn rest-
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lessi. tucking stockinged
legs under chairs and trying
to double up so that e9 lap
shows
This bit of evasive action
doesn't fool the cat, however,
who is obviously an old pro at
lap-jumping It selects a vietint, and jumps
You should have known
you'd get it, because the dogs
always come up to drool on
your new velvet dress, don't
they' Never mind that you're
wearing a novelty knit with
has of loops sticking up.
here's this nice friendly cai
and what are you, if not a lovable motherly type with a
fondness for animals, kids,
chocolate cake and early
Amencan pine cone furniture' Unnatural, that's what,
and the smug cat knew all this
when it jumped up there Now
its lying across your lap
head hanging off to one side,
tail the other
You're nonchalant about
the whole thing, as you try to
find something to do with the
cup and saucer Pictures flash
through your nund with the
speed of a new movie projector
Will the cat ruin your new
$2 59 pantyhose that took
three hours to find because
they just match the skirt' Will
the cat hairs ever come out of
all the loops on this dress'
Will the cat suddenly leap up,
causing you to break this
fragile cup and saucer before
you find a place to put it
down'
Feverishly you pass the cup
and saucer to the woman beside you, who has been carefully ignoring the whole situation You force her to take the
cup by thrusting it under her
nose, meanwhile recrossing
your knees and hoping that
the cat slides off The cat
doesn't, but the notebook and
pen do. Now you have a good
excuse; you funnel the cat off
your lap like a pitcherful of
cream while you pick up the
notebook.
The cat sits there on the
floor and waits patiently You
fiddle with the notebook,
keeping your hands busy at
lap height.
You switch legs again,
scratch an ankle, blow your
nose, bend over to write,
check your shoe buckle, pick
up the pen again and finally,
when you can't think of anything else to do, glance at the
cat. The cat is interested, but
not deceived.
You make a suggestion,
sonic dumb thing, speaking
vigorously in a strong voice to
show the cat that you're a
woman of action who cannot
be jumped upon The cat is
unimpressed, and your sug-

gestion is immediately ruled
out by the chairman Finally
you subside back into your
folding chair, wishing it would
fold up completely, and the
cat lands on your lap again
Although you're considertrig throttling the cat, you pat
it. "Nice kitty," you murmur.
"nice kitty, yes, you're a nice
kitty aren't you, nice kitty*"
The cat yawns in boredom
arid the hostess looks at you,
an idea visibly breaking on
her face like the dawning of a
summer morning at daybreak, the usual time
"That cat likes you so
much," she says smoothly,
''why don't you take it home
with you?" she purrs, the cat
purring along behind her like
an accordion accompaniment.
"Oh, no," you say quickly,
"I couldn't. There's that dog

9
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next door and Fred's roses
and Sally's allergic to cats, I
think...! You sneeze, to add
emphasis, but nobody gets it
The thought occurs to you that
nobody really wants to get it,
that they're deliberately not
getting it
As the meeting ends, the cat
is hanging on you like frozen
wash on a clothesline, and the
hostess is ready to make
everybody think you're a
monster if you don't take
"that darling cat," so you
take it with you, mostly because you can't move without
it, and you're still worried
about the $2 59 pantyhose As
you climb into the car, cat
trailing at your heel, you do
allow yourself to mutter a few
soul-saving remarks

READ the WANT ADS
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

‘te

1968 4X4

59

I

F100 FORD PICKUP %!
850"
'
PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Maln
Phone 753-5273

COUGAR 1967 XR-7, 289 three
speed. Power brakes and
steering. Phone 753-9043 between
,,,
4:00 and 8:00 p.m.
AJ`'

1952 CHEVROLET pick up
Excellent condition. Priie
$350.00. Phone 753-5167 or 489A2C
2189.

1962 CHEVROLET pickup. In
excellent condition. Extra clean.
Can be seen at Kentucky Lake Oil
Company or phone 753-1323. A2C

FORD PICKUP, 1969 Ranger, V8
with air conditioning. In good
condition. Phone 753-5596 or 753A2C
8992. after 5100p.m.

Of Environment

Conference Seeks To
Promote Awareness
FRANKFORT, Ky.—There
are a lot of questions these days
about environment Are we
polluting ourselves to death'
What is being done by government and industry to control
pollution'
Environmental
Well, an
Awareness Conference on April
3, at the Frankfort Sports
Center, will provide an opportunity for industry and
government to clarify just
where we are and where we are
going—in relation to environmental pollution and its
control.
The conference is being
jointly sponsored by the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs and the newly- appointed
Evtronmental
Kentucky

Quality Conumssion
"The purpose of Useconference," said Mrs. Helen
Ernst, charwoman of the
KEWC's Conservation
Department, "is to develop
within citizens of Kentucky a
greater sense of awareness and
responsibility for the environment by providing information about government
and industrial ecological
programs."
The conference will include a
series of panels and industrial
exhibits of pollution control
equipment. Panelists will include representatives of federal
and state governments, industry, municipal government
and citizen organizations
The conference will open at 9
a.m with remarks by Gov
Wendell H Ford and program
moderator Bob Schulman, a
WHAS-TV personality
The first panel, discussing the
role of federal and state
government in environmental
control, consists of Albert C
Printz. deputy assistant administrator for enforcement,
Protection
Environmental
Agency, Washington; Jack
— tivate the oven safety in- Raven, regional director for
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
Worrying about radiation risks terlocks. Federal law requires EPA, Atlanta, and Thomas 0
should be put into a realistic ovens to have two safety in- Harris, commissioner, state
Natural
of
perspective, says Richard M. terlocks which will shut off the Department
Fry, director of the Division of oven as soon as the door is Resources and Environmental
Occupational Environment, opened
Protection
Never operate an empty oven.
State Department of Heslth.
Representatives from
Do not use metal cookware. business
municipal
"Our Radiological Health
and
Keep the oven clean. Use government head the second
Program's job is to safeguard
the health of Kentucky's water and a mild detergent on panel, and will discuss their
residents by reducing or the oven cavity, door and seals responsibility in emplementing
unnecessary
dirty seals will leak necessary' controls Members
eliminating
radiation," Fry explains -But radiation. Do not use scouring include Harry Henderson, vicethat doesn't mean telling people pads, steel wool or other president of public relations for
not to use microwave ovens, or abrasives.
Interlake, Inc ; Paul Patton,
Have the oven regularly Kentucky Elkhorn Mining
not to let their doctors or dentists take x-rays. Our efforts are serviced by a qualified ser- Company; and Judge Todd
directed towards seeing that viceman. He can check for signs Hollenbach, Louisville.
possible sources of radiation of wear, damage or tampering,
A third panel, consisting of
are operating properly and are and has the equipment to test members fromm various citizen's
for excess radiation
used safely "
organizations throughout the
Switch the oven off before state, will deal with the question
Fry points out that damage
from radiation is a question of opening the door
of the citizen's role in making
Stay at least an arm's length his environment safe
the amount of radiation striking
the individual plus the length of away from the front of an oven
panel
the
Following
time he is exposed. A low level whle it is on. In the home, don't
be
will
floor
the
presentations,
oven
the
near
stand
mainchildren
is
let
of radiation which
for questions from
tained for a long time — or to watch food cook In public thrown open
repeated frequently—can be installation such as a compilny the audience
harmful. Distance, too, is a cafeteria, give the user the
The conference will also
factor: the farther a perir 1 is chance to stand a little distance feature pollution abatement
from a radiation source, the less away
equipment exhibits from 10
Charles Hardin, director of state industries
radiation reaches him.
Health
Radiological
For example, federal Food the
Louisville Gas and Electric
and Drug Administration Program, adds that his staff is
in conjunction with ComCo.,
possible
with
ovens
concerned
more
microwave
standards for
improper bustion Engineering, Inc.. will
from
set an allowable maximum dangers
of a sulfur
level, measured about two operation of x-ray tubes than display a large,inodel
for
system
removal
now
dioxide
ovens
microwave
the
the
of
with
door
inches from the
boilers--a unit
oven. At arm's distance, th_ in use. "Since 1961, every known utility plant
more than
FDA says that "users are ex- x-ray tube in Kentucky has bean which should remove
dioxide
sulfure
the
of
percent
and
80
office,
this
with
microwave
registered
less
posed to
radiation than allowed by the we make periodic inspections of from flue gases
most stringent standards in the all the x-ray machines in the
Interlake, Inc., will exhibit
state, to make sure that they
world."
anti-pollution facilities that
the
of
Board
Fry agrees with the FDA's meet Kentucky State
used throughout their
are
Bureau of Radiological Health Health regulations," Hardin properties, with special embeliefs that microwave ovens says. There are over 4,000 tubes phasis on the Newport Works,
which meet its standard are in some 2,500 locations.
their only Kentucky operation.
Hardin notes that federal and
safe, as long as they are
state radiohancal health ofproperly operated.
The bureau lists a few simple ficials agree that the problem of
precautions the user should inspecting microwave ovens
can and should be handled by
take:
Read the manufacturer's qualified servicemen. While his
instruction manual carefully office has equipment to check
indow smashSloxoings,
and follow its directions for the safety of a microwave oven. ings and brawls in a number
he doesn't have the staff to take of popular Manhattan restauoperating the oven,
Examine the oven for on that job along with the x-ray rants were said recently to
evidence of shipping damage. Inspections. Anyone who is have been the work of a gang
Also, check the door carefully -- worried about his oven should which for more than a year
it should close tight. Worn or contact his service represen- has been extorting protection
damaged hinges should be tative to have the oven checked. money from the establishments
replaced by a qualified ser
The victims were afraid to
viceman.
go to the police until a young
Never insert objects a wire
Hungarian refugee, Jacques
or the tines of a fork, for inde la Fontaine, complained
stance) through the door grill or
that the gang's demands vioaround the door seal.
lated his dignity
Never tamper with or iriac-

Radiation Risks Should
Be In Perspective, Says
State Health Official

Hungarian refugee
breaks up gang
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Call
753-1916 SHOP
RESEIRMEREHOW.1 711
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
BY OWNER 1968 Buick two door
hardtop, Skylark Custom, factory
power and air, local car. Immaculate. New tires. Exceptional
buy. Must see to believe. If interested phone 753-5970 after 4:00
p.m. daily and weekends.
A5C

1966 CHEVELLE SS 396. ExBUICK RIVIERA, 1967 power cellent condition. Phone Pat Scott
steering, power brakes, air 753-7261 or 753-1688.
A2P
conditioning, tilt steering wheel,
vinyl roof. Can be seen at 641
Super Shell. Owner can be
NOTICE
reached through the station. M301

ANNUAL
CHEVROLET IMPALA, 1970,
four door sedan. V8, automatic
transmission, power steering:
and brakes, radio, tinted glass all
around, white wall tires, deluxe
wheel covers. 10,500 miles. One
owner. Phone 753-4028.
M30C
1964 CORVETTE coupe. Serious
inquires only please. Phone 753M31P
0741
PLYMOL4H 1971 Fury III, full
power, air conditioning, and vinyl
roof. Fancy interior, like new.
61850.00. Phone 436-2368.
M31C
1970 TORINO GT, two door
hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Reduced to $125It
Phone 753-0310.

'70 Olds Delta 88

12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS
Only $59_5
Choice of Proofs
Babies & Children
to Age 12
Teenagers and Adults
'1.00 Extra
Call 753-2342
For Appointment

Love's Studio

Custom, 2 door, Power
Steering and Brakes, Air
C,onditionuig, 39,000 miles,
one owner

503 Poplar

'69 SS Camora

If You

Turbo Hydromatic, Rally
Wheels, 24,000 Miles

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your
Paper pirrier

'72 Honda
XL-250, 1 Owner, Low
Wage, $250 Worth of
Extras

First

Phone 753-7736
•
CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1967
two door hardtop, autornaUc
transmission, power brakes and
steering, factory air conditioning, $650.00. 1968 Delmont
OldsmCobile. two door hardtop,
power brakes and steering,
1725.00. Both good clean cars.
Will sell below wholesale price.
Phone 753-2753 or see Glenn
Starks at Almo Heights.
A2C

If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

Mr-`000-.1r,
1111111111"..
.
,

Beautify Your Home
or Business This Spring
(and Make It Safer!)
By Adding

ORNAMENTAL
IRON RAILINGS
Free Estimates
Residential - Commercial - Industrial

MURRAY MACHINE
and TOOL CO.
Industrial Road

Phone 753-3474

WRE
STLING
- KING
Calloway County High School Gym
Murray, Ky.- 8:15 p.m.
ft.

Main Event
Giant Frazier & Sweet Daddy Watts
vs.
Kurt & Karl Von Brauner
MANAGED BY GENTLEMAN SAUL WEINGEROF
'F

GIRLS * GIRLS * GIRLS

Mae Weston vs. Marie Vagnone
Mike Pappas vs. Percy Pringle
Proceeds will be going to the
Calloway County
; ih
"Band Uniform Fund "

Schoot

Admission Gen. $2.00-Ringside-$3 00
Child Under 12-81.00

Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees

'
1411ip'"

El- El

_7

SEM it'ES OFFERED

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Sales, Inc.
212mi. North of Murray
(Formerly Neal Starks
& Sons)
,753-9636

E7,3

-MEN

-LESIMIR1

SERVICES OFFERED

Ei'tEi

L 't?,)ltr•It;A-

•I

7.1 Cr

t OR RENT

sERVICM OFFERED

al

FOR SALE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• FURNISHED APARTMENTS, FORD 1959, licensed and inliving room, kitchen, bathroom spected. Good transportation,
and shower and bath. One or two $73.00. Motorola color portable
UNBELIEVABLE
Try Us...
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- television, one year old, $150.00
•ments,
• Service at your convenience
M30('
753- Phone 436-3000.
•6609. South 16th Street,
•
April 4NC
THE
•
• (we're open until 9 p.m.)
RABBITS:
FRYERS
•FOUR ROOM, house, on 641 breeding
and
•
stock. Reagan's RabSouth, four miles from Murray.
•
•
BUG
PARTS
•Adults only. Phone 492-8356. M30C bitry. Phone 753-4011. M30C
•
•
Prompt, economical,
DOCTOR •FURNISHED TWO bedroom BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
•apartment, wall to wall
•peting, central heat and

•
•

carair.
Excellent location. Children O.K.
No pets Available March I. Rent
$140.00. Phone 753-4331. April 30C

•

May 3C

AUCTION SALE

SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
your air conditioner will, if not
serviced properly. Call Mania
Refrigeration Sales & Service,
753-7205.
Ma y2C

Termites
Eat Your Home

CAMPING EQUIPMENT, at
Auction March 31, 1:00 p.m., 507
Whitnell John Randolph Realty &
Auction Co. 753-8382.
M30C

Spiders

°aches
Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived Termites work 24 hours
round Winter and Summer

a

das the s e.,

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

VOLKSWAGEN
IS Chestnut
Murray, Ky
Moe 753-8850

- 1731
-

AUCTION SALE, Monday, Apri,
2, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine, 4
miles southeast of Murray, CAR BROKE down' Going on a
Kentucky turn south off Highway vacation? Business trip? Rent a
121, Murray-New Concord new Plymouth. Taylor Motors,
Highway 1, at J.T Todd Motor 753-1372.
M31C
Sales, go to first left hand turn off
blacktop thence ,4 mile east to.
WILL CLEAN offices at night.
B.0 Dodd farm.
Can
give
Will sell two row corn picker, Experienced
Ideal, 65 H.P Continental references Phone 753-8237 attar
MIK
irrigation gas motor, 3 real good 5:30p.m.
four wheel grain trailers, two 47
Clipper seed cleaners 6 row
SERVICE IS'THE
spray
boom
equipment,
DIFFERENCE
cultipacker, rotary hoe and
-TRY
tractor seeder
US
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
of sale. Phone 753-2716, Mr. Dodd
stb
for information.
M31C
CARROLL
BEDROOM SUITE ( Cherry) at
Auction Maith 31, 1:00 p.m., 507
Whitnell, John Randolph Realty
& Auction Co. 753-8382.
M30C

required. $120.00 per month.
Phone 753-4331.
April MC

A

Ina s

D•43

sth Street

murrai K.
Phone 33-3914 Day or %lie

KNIGHTS SHOP; lawn mower.
tiller repair, blacksmith work,
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3
Phone 753-4035.
April 12.P.

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Will Do Trash

Brush Hauling
Reasonable Rates
753-6130

WILL CLEAN
BUSINESS OFFICES!
In The Evening
REASONABLE

DATS
BEA

SPE
4.

M31C

RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
BUILDING, 10'x50', air com- March 31, 700 a.m. all day
at 101
pressor furnished. Phone 753- South 12th Street. Clothing,
3018.
A2C shoes, dishes, household items,
new wigs, antique dolls and many
THREE BEDROOM house, gas, good odds and ends.
M31C
heat, good location Phone 7533018.
A2C
TWO BEDROOM house, water
furnished. On Concord Highway,
k4 mile from city limits. Phone
753-7143.
14130C

OUTBOARD MOTOR, 10 H.P
Scot Atwater. Good condition
Reasonable. Phone 489M31C
2540.

TWO BEDROOM trailer, gas
furnace, carpeted throughout,
private lot. Extra nice. Also
private lot with garden space for
trailer with gas and water hook
up. Phone 492-9785.
M30C

THREE BEDROOM doublewide, only $8505.00. Bill's Mobile
Homes, South Beltline Highway.
Paducah, Ky.Phone 443M31C
6150

TWO BEDROOM house with bath
and gas heat. Located in Hardin. FENCE SALE-Chain link
Phone 753-4661_
A2C fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
NEW TWO bedroom apartments estimate. Expert installation also
April 28C
on large lot. Central heat and air,' available.
all
carpeted, dishwasher,
disposal, range, refrigerator, DON'T merely brighten carcarport, patio. $140.00 per month. pets.. Blue Lustre them. no
rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer
Phone 753-7550.
ASC
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
Points.
M31C
WANTED TO RENT

WANT TO RENT two bedroom WEDDING GOWN, size 7-8. For
WILL MOW Yards on south side
ANTIQUE PIECES at Auction of town. Phone 753.3376 after 5:08
preferrably furnished on information phone 753-2588 M30C
March 31, 1:00 p.m., 507 Whitnell, p.m.
lake in Kenlake and Jonathan
M31NC
John Randolph Realty & Auction
Creek area. Phone 753-4885 or 753- MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic,
Co. 753-8382.
M30C JOHN'S REPAIR Service
2739.
A2P 12'x50', ccinipletely furnished,
with air conditioner, washer and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
dryer, underpenning and 500
11'('T1ON SALE Saturday, carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
gallon gas tank Phone 489TFC
'March 31, rain or shine, 10:30 753.7625 nights.
FOR SALE
A3C
2570.
a.m., 12 miles northeast of
Murray, Kentucky. Follow signs
1968 RUNABOUT boat with all
off Highway 94, Murray Cadi:
accessories, plus 60 H.P. Johnson FIBERGLASS
BOAT, 16'
Highway,
below
Brown's
motor and trader Phone 753-3378 Glastron,33 H.P. Evinrude motor
*Grocery and from the Hardinafter 5-00 p.m
M31NC and trailer Excellent condition.
Aurora Highway, 5 miles east of
Phone 753-2264 after 6.00
Hardin at Unity: Church.
METAL DETECTORS. Leading p.m.
A4C
Will sell refrigerator, stove,
brands Oldest dealer in area
living and dining room furniture,
Complete lome
Jerry Humm, 140 Edwards
CHEVROLET, 1965-263 straight
coffee and end tables, bedstead,
Drive, Paducah Phone 896Remodehng
shift. Ferguson 20 tractor and
'.;11r..s. metal cabinets, kitchen
66.
M31P equipment.
Phone 753-7143. M30C
sink . cow bell. lantern. Victrola,
trunk, hall tree, treadle sewing
MOBILE HOME, 11'138', fur- GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
machine,safe, pictures, slide top
7530961
nished, electric heat. Nice for March 31, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m..
desk, harness, Farmall F12 steel
lake property. Will sell cheap. 3/
1
2 miles north on 641. All sizes
wheel tractor-motor no good.
Need space for larger home. clothes, household items, baby
Clothes wringer, brass wash FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
Phone 753.5209.
M31C bed, basinet, stroller, high chair,
Ward, jugs, churn, barrel, wash tank installation. Phone 753TFC
car seat, play pen and some
kettle, hand pump, feed mill, 7850.
furniture. ,
M30C
tractor and hand seeder. 2 14"
TRUCK 1,0A[) sale Thomas A
HELP %ANTED
plows and 2 row planter 3 point
Edison
conditioners.
air
10,000
BLACK ANGUS bull, 16 months
hitch), rotary hoe, table saw,,
BU,$184.25. 13,000 BTU,$233.00. old,
6300.00. Phone 753-1968. M30C
forge wheelbarrow, 2 wheel WANT A second income' For
20,000'BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
trailer, 1960 F800 Ford truck, opportunity to work part time, set
$285.00.
26,000
$318.40.
BTU,
Roby
FOUR PARTY carport sale,
excellent condition. Dump, own hours, have financial
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Friday
and Saturday all day, 823
gravel, and 12' metal flat bed, security. Phone 753-1470. April 5P'
Kentucky.
May 2C North 19th Street. Two-2 piece
4 some horse drawn tools. 100
pieces good 10' tin and fence FOR A wonderful opportunity in
SCOTTISH TERRIER pups, non living room suites, refrigerator,
sales work, either full time or
4 posts.
shed AKC registered, wormed book shelf, vacuum cleaner,
4
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan part time, call Paducah, Kenand shots. Two months old. electric guitar, toys, clothes of all
4 are building new home
sizes.
M30C
and gas tucky 442-2450 between 7.30 p in
Phone
753-8569."
M31C
4 station on Highway
94. and and 9:30 p.m., or write Thomas
through Strout Real Estate W. Settle, 223 Cedar Lano.,
HAY AND gram elevator, two
YARD SALE, Saturday. March
Agency .of which
Mr. Owen Paducah, Kentucky 42001. M31( •
row cultivator and wagon Phon,
31,
all
day at 1610 Catalina.
Billington of Southside Shopping
M30C
FIRST CLASS cook wanted to be
Clothes, all sizes, dishes, odds 753-8090.
Center, Murray, Kentucky is in
in charge of all cooking. Salar
and
ends.
M31P
charge. They will offer this nice
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar and
according. 1 experienced cook
big 54 acre farm, small dwelling
AVON TO buy or sell. Call /53- ("Arvin amplifier with 2 speaker
helper. One experienced waitress
running water from a deep well,
8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda cabinets. $550.00. Phone 753-4493
for evening shift. Kentucky Lake
large work shop, stock barn and
Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, or contact Glen Mathis.
M3IC
Lodge Restaurant, Aurora,
crib, new goat fence around
Kentucky. Phone 474-2259 for WILL BREAK gardens and truck PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; Kentucky, 42001.
April
26C
farm. Some timber, balance in
patches. Phone 489-2651.
M30C carpets, furniture, floors, walls
appointment.
A2C
leveled to rolling land ready for
and specialities services. Call
COUCH, GREEN traditional.
cropping. Blacktop from farm,
12 GAUGE 600 Junior Meg
Servicemaster collect 247Good condition. Phone 753-1393
or
interior
FOUND
LOST
painting,
di
DO
WILL
connecting with town, university
7333.
April 4C shotgun reloader and supplies to after 4:00
p.m.
A4P
Free
hour.
or
job
exterior. By the
lake area, churches, schools, and
go with it. $45.00. Phone 753-7343
estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527- KELLY'S TERMITE
neighbors. Mr. Duncan thinks it Lon SMALL Pekingese,
between
6:30
and 8:00 p.m. M31C ICE
and Pest
blonde,
VENDER, 65 bag capacity.
April 24C Control,
9714.
best to offer this farm early, male dog, about 2 years
phone 753-3914, 100 South
old, in
Phone 753-7737 or 753-9061. M31C
giving buyer chance to plan his Lynn Grove area.
TWO
SEEBURG
stereo
13th
cabinets.
Street,
"Every day you
An.swers to
farming operation and is plan- name of Coco. Wearing
JERRY'S REFINISHING & delay lets bugs have their
One 15" high efficiency horn. Two
gold
Furniture,
miles
6
ning to sell, but due to possible collar, no name tag If
Built
Custom
15" high efficiency speakers in SIX MONTH old 12' wide x 54' two
wa y "
TFC
found
bedroom all electric Wheeler
unforseen act of nature and etc., phone 435-5165.
of Murray on Hwy. 641.
South
each
cabinet, 11
/
2 years old. In
M31C
home. Completely
he reserves right to reject highest
Jerry McCoy, owner ( 502) 492- FOR ALL
perfect condition, $650.00. Can be mobile
your additionsequipped and furnished. Extra
TFC
bid. He is selling herd of 70
8837.
MUSIC
remodeling, residential or seen at 1300 Payne Street, nice. Set up and
underpenned.
healthy bush goats and his 4 year
- -commercial. New or old. Free Apartment latter 1:00 p.m. M31 See at number 21 Riviera
Courts
old redbone squirrel hound. PIANO
NC
TUNING -Repair - SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
or contact Buddy Valentine.
'I erms on farm 20 per cent day rebuilding. Prompt
by
expert ser- manufactured and installed
Priced $1600.00 below new
of sale. balance with deed. Land vice. 15 years
Atkins . Gutter Installation, WILL MAKE drapes. Phone 753experience
cost.
possession now, house reserve a pianos for sale Ben W Rebuilt Murray, phone 7334407 or 753- 0855.
A3P
A2C
Dyer,
'
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
Few weeks
APRIL 13NC
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753_ 8992.
duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
Not responsible for accidents. 8911.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, Sale
$47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. POOL TABLE,8' long. Excellent
Eats and drinks served. Douglas
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service also bank gavel, fill dirt and regular
TF('
$99.95. Sale $63.96. condition. Phone 753-8858. M3OP
TFC topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Shoemaker,
associate
Phone Paris.642-6551.
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95.
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Shoemaker Auction & Livestock PIANO TUNING and
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. 16' PRO--Glasrnate fishing boat
Repair.
Company in charge of sale. Jerry Cain, 753-8712.
WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
Regular $159,95. Sale $114.37. with 140 H.P. Mercury motor,
Registered
WILL
Phone 753-3375 Murray, Ken- craftsman Piano
DO
housecleanin
g,
five Roby .Sales,
Technician Reasonable rates. Phone 753- days a
Highway 68, Benton, 1972 model. Will sell motor
tucky for information.
week. References furM30C, Guild.
TFC
.1-Fc 6130.
Kentucky.
May 2C separately. Phone 753-6995. M30C
nished. Phone 753-0766.
M30C

Service Offered

FOR SALE

Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Parts,Tennessee.
M30C

guaranteed
You'll Like :
• Volkswagen Repair
•
•
FOR THE best in pest control
•
Business
Us!
4th
753-804
Pine!
753-022
&
Res.
6
3
TWO 'BEDROOM unfurnished
service and termite control call
18 H.P. Evinrude motor, $375 00
Superior Exterminating Com- 1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4 apartment, wall to wall car- Phone 753-6918 after 5 00 pin
peting, good location. No lease
pany, 753-7266.

Call
753-191

604 South 1
KUSTOM BASE
watts,$250.00.
3820.
50 H.P.MERCURY
with electric
short shaft, corn
lower unit, $650.00
8721 after 5:30 p.m.
TALL BACK roc
Early American;
chair. Phone
saddle and bridle.
after 5:00p.rn.
SEVERAL
G
automatic washers
Also good used
See at Wiggins
miles, north of M
641. Phone 753-4586.
eel'4
model, good con
Phone 733-3043
WOODEN P
shape, 81.00 each.
Oil Company, Rou
1323
GARAGE SALE,
8.00 a.m. to 5:00
Miller Avenue. Lots
household items,
women's
cloth
numerous items.
10'150' TWO BE
rushed trailer.
$1600.00. Phone
LIGHTWEIGHT
pickup truck, less
old. Has built in i
and clothes closet.
full size bed, pl
loading. Phone 7
FOUR WHEEL
753-6210.
LIGHTENING SA
sets of sails and
Nichols and Hol
Excellent conclitio
be seen at 107 He
phone 753-4644.

Can Give References
Phone 753-8237 after 5:30 p.m.

OF SPORTS -

ISATURDAY, MAR. 311

1 Li

PEST CONTROL

EASTER
SPECIAL
1 - 8x10 and

AGE FIFTEEN

hic1L- 0-0

L L

THE WANT ADS WAY:916
NOTICe

1971 GRAND Prix S.J., 27,000
miles. Factory air, power windows, steering and brakes, tilt
wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl
roof. Pontiac mags. Phone 7538818 or 753-9997.
A2C

FRIDAY-MARCH as, 197s

Ist•Nit

t

- BULL

•
* For Furthe

Phone
00• ******
ONE PAIR Bea
registered an
markings. Prete
together. Also
washer, neees r
6086.
NEW 19" color Te
while they last.
way 68, Benton, K

2c
THREE TRAC
trailer. Phone
HI NEIGHBO
Lustre for clean)
super' Rent el
$100 Big K,
Center.

74

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'AGE FIFTEEN

Call
753-1916

Sell

Ui-

on,
ible
00.
30C

With A Classified Ad7516

It

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FRIDAY-1111J1C8

cot

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

,

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

irriESAL
aluE

DATSUN OWNERS

sERMCE

BEAT THE HEAT!!

d
lab30C

:

WESTWOOD- HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air Located on large lot
and priced to sell.

.5

SPECIAL PRICE

(y)

on

house,
1605 LOCUST DRIVE-Large 7 bedroom brick veneer
.x200'
100
on
air,
and
heat
central
baths,
three and one half
size lot. Call and look at this one. Good extra income.

/Mk

AIR CONDITIONING

4IW

Through April

NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Bagwell Blvd. 2 baths,
car garage. Central heat and air-conditioner. All built-in,
carpeting. Don't reilaW this one up

Regular4340.00
NOW

I

01

30 T. rug
.
3

g.

L$280°°

LI I p

1911 //,

Installed

-AI WOO 011.1.11111i
.-.a

woolP

a, Inc

"GET OUT THERE, HAWKIN.I5, AND GET
OUR SLICE OF THE PIE."

MUMMY DATSUN, Inc

i'OR SALE

Come By and Look at the
skors Line of
V311

KUSTOM BASE amplifier, 15C Ar(MSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply
nylon whitewall tires.
watts,$250.00 Phone 753x 14 or 15" $16.60+82.11
775
A2C
3120.
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11+$1.27
50 H.P. MERCURY motor, 1968. 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14+62.43
with electric start, alternator, Armstrong custom supreme 4
short shaft, completely new ply polyester 78 series whitewall
lower unit, $650.00 Phone
tires.
8721 after 5:30 pin.
F78 a 14 or 15" - $17.40+$2.42
Gm a 14 or 15" - 618.7742.60
TALL BACK rocking chair, 1178 a 14 or 15" $19.51+12.80
Early American; leather recliner .778 a 14 or 15" - $19.70+12.89
M30C L78 a 14 or 15" - $22.70+P.13
chair. Phone 753-5933
Armstrong's best line of
Also Have 1 or 2
with
mare
PALOMINO
GENTLE
glass belted whitewall
polyester
saddle and bridle. Phone 753-3418
A5C tires.
after 5:00 p.m.
F78 a 14 or 15" - 120.30-4-$2.54
- $20.80+$2.73
Come To
used G78 x 14 or 15" 131.98+P.96
GOOD
SEVERAL
15"
or
14
a
1178
automatic washers and dryers.
J78 x 14 or 15" - M.43+93.02
Also good used electric ranges.
L78 a 14 or 15". - $24.73+P.13
See at Wiggins Furniture, 24
Armstrong's best line of
Division of
miles, north of Murray on Hwy
whitewall
ASC polyester steel belted
641. Phone 753-4566
FORD, Inc.
Urea.
$23.13+$2.68
15"
or
14
x
F78
175 KAWASAKI Enduro, 1971
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main
- $24.77+62-87
model, good condition, $400. G78 a 14 or 15"
A2C 1178 a 14 or 15" Phone 753-3943.
Armstrong Polyester glass
WOODEN PALLETS, excellent belted wide 70 series with raised 21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton YARD SALE, April 7 and 8.
shape,$1.00 each. Kentucky Lake white letters.
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P Tiller. Saturday and Sunday from 1 00
Oil Company, Route 5, phone 753- G70 a 14 or 15" - 823.014-$2.88 Briggs & Stratton engine, power p.m. to 600 p.m. 641 North from
A2C H70 a 14 or 15" - $23.81+$3.09 reverse, $147.88. 5 H P. riding Murray turn right at Wiggins
1323.
Armstrong nylon glass belted mower, 25" cut, Briggs & Furniture, 2nd house on right.
GARAGE SALE, April 3 and 4, wide 60 series with raised white Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. Electronic air cleaner, used two
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & months-like new, $50 00; T V.
6 00 am. to 5:00 p.m. at 1625 letters.
Miller Avenue. Lots of glassware, G60 a 14 or 15" - $25.53 +- $3.18 Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. Stand, $6.00; Metal bookcase
44'$3.66 riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & $4.00; 7' pole lamp, $2.00; some 8
household items, men and L803 a 14 or 15" other
clothing,
women's
ROBY SALES, Highway 68, Stratton engine, electric start, track tapes, $2.03 each; tape case
AIC Benton, Ky
M31C $39995 Roby Sales Highway 68, holds 24 topes), $5.00; lady's
numerous items.
MaY2C purses, wigs, cake plate; lots of
Benton, Kentucky
women's clothes and other
10.x50' TWO BEDROOM fur4 cents each.
STICKS,
TOBACCO
items. Watch next
sell,
to
Priced
rushed trailer.
A2c-SAlloakilkILIKIK‘IhNlell miscellaneous
7534022 evenings.
-bigger ad.
A213 Phone
$1600.00. Phone 753-8242.
catfish we serve today 0 weeks paper for other
phone 753information
more
For
0
Lake
Ky.
Stanford P Slept last night in
1971
HOME,
MOBILE
M31NC
5.30p.m.
for
after
CAMPER
Ur
0
HT
LIGHTWEIG
Bay
pickup truck, less than one year 12'160', completely furnished:
and dryer.
0 KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
old. Has built in ice box, cabinets including washer
Phone 753condition.
rug specialist that adjusts to any
Excellent
makes
Couch
and clothes closet.
Thurs. and Fri.
A5P
Ne* and used vacuums
4:00p.m.
carpet.
after
8655
A
O
full size bed, plus jacks for
for sale. For free demonstration
A2C
loading. Phone 733-3243.
and gift with purchase phone 753three females,
lb. fish $1.75
POODLES,
44
TOY
April 12C
or 753-0359.
0752
FOUR WHEEL buggy Phone
7 weeks old.
A2C AKC registered,
INN
7534210.
TRIANGLE
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store.
A2C
Phone 489-2189.
7534953
Leather goodis and shoe repair.
two
likILIWOOK11~1101LIald All types of Western supplies.
LIGHTENING SAILBOAT,
COFFEE TABLE and end tables
sets of sails and Spinnaker. Also
Boots for just about any activity
lamps; ironing board;
three
set;
Nichols and Holeman trailer. miscellaneous furniture; chest of CLAWFOOT ROUND oak table, under the sun. Sycamore and
stand,
wash
desk,
top
Excellent condition. $2500.00. Can drawers; chair; clothes, size 16 roll
April 25C
4th.
secretaries, ice boxes, beds,
be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or
A2C
Phone 753-2378.
women.
tables, primitives, roseville BOAT INSURANCE. Brim
A5C
phone 753-4644.
pottery, and lots of depression coverage. Good claim services.
glasc-The Fish Net,corner of 4th Lowest rates.
Galloway In& Elm. Hours weekdays 5 00 surance & Realty Phone 753p.m.-9:00 p.m., Saturday, 12 00 5842.
April 11C
M31C
noon to 6:00 p.m.

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES
* LTD Motor Homes
* Midas Mini Homes
* Midas Slide-In Pickup
Truck Campers

USED RECREATIONAL UNITS

Parker's RV Sales
PARKER

E

The

SPECIAL

'1.50

0
O

**************
. . ***************g
HOLStEiN CALVES i
*
*
II
or HEIFERS

*
lil

*

it

2

BULLS

.. _

From i Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information .. .

Iit

CREOSOTE POLES 8' to 25 and
treated fence posts. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
M31C
Street.

House For Sale
3 Bedroom Brick, Den,
Utility, Carport, Large
Living Room with Stone
Fireplace, Electric Heat,
Wall to Wall Carpet,
Drapes, New G.E.Appliances Call or See
Baxter Bilbery
IN N. 7th
Phone 753-1257

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick home on
large lot. Has carport, patio and is carpeted. Priced to sell at
$21,500.00.
GROVE.HEIGHTS-PERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot-100'x215.--central electric
heat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
Fireplace and waiting for someone $2850000
carpeted,
MEADOW GREEN ACHES-BEAUTIFUI, large three
bedroom brick veneer house on 34 acre lot All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, full basement
NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central heat and
air-condition. 2 baths, 2 car garage- You will want to see this

IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, is an extra nice brick home
2 baths, double carport,
/
with three bedrooms,family room, 11
built-in range A nice large home

one

BUDGET PRICE ON A COMFORTABLE and well located 2
bedroom home at 1105 Mulberry Masonry Construction
with gas heat New carpet. Priced to sell at $10,500.00.

AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
door opener, paved drive
and patio. On nice corner lot

FOR SALE

Phone 753-7114

604 South 12th

IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, 11-2 baths, 44 acre lot. All this for
only $19,500 00.

WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.

NEAR FIARDIN-LARGE THREE bedroom brick veneer
house on 542 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong
REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove Has 3 bedrooms.
162 baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 95':490' and priced to sell.
811 NORTH 16TH STREET-Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments Built on 100'x200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.

190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-835,000.00.

PRIME LOCATION Large commercial lot on 641 S across
from Holiday Inn 150' frontage and extra deep Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.
AT SIXTEEN HUNDRED SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air
Downstairs has living-dining room combinatioq, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility' room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet Could be used for income. House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.

AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL five bedroom
brick home. Has all modern fixtures, three car carport,
central heat and air, formal dining room, located on two lots.
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home, just call for
an appointment to see this one.

EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom borne with all built-ins, 2 baths, family room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and air A most desirable home Call us to
see

160 ACRES-70 ACRES TENDABLE new well, and and rest
is beautiful woodland. Located near Pottertovm unbelievable price.

AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies A lot
of house for the price. Call us formore details.

ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick, central air
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer Huge
living room and family room All built-ins, beautiful hardwood floors, carport.
9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 54-Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old, with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
acre Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
carport. Priced right -417,500.T
PEGGY ANN DRIVE- -READY TO MOVE IN- Brand new
three bedroom brick veneer house with two baths. Fully
carpeted, plenty of cabinets and dishwasher, carport, central
heat and air, and large patio Cannot beat this price.

LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University' If
so -we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale
Business, good will and all equipment Call Guy Spann for
details.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor. Has all built-ins, central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,
draperies, fireplace, double carport Really nice. Cal/ for
appointment to see.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near completion. Central heat and air Large living room and extra
large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet. Ready soon,
so call to see.

KAY'S RESTAURANT. JUNCTION OF Hwys 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office

SUNSHINE NURSERY at 306 N. -7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and baths Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms
Some carpets. All furnthire and fixtures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.

ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD,,4 mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot All paneled, carpets and built-in range-Has carport, electric heat, and good well Priced to sell $21,500.00

REDUCED' 808 NORTH 18TH S HtsET- Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot,'76' x 225' Plenty of
ilhade and fenced Carport, utility and large rooms Price at
only $18.900 00

Guy Spann Realty.
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Our Sales Staff ...
Home Phones:
Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-0310
r'T

ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales.
IN (;ATESBOROUGH by owner,
IN CANTERBURY Estates, f
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
three bectoom brick home, carpted, three large
OWNER;
BY
with
house
brick
three bedroom
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
brick house, fully carpeted, large bedrooms, living room, den,
family room, utility, fireplace,
pickup camper, toppers. We also
den and dining area, kitchen, kitchen, with built-ins, utility;
heat
and
central
garage,
double
or
large living room, bath, utility two baths, double garage with
SALE; While it lasts rent campers by the week
753-6455. 1' Four bedroom brick house
air.
Phone
ONE PAIR Beagles, male is CARPET
weekend Call 247-8187 or 489Heavy
cheap."
•
room. Large patio and storage storage room, patio, central heat
carpet
good
"Buy
good
M3IC
▪ on deep lot. Two baths,
registered and has
M31C
colors to choose 2303
space. On large shady lot in and air, nice lot. Shown by apmany
shags,
pair
14
sell
room,
to
dining
room,
Prefer
bedroom
living
markings.
134-1 OWNER; four
Rubber back
Kingswood Subdivision. Phone pointment only. Phone 753-8742
together. Also used automatic from, 53.95 sq. yd.
brick, 2 ceramic baths, family • large paneled den with:
,KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
M31C after 5:00p.m.
only
A4C
widths,
7534314.
ft.
15
and
12
tweeds,
753▪ fireplace, kitchen, with lots
washer, neees repair. Phone
of pistols. Buy now while MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', 1964 room with fireplace. Carpeted •
sq. yd. Marty colors to variety
62.99
M31C
•
basement.
full
air.
cabinets,
and
of
heat
6486.
you can still get them at completely furnished. Has lots of throughout, central
•
choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths,
•
Located at 512 Broad
reasonable prices. Country Boy extras. Price $2,700 00 Phone Only one year old. 707 Goodman •
•
heavy plush carpet only $3.95
00.011
0
$21,
1C
ay
Price
M
Cash
▪
753-9036.
9
miles
or
Street
people.
phone
A2C
the
pistol
NEW 19" color Television, $299.95 square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths, Stores,
753-9941.
•
•
Phone 753-3953
while they last. Roby Sales, High- heavy pattern carpet, HiLo $3.95 from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
•
4:00
until
May
Sundays
Open
164.
Kentucky.
and
10'it50',
in
lots
home,
TWO
front
Benton,
water
USED
MOBILE
way 68,
LARGE
sq. yd. New printed carpet,
M31C two bedrooms, furnished, air Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
p.m.
E BEDROOM frame, two
2C
rubber back, only $3.95 square
mile
lot 450' deep. Phone 7534
1
/
for
baths,
washer,
M30C
436-2427.
both.
Phone
conditioner,
Right on The Water Boat Dock, Boat House, electric heat.
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, $2.25
M30C
VA LOANS, no down payment for north of Murray. Phone 4362566.
floor
mobile
motorcycle
and
yard,
TRACK
square
big fireplace, screened in front porch, patio overlooking
THREE
home.
brick
BEDROOM
to
12
years
A3C THREE
5412.
A3P yd. Thousands and thousands of qualified veteran.
lake. One of the most beautiful views you'%e e%er seen
tW
trailer. Phone 489-2640.
blocks.
High school-four
THREE BEDROOM brick home,
pay. Drive on out almost to
yards in stock. Come see an Clarks River Bridge on Benne.
Not Many Left.
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. Robertson School zone. Adjacent carpeted, carport and patio in
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue save. No waiting, we have what Bank financing on spot. Bill's Used Baldwin organs. Used to park. Air conditioned, car- back, large storage budding.
from Murray
minutes
17'1
Paschall
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's we advertise in stock.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo peted, one bath. utility, living large lot on 94 East, five miles
Phone 753-1833 after 5:00 p.m.
KenHazel,
House,
shampooer
Discount
electric
super! Rent
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., Piano Company, across from room, large kitehenatimingsarea. from Murray. Phone 753-8049
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping tucky. Phone 492-9733. Open six 4434150.
M31C after 4:00p.m.
A2C
M31C Post Office, Paris,Tenn. M30C Phone 753-8654.
M3OP
M31C days a week,8-5.
Center.

2 Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.
*
os*************************
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•
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Nixon . . .
(Continued from Page

'Leland McNutt
Passes Away
On Wednesday

Seen & Heard ...
i Continued from Page
coherent presentations and
compelling and to-the-point
memos in business today.

ners of the week-long boycott of
meat and pultry scheduled t.•
begin on Sunday,
Among Congressional reac,
He says: Recently, I asked
tion to the Nixon order:
T. It-,(Lelandi McNutt, Sr., one of my staffers to investigate
"A long step in the right diJ , former
of M y, a certain machine and report
uMurra
sinessman
rection," said Senate Republidied Wednesday at 11:45 p.m, in his recommendations in a
can Leader Hugh Scott of Pennthe Henry County General memo. He dutifully turned in a
sylvania.
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was voluminous report—so much
"A formula for shortages,"
voltage, so much output per
71 years of age.
said Sen. William Proxmire, 13complete
its
The deceased operated the hour,
Wis.
McNutt Tractor and Implement specifications, delivery costs,
"Fundamentally a mistake,"
Company here in Murray for even its color. But after all that.
said House Agriculture Comseveral years. Mr. McNutt I kicked the report back to him
mittee Chairman W. R Poage,
founded the McNutt Tractor with the notion: -So what?"
D-Tex. "I just don't think it
Soon the memo returned, this
Company of Parts, Tenn., and
will bring about a reduction in
'had constructed many buildings time with a postscript reading:
anything except the supply of
, in that city including his present "Action: D The machine is
meat."
company location on Mayfield ideal for our use and lowIn his 20-minute address, Nixpriced; 2) It will improve our
Highway, Paris, in 1967.
on made only fleeting reference
quality and cut costs 10 per
to housewife unhappiness, but
Mcnutt, a native of Calloway cent; 3) It will pay for itself in a
sources reported it was a maCounty, was born December 25, year; .41 We should buy it." At
jor factor in causing him to dis1901, and was the son of the late last, the message was clear. I
card his insistence that foodCharles M and Clara Houston wrote across the report:
prices curbs wouldn't work.
McNutt. lie and his wife, the "Okay."
—What we need is action that former Lena Mae Barton, who
e
Fly
at
at L!th and flyeamore and
will stop the rise in meat prices survives, were married August
Watch was an hour late
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State will hold roadblocks
right. Jen Clymer, Gail Guilfoil, Sarah now," he said after recounting 31, 1922. He was a Shriner, a yesterday and we finally
to
Left
drive.
cross
red
local
the
for
Saturday
Points
recent steps to increase sup- Mason, and a member of West Ogured out that someone had
Trousdale
plies and bring prices down lat- Paris Baptist Church.
pulled the stem out so that the
er this year.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. hands would not turn Have no
oday has been proclaimed "Doctor's Day" in MUI111), to.
McNutt of Route Four, Paris; idea who would do a thing like
Holmes Ellis. The Women's Medical Association donated a
Mayor
that
and
Billy
Jr..
L.
T.
three sons,
Kart to the local hospital for young children to ride in as
Kiddie
Bobby McNutt, all of Paris,
gentleman they go to X-Ray, surgery. or other departments of the hospital.
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs Gladys
An inebriated
of Staff, gives Ronald Keith
Willoughby of Paris, Tenn.; battered and bruised, corn- Dr H.S. Jackson, hospital Chief
(Continued from Page
Mrs. Gary Marquardt,
therapy.
physical
from
ride
a
7,
Redden,
three brothers, Lexie McNutt of palmed to police that he had
"We must begin by. trying to Springville, Tenn., Route One, been hit by a large dog on the left, Doctor's Day chairman, and Stuart Poston, help Keith the
Hospital administrator. The Kiddie
were increased and the prison- the prisoners. "They were al- see ourselves as we really are, W. 0. McNutt of Paris, Tenn., highway "Was it a Great Dane %lurray -Calloway County
By LOUISE COOK
but will be used throughout
in
pediatrics,
located
presentls
is
Kart
problems
our
look
to
trying
by
of
and Leo McNutt of Warren, or a German Shepherd?" asked
Associated Peru Writer
ers were allowed to speak to ways trying to convince you
their side by constantly feeding in the eye," he said. "If we will Mich.; six grandchildren; two the desk sergeant. "I dunno," the hospital
The hours of lonely. darkness one another
can, like our great grandchildren; and he says. "it was on the side of a
in Hanoi; hours with only mem--The men maintained their you their propaganda," he said. do these things, we
Proclamation
The own were awakened at 5 ancestors, who, nearly 200 several relatives in Calloway bus."
ory for company; hours that own, military-style orgatuz.ation
their
over
m, he said, and would "get years ago triumphed
County
stretched into days, into weeks, within prison camps, they kept
WHEFtA.S. March 30,1973, has
frailties."
Funeral services ill be held
Earl Wilson says "A child
into a timeless blur
in touch with each other by up and sit around with nothing foes and their own
been designated National
"We are a nation of more than SatUtday at 10130 em. at who knows the value of a dollar
The beatings whose only end elaborately devised codes, new- to do for the rest of the day."
Doctors Day and the City of
was unconsciousness. Or capi- ly arrived POWs passed on They used memory tricks to or- 200 million people with Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, these days must be pretty
Murray, together with the
tulation Or death
whatever information about the 'up their time, he added, 14,525,000 college graduates, Tenn, with Rev. Noel Edward discouraged"
Calloway County Medical
The hope and the faith. And war and their fellow service- learning the states in alphabe- 2,556 colleges and universities, officiating.
to honor
Funeral services for Flunnie Auxiliary, are pleased
were
tical order backwards, making 7,123 hospitals, 348,328 doctors,
caterpillars
Two
Pallbearers will be Rex
the determination to somehow Men that they could
data: and
this
on
doctors
our
Sycamore
710
of
Farris
a mental recd of everything 92 million automobiles, 2,278,000 Lashlee, E. B. McCutcheon, crawling across the grass when L.
stay whole while in the enemy's
WHEREAS, Murray is exNone of the prisoners spoke they had eaten since being cap- elementary and secondary Gordon Higgs, Dive Clenderun, a butterfly few over them They Street, Murray, will be held
fortunate to have
grip tremely
of resentment or reprisals tured
teachers and a gross national D. E McCutcheon, and Bruce {Coked up and one nudged the today-at two p m at the chapel twenty 201 physicians pracThis is the story the prisoners
reportedly
Funer'll
who
POWs
Churchill
H.
.1
produt of more than $1 trillion. Fields
other and said "You couldn't of the
county.
of war are telling, freed at last against
"One of the worst parts was
R ticing in the city and
cooperated with the enemy. No
"There is every reason for us
be in the get me up in one of those things Home with Dr. Samuel
will
Interment
received
from the restraints that kept
have
doctors
Our
not
of
anguish
mentioned. the mental
were
names
Dodson. Jr , officiating
to be not only the healthiest, Memorial Cemetery, Paris. for a million dollars "
the details of them ordeal from
training and many
in Washington said the knowing if you were going to be wealthiest nation in the world, Friends may call at the funeral
Active pallbearers will be excellent
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served.
they
nation
the
in various
specialized
have
to
outside
man
called
next
the
Penhad been told by the
a second Stark Erwin, Tip Doran. Henry areas and continue to avail
but also the most contented. home
get
never
You
The POWs spoke at news con- men
Air
recalled
White, Robert
to keep their silence on be tortured,"
Yet, many of us are not," he
chance to make a good first Holton, Laymon
ferences and interviews about tagon
themselves of further medical
Force Capt. Larry Chesley of
Swann, and Robert Moyer
surmised.
impression
what it was really like as cap- this subject.
research and training; and
Idaho
Burley,
plane
be
the
Honorary pallbearers will
The first man off
governor was
tives of the North Vietnamese
lieutenant
The
WHEREAS, Murray is forof the Tobacco Board
that brought the first batch of
Chesley, captured on April 16, the honorary chairman for the
Peter Marshall said. "Lord, members
or the Viet Cong
tunate to have a modern, ac12
Feb.
on
Government
Clark
U.S.
to
and
prisoners
Trade
of
1966, said torture took sevefal' symposium, the second to be
when we are wrong, make us
Until now, they had kept sicredited hospital with adCapt. Jeremiah A. forms. "One was what we
Murray State
willing to change, And, when we Tobacco Graders.
lent lest they ieopardize men was Navy
the
on
held
ditional space now under
Jr. of Virginia Beach, called 'the ropes' where they
are right, make us easy to live
the next eight
Interment will be in the construction, and
still held prisoner The last of Denton
18, tie your arms behind your back campus within
July
captured
was
,
Va
who
years the purpose of the series
Murray Cemetery with the
the 587 POWs originally schedWHEREAS, this corps of
Albert S Lee of Col. Lee's with."
and cut off circulation in your is to bring outstanding
arrangements by the .1 H
uled to be released arrived at 1965.
doctors, available to
dedicated
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Hardin
of
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at
Country
He told a news conference
arms," Chesley said. Other Revolutionary War period
out from Churchill Funeral Horne
looked
men
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Clark Air Base in the Philipcare for our needs,
and
protect
.in.
a
20
2
curnbed Thursday at
College, N.C., that he was prisoners described similar
prison bars,
Mr Farris, age 80, founder make a very real contibution to
the campus to help
pines on Thursday morning and Elon
kept treatment; some called it "the historians to
at the Benton Municipal
times,
10
least
at
tortured
the words of torture, degractsequip junior high, high school, Hospital He was 76 years of One saw mud, the other saw the and co-owner of the Farris the welfare of our city.
solitary confinement for four strap," some "the pretzel."
stars."
Uon and determination poured in
Loose Leaf Floor, died Thurcommunity college and college age
NOW, THEREFORE, I.
years. Describing one occasion,
teachers
at 7 40a m at the Murray- Holmes Ellis. Mayor of the City
out at home
sday.
history
and
university
finally
they
said
Chesley
man had been in
Hardin
had
I
The
days.
three
"For
said.
he
The automobile did away Calloway County Hospital He of Murray, urge all citizens of
One man told of letting magof the period
seated on a "broke me. I gave them basic- for the teaching
business there since 1930 A
food or water
horses, now it's working on was a retired tobacconist, the city to join wholeheartedly
with
bicentennial
gots eat away dead flesh to no
America's
during
wanthey
the
information
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was
he
I,
War
veteran of World
... handcuffed. With the
of us
rest
begins in
the
which
clean out his festering wounds: stool
member of the Tobacco Board with the Citizens of this Nation
mincelebration,
is
do
to
tried
we
ted.
What
a member of the Disabled
of God, I felt no hunger or
another told of a torture called help
of Trade, and of the New Hope in honoring our doctors, and
gains by writing as 1976.
their
imize
the
and
Veterans
American
thirst."
Methodist Church
"the strap" that paralyzed the
The two-day symposium Veterans of Foreign Wars. He
as we possibly good and
declare Friday, March 30, 1973,
At another point, he said, he little
with Dr.
The Murray man and his wife.
nerves; a third said he was
Thursday
if
so
ended
English
bad
it
make
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of the Dextermember
his
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kept "like an animal In a
the former Myrtle Rye, who and that during this week we
read it they would Robert L. Ganyard, professor of Hardin United
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bar
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a
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survives, were married April express appreciation for their
was something history at the State University Church.
rested across his chin. know there
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The former captives made was
York,
New
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always
of
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I
with
it....
wrong
Murray and Calloway
Mr. Lee was an active
Then his captors walked across
'ie Fourth in the series of in Calloway County. he was the work in
these points:
ashamed afterward that I had presenting a paper on the numismatist and professional
County
Breakfasts
bar
the
Service
Prayer and
—The prisoners were beaten,
finally been broken, but I had "Decision for Independence in
Given under my hand, this.
and of Key '73 will be held at son of the late David Pliny
Denton indicated he was not the solace that I had done the Revolutionary North Carolina " rare coin dealer in the 1950s
drugged, starved and tortured
of the Holiday Inn Monday Morning, Farris and Fannie Hutson the 28th day of March, 1973.
one
was
He
1960s
early
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captors.
toward
--(sometimes fatally—by Com- bitter
The other visiting historians
best I could or thought I had
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
largest proof coin dealers in the April 2, at eight o'clock with Farris
munists who sought information "There are as many evil Amer- anyway "
Survivors in addition to his
participating in the symposium
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United States
Mattingly
Martin
Rev.
he
Vietnamese,"
North
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icans
of
Many
stateruorts.
or antiwar
Dr. George C.
wife are their son. Cecil B
Kentucky
Navy Capt. James A Mulli- included
Survivors are two daughters, prestding who announced that
the men ftnally broke, but they said, adding that in one inRogers, Jr., Snowden professor
Farris and his wife, Betty.708
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20,
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captured
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study
a
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will
session
this
tried to provide as little infor- stance a guard who had been
at the University of
Street. Murray: one
1966, said at a news conference of history
Mrs. Joe Todd of Murray; one of the Gospel of John which has Sycamore
mation as possible beyond the beating him "broke down
Or. Howard H.
Buddy Farris. and
Carolina;
South
grandson
two
in Portsmouth, Va., that 95 per
son, Derwin Lee of Hardin;
followed the studies of Luke and two great granddaughters,
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Peckham, director of the
of
Clayton
of
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were
Mrs
prisoners
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not
Acts
screaming that he would
rial number
I.. Clements Library of
1.esa, and Laura Farris,
tortured and 80 per cent gave William
Murray and Mrs. Ott Morris of
These Prayer and Service Jackson. Tenn
—Conditions improved some- continue.
of
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at
the
Americana
40
Roy
Benton; two brothers,
Breakfast are part of Phase III
In his news conference in.
what late in 1969; food rations
Michigan, and Or. Milton M.
of Dexter Route One, and entitled -Calling our Continent
Thursday night, President Nixcheese
Monday—Pimento
Klein, professor of history at the
Chester I e of Benton Route to Resurrection" which emon disclosed that he met one of
bread, green peas. chocolat(
of
Tennessee,
Univerity
n
grandchildre
Nin:. jive
phasizes witnessing for Christ
the prisoners at the White
cake, pickle, milk
Knoxville, who served as the
The funeral services will be through speaking to both the
House on March 12. Aides later
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chairman
held Saturday at two p m at the spiritual and physical needs of
identified the man as Col. Robhalf-egg, creamed potatoes
(Continued from Page 11
Funeral
Collier
chapel of the
mankind.
inson Risner of Oklahoma City,
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with Rev
Rev. W. Edd Glover, minister
Home, Benton,
Key '73 is sponsored locally
Okla., captured on Sept. 16, journalism teacher for 45 years
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the
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Don Brock, director
Whitesell Harpole and Rev
by the Murray-Calloway County of the North Pleasant Grove brown beans, relish, cookie.
1965, and said Nixon also met who served as a reporter on the
Mental Health Center in with Denton the same day
officiating.
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The
administratio
therapy.
"Third prices which they cannot legalA. They should come down solved," melliping until prices ket forces will control the price the ceiling price?
in my arms to wash the maggots "Second Summer,"
Hospital
"Lourdes
"Fourth
and
ly
and the government come dowri'•
Summer,"
exceed.
slightly,
rewand
shirt
tee
off,
a
up
for
tore
Paducah has a 28 bed wing
A. The administration is givQ. 1•Vhatisappens if the butch-, at which the live animal is
respectively.
will come down sigthat
As
date,
of
they
Summer"
they
after
hopes
And
will
be
sold
patients from the area," he rapped my arms.
ing
the retailer, processor and
er
the
ignores
if
or
he
ceiling,
by.
goes
time
required to post the ceiling nificantly as
added. Murray also has the that, they healed."
"We hope the workshop can prices on cards at
Q. How will the ceiling price wholesaler the benefit of the
as if prices reduces the quatity and quality
looked
it
But
least
Q.
three
a
Kelley,
.16' services of Or. Ron
of meat at the ceiling price'
doubt, assuming that it was
Milligan said there were con- be resumed in future years," by four feet,
be determined?
displayed might be about to fall anyway.
Psychiatrist, one day per week stant attempts to "re-educate" Hortin said.
but
A.
price,
lied
top
law.
the
the
be
not
It's
breaking
A.
necessary for them to charge
a
as
serve
this
prominently where items are Won't
according to Brock.
retailers to keep A nationwide enforcement net- the lowest price at which 10 per the higher prices because of
for
sold.
temptation
the
jourthat
indicated
the
He
Tom Turner introduced
work using Internal Revenue cent of a particular meat item their costs, and assuming it is
FREE DOG
Here are some questions and them at the ceiling'
nalism department at Murray
speaker. President Raymond
Service
personnel is being or- sold during the 30-day period not unlikely their costs will rethinks
n
female
administratio
spotted
how
liver
on
answers
the
Pointer
ceiling will
A. The
State is considering the
Carter presided at the meeting
an increasing ganized. However, the govern- ending March 28, starting down turn to that level. If the costs
with excellent possibility of initiating a high Work:
that
old,
year
says
one
dog,
It
not.
Ladies
The club will have a
fall, then the administration is
Q. Is this the same as a price supply of meat, already in the ment is counting on most from the top price.
bloodlines, is free to someone school newspaper and yearbook
Night at Barkley Lodge next
mean'
that
to
people
does
What
Q.
counting on them ta reduce
cooperate.
prices,
down
call
bring
information
will
For
pet.
for a
works,
workshop during the next school freeze?
Thursday night at seven
A If 8 per cent of the lamb prices accordingly.
Q. You've mentioned the
A. It's not a freeze The dif- especially since there will be no
753-1279 or 753-1982.
year
o'clock.

POWs Finally Able To Tell Of
Torture While In Enemy Hands

Symposium...

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Bunnie Farris
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Albert Lee
Succumbs

Prayer & Service
Breakfast Monday

RRAY. KENTUCKY

City School

Lunch Menu

Rev. Glover Gives
His Sermon Topic

Workshop...

Rev. W. Evans Will
Be Church Speaker
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Don Brock Is
Club Speaker
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Here's How Meat Price Ceiling Affects You
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that one of the label's singers
nught record them. They. liked
the demonstration tapes he had
done well enough that they
signed Justin to a recording
contract. He was still a teenager
at
tune.
However. Tukb's songwriting
has done more for his career
than his singing. He claims his
greatest asset as a singer is the
fact that he has good material
Among the songs he has written
are "Lonesome 7-7203," a hit for
Hawkshaw Hawkins at the time
of his death and again this past
year for West Coast singer Tony
Booth, and "Take A Letter Miss
Gray," a hit for Justin. Both
won industry songwriting
awards.

Justin Tubb

before the show, Hank sang
•'Your Cheatin' Heart" and
"Kaw-Liga'• for Justin and
announced that they would be
his next record eleases.
Tubb recalled, •'He said he
was going back to the Opry, that
they had called and were going
to take him back. I guess he was
as happy as I'd ever seen him
that night. You know, it really
did hurt me when he died in
three weeks because he was so
happy the last time I'd seen him.
It seemed like things were
working out for him."
Williams death brought the
young songwriter to Music City.
After a year as a Nashville disc
jockey his break came when his
father took some of - Justin's
songs to Decca Records in hopes
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ARBOR. Mich.
it Pit—More than 2,500
showings of television programs
and series filmed at the
of
n iversity
Michigan
Television Center were aired by
12 Michigan stations during
1471.

ANOTHER MARATHON
NEW YORK (AP; — A
Brahms Festival at the New
School offered all the Brahrns
piano trios and piano quartets
within 26 hours — which may
be a New York first
Artists were pianist Ruth Laredo, violinist Alexander
Schneider. violist Walter Trampler and cellist Leslie Parnas,
who performed the three piano
trios, the three piano quartets
and sonatas for violin, viola and
cello
The music was done in three
concerts 9 p m March 10. 2
p ni March II and 8 p m
March 11

Justin's latest release was
"Travelin' Singin' Man" on the
Cutlass label. Though the song
wasn't the hit it could have been
for its writer, Pat Boone was
impressed with the tune and
plans to make it his next
release
was
penned
The
song
especially for Justin's pretty
wife Caroline. "The idea of the
song is to thank her for being the
kind of person she is and for
waiting for me when I'm on the
raid and loving this old travelm'
singin' man. Knowing that she is
there makes being away from
home bearable," he explained.
Some record executives (elt
the song wasn't hit material
because the message was too
inside and that everyone
couldn't identify with it Justin
disagrees
-You don't have to be a picker
to understand about a fellow
singing a lbve song to his wife
and thanking her for waiting for
him," he insisted.
Boone and MGM Records
obviously agree. Regardless.
Justin is anxious for the
opportunity to say "I told you

Friday, April 6

WSIL
Ch. 3

immortal Hank Williams in 1953
that
made
the
biggest
impression on Justin's decision
to seek a career in music.
Williams played a show in
Austin, Texas on December 12
before he died on January 1.
Justin, who
knew
Hank
personally through his father.
drove over from the University
to be with him. Backstage

By DARREJLL ROWLETT
The office of Grand Ole Opry
manager Bud Wendell is usually
the scene of activity. Recently, a
good representation of the
Saturday night cast was
bunched together in front of the
television
color
room's
watching the
NCAA basketball tournament game between Austin
Peay of Clarksville, Tennessee, and Jacksonville from
Florida.
The room's
Rowlett
most enthusiastic fan was Justin Tubb, the
37-year-old son of country music
Hall of Fame member Ernest
Tubb.
Although he learned to pick at
an early age, he said, "I guess
sports was always my first
love." Baseball was his favorite
back in San Antonio, Texas,
where he went to high school.
Since it wasn't a high school in
those days and he didn't feel
talented enough to play varsity
basketball or football, Justin
became the sports editor of the
school's newspaper so he could
travel with the teams
The early experience in
writing sent him to the
University of texas when tie
majored in journalism
"I couldn't make up my mind
whether I wanted to be a
Journalist or maybe try to write
television scripts or something
like that. I still loved music and
it was in the back of my mind,"
he remembered.
The literary drive and his
music background coupled to
lure him to Nashville as a
songwriter after a year in
college, but 1. was the tragic
death
of
music
country

c
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. Susan atom
IL 1'1
HOLLYWOOD
at
Susan Clark signed
Universal to mow with Burt
Lancaster in "The Midnight
Man"--oha also starred with
Lancaster in "V•Ides is
Coming."

American in the Australian
penal colony in the 1840a and
his battle against the cruelty
and injustice prevalent there.
Jusirve IJiC5I5I&IWrit.
11:11 p.m.—Movie: channel 29.
"Curse of Mummy's Tomb."
Fred Clark-Mummified form
of a young pharaoh is sent on
tour through Europe and the
U.S. The mummy disappears
and seeks revenge on the
spoilers of his grave, followed
by "Frankenstein Conquers
the World" Nick AdamsAmerican medical scientist
and his Japanese assistants
theorize that a wild boy
lurking around the area,
growing to fantastic size, is
of
son
the
actually
Frankenstein
12:11 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
Victory",
"Shining
Geraldine Fitzgerald, James
Stephenson. Loving
assistant, saves data of
painstaking
psyctuatrist's
research but loses own life as
a result.

Sears

SEARS, BOEIBL'CII AND CO. Phone 7534310

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your .1forie‘ Back
Southside Shopping
SHOP AT SEARS
Center
AND SAVE
Murray, Ky

In Stock and
Available for
Immediate
Installation

Sears T.B.A. Center
Has a Wide Selection of
Tires and Batteries

Sears
Need Tires...
Or A Battery
RIGHT NOW?

Friday, April II
1:31 p.m.—Movie: "Death of a
Cyclist" channel 29. Repeat
of Thursday's 11:00 p.m.
Movie.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 4
"Creature from the Haunted
Sea. Anthony Carbone, Betsy
InJones-Moreland.
ternational racketeer planes
to create mythical sea
monster that will be
responsible for deaths when
he robs treasury of small
island. Plan backfires.
COO p.m. movie: channel 5
"Flight of the Lost BallonMarshall Thompson, Male
Powers. Young explorer sets
out across impenetrable
Africa in a
jungles of
hydrogen gas ballon to
rescue fellow explorer imprisoned by vicious Hindu at
headwaters of Nile.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "711 Ocean
Drive," channel 29. Edmund
O'Brien"—Activities of
bookie syndication in the
U.S., ending with the syndication still in business,
looting billions of American
dollars.
Movie:
10:30 p.m.—Late
channel 12(11:30 on channel
Si. "Adam's Woman",
starring Beau Bridges, Jane
Merrow and John Mills. The
poignant story of an

Friday
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Justin Tubb Rememberliank Williams,
Latest Composition Cut By Pat Boone

Inside Country Music—
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MASTERS TOURNAMENT—CBS Television
'expanded covernOigthe two dosing rounds
of the 37th annual Masters Tournament from Augusta, GB- eneomPalmft the 12th
lath
holes, will spotlight a field of professional and amateur golfers. Among them will be "Slammi'"Sam
Snead (upper lefti, a three-time wiener; Arnold Palmer (upper righti, a four-time champion; Jack
Nicklaus (center, also a four-time champion and the Only golfer to successfully defend his Masters
title; Lee Trevino flower left and Gary Player (lower right, a former Masters champion. The
competition will be broadcast Saturday, April 7 (3:30-5.00 p.m.,(ST)and Sunday. April 8 12:31-4:30
p.m., CST' on the CRS Television Network.
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DESPERATION--Nicol Williamson. as Michael Mailer (right), confronts his employer, played by
Paul Rogers, when his job is threatened in -The Reckoning," to be prelented )r) The CBS Late
Movie" Tuesday, April 3 in color on the CBS Television 'Network

PCA has two
ways that
help cut the
cost of my
borrowing.
That's mighty
important
these days.

Courtesy
()pi

DIAL 753-6363

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

starring Sally Field and l'Im
Matheson as a pair of
newlyweds whose marriage
gets off to a rocky start; and
"World Premiere: Savage,"
starring Martin Landau and
Barbara Bain as a TV news
commentary team trying to
learn whether a Supreme
Court nominee is worthy of
the post
8:00 p.m.--Movie: channels 3.0
Slam'' The
- Grand
suspenseful story of a
$10,000,000 Jewel robbery
starring Janet Leigh, an
outstanding cast of international stars and special
guest star Edward G
Robinson
11:06 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"You can Run Away From
It" Jick Lernmon-Abducted
beiress meets reporter on
cross-country trip, trying to
get back to her husband.
18:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 4.
"Blood Rose"
Movie "The Return of AnJohn
Bentley"
drew
Newland, Antonette Bower.
No information available
18:318 p.m.-Movie: channel I.
"Privilege" Paul Jones,
Jean Shrimpton, Young pop
singer, an international idol,
sets out to change his image
12:30 p.m.--Moile: channel n.
"Do You Know This Voice",
Dan Duryea-Irdant child is
kidnapped telephone call
demands ransom for return
of the child

Cotten star in this film
classic that tells of a o

Keys F. Keel . . . . . Field Office Manager
Tommy Murphey .. .'. Field Representative
Anita McCallon
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

Sbb EUEN'S KING
HoNORS DORATI
STOCKHOLM IAP)
Antal
Dorati. music director of the
National Symphony of Washington. has been made a Commander of the Order of Vasa by
Sweden's King Gustaf VI Adolph
The cross of the order, representing Sweden's highest civil.
Ian honor, was presented to
Maestro Doran at a gala concert reopening the Konserthuset home of the Stockholm
Philharmonic Orchestra oo
ran is the chief conductor
Doran previously has been
elected to musical membership
of the Swedish Academy Only
two other Hungarians have
been elected Franz Liszt and
Zoltan Kodaly

2:1111 p.m.—Movie: chanpel 19
"Santa Fe" Randolph ScottFour brothers return from
the Civil War, one to work for
the railroad, the others CO
join forces with an outlaw
gang
p.m.—Double
:00
Feature: channels 4. 6,
•'World Premiere. Hitched."

Saturday, March 31
1000 a.m. Camera Three,
channel 5, 12. "Lent
Riefenstahl", Part I of a twopart presentation. Lent
conthe
Riefenstahl,
troversial German actress
and film-maker, noted for
documentaries,
her
discusses her life and work.
Also featured are production
stills and film excerpts in the
first comprehensive survey
of her work presented in the
Writer
States.
United
inChodorov
Stephan
terviewed Riefenstahl in
Munich and secured rights,
with producer-director John
Musilli, to several films
never seen here
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Phone 753 3722 Phone 753-2378
Asst. Hostess
Hostess
Llinda Adams Sue McCoart

colon! oskese,'

WEDNESDAY
1 p m --Roger Carroll
8 p.m Firing Line
10 p,rn —Soul In Motion
THURSDAY
2 p.m.—Lawrence Welk
7 p.m.—Special Opera
pm —Sigma Alpha Iota
9 30 Jazz International
DAILY PROGRAMMING
12 10—Periscope
7 30 p m Arts Modular
3 p.m —Story Hour
3 30—World of Travel
4 p.m —All Things Considered
7 pm —Evening News
FOr comments or additional
.ntorrnat.on write
WKMS FM.
Box 1175, University Station,
Murray
State
university,
Murray, Ky 42071
The programs listed are on the
air at the same time each week
Please clip and save thIS schedule
for future reference

FRIDAY
12 30 p m --Germany today
1 00 Land of Windmills
8 30 ScOrlOtti Concert
SATURDAY
1 00 Dm —Met from NY
7 00—Album Preview
11 00—Wolfman Jock
SUNDAY
10 00 41.m --Serenade Blue
Noon-;-Age of Telemann
7 co—special of Week
MONDAY
2 p.m —Talk About Atoll'
8 p m —Evening Concert
9 p m caiiowaY H, Hour
TUESDAY
2 p m -Vets Admins
7 30--MuSIC & Spoken Word
Murray High ('four
9 p m

WKMS-FM
Program
Highlights

OPEN 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Fill Your Own Tank

Self-Service Gas

WATTS PRESIDENT
OF SCHOLARSHIP AN.
CINCINNATI (API — Andre
Watts. 26-year-old concert pianist, has accepted the presidency
of the American Music Scholarship Assn
This organization, based
here, was founded in 1954 by
Grace Ackerman. a piano
teacher It never has had a
musician as its president.
The association, which has
awarded more than 400 scholarships to American piano students. is pnmanly concerned
with setting yearly piano
achievement goals on 14 levels.
from beginners to college graduates
Watts pledged a $5.000 contribution and promised a monthly
visit to Cincinnati

FRIDAY, APRIL 6
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY

THURSDAY, APRIL 5
4 00 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COM
PAN Y
6 00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Images and
Things
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
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Tonight
Show

Non.

Th•
D.on
Martin
Shaw

Ironsid•

Slto•

This
Flip
11.1....

Wagon•r

Poftet

Pc,,,,.

No.&

FATHER AND SON—Donal Tomelty (Dann) Figgit and his
father, played by John Roaane, are separated by the strife in
Northern Ireland, in "A War of Children," the James Costigan
drama to be rebroadcast on -The New CBS Tuesday Night
Movies" Tuesday, April 3 18.30-10:00 p.m. t'STI on the CBS
Television Network

WKAS
IIIIKB11
WCY11
WKIT
WILMA
WKLE
WKIEJ

6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITING. Writing the Letter
7:00 EFFICIENT READING
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8.00 FILM ODYSSEY:
Two Daughters
1000 SOUL

Louisville

les.nsten I,ciHs.wld

Groom
Coyone..,
Elizabottnovin
Retort

Ashland
Bowl mg

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY, APRIL 3
400 SESAME STREET
5.00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Picture to
Post
6 30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
MONDAY, APRIL 2
7100 YOU, THE SUPER
4:00 SESAME STREET
5.00 MISTER ROGERS VISOR
7.30 EKU PRESENTS
NEIGHBORHOOD
00 THE ADVOCATES
5:30 ELECTRIC COM9 00 BOOK BEAT
PANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THE 9 30 BLACK JOURNAL
10 00 AN AMERICAN
CLASSROOM
FAMILY
6 30 BUSINESS OF WRIT
INC
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
7:00 FOLK GUITAR III
400 SESAME STREET
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
8.00 SPECIAL OF THE
NE IGHBOR HOOD
WEEK
5.30 ELECTRIC COM9.30 WALL STREET
PANY
WEEK
6 00 WINDOW TO THE
10.00 WASHINGTON
CLASSROOM.Kentucky
WEEK IN REVIEW
Histcoy
10.30 NEW SHAPES • ED•
6:20 LAW OF THE LAND
UCAT ION

SUNDAY, APRIL 1
7 00 ZOOM
7 30 EARTHKEEPING
Megapolis
8 00 THE NATURALISTS
830 FRENCH CHEF
9 00 MASTERPIECE THE
ATRE The Golden Bowl
10 01) FIRING LINE

Sunday Highlights
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10:30 p.m. — Lite Movie:
"Lizzie," channel 12(11.30
on channel 5) starring
Boone
Richard
and Eleanor Parker Tta
drama concerns a woman
learns
who
through
psyciatric care that she has
three distinct personalities.
11:110 p.m. — Movie: •'Death of
a Cyclist' channel 79. Lucia
Bose - Pair of guilty lovers
run down an innocent cyclist
His death causes them great
guilt and fear but each in a
different way

3:38 p.m. — Movie: channel 4.
"Young Gun of Texas"
JAITIles
MItChUM, Jody
McCrea Soldier's search for
stolen Army gold parallels.
father's pursuit of his eloping
daughter Both join forces
when trapped in an Apache
ambush
CIS p.m. — Movie: channel 5
"East of Sumatra" Jeff
Chandler, Marilyn Maxwell.
American mining engineer
procruses Pacific Island ruler
supplies for native labor
Double-crossed by home
office, he is faced with native
uprising.
UM p.m. — Movie: channels 5,
12 "Don't Make Waves,"
starring Tony Curtis A spoof
of love and life among the
body-building cultists of
Southern California Claudia
Cardinale, Robert Webber,
Joanna Barnes and David
Draper are featured
11:60 p.m. —Movie: "Walk FASt
on Beacon" channel 29
George Murphy- FBI investigates an espionage unit
in the U S. after an
American
scientist
is
threatened

1:30 p.m. — Movie: "The
Young, The Evil, and The
Savage" channel 29 - repeat
of Wed. 11:00 p.m. Movie
1:30 p.m. — Movie: channel 3
"Invisible Stripes" Humphrey Bogart. Ex-con tries to
go straight
He sacrifices
himself for his kid brother.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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By JAMES GEKSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
NEWARK, N.J. ( AP) — David Tome has been a man of
many roles—the beggar, the
banker, the junkie and the junk
dealer. Ironically, someone else
recently played the role of David Toma himself.
But he's not griping. It was
for an ABC-TV movie about his
real-life exploits as a Newark
detective whose disguises have
led him to nearly 7,000 arrests
and a fair share of publicity
here.
And after all, he did get a
small part in the movie,
''Toma." He even was briefly
considered for the title role before it was given to a veteran
actor, Tony Mosante.
For Tome, the life of a cop
and the life of a movie figure
blended for a while when he
was commuting from his police
duties here to his movig role on
the West Coast.
In Hollywood.. be did "Toms"
and had two other roles—as a
cop—ui another TV police program, "C,olumbo." He returned
to his beat, where he tracks
down gamblers, then fleik to
Hollywood for two "Tonight
Show" appearances. Then he
came back here and went back
to chasing gamblers.
"I'm still a policeman at
heart," says the 40-year-old detective, who admits the life in

11]

iSta

t, 11E1CM
1110

or

THE LEGEND

Hollywood beats a predawn stakeout here. "This is where I
made my name and fame."
Toma spent his accumulated
vacation time of three months
in Hollywood. During the filming of "Tome," broadcast last
Wednesday, his wife, Patty,
and their four children joined
him in Hollywood for two
weeks.
Despite all this activity and
publicity—his
picture
frequently appears in local
newspapers—Toma's disguises
continue to be effective. He
says he has a conviction rate of
98 per cent.
He drives around Newark,
which has the highest crime
rate in the nation, in a beatup
1963 compact car. The car's
trunk is loaded with costumes.
uniforms, wigs and makeup.
Tome said he used nearly all
his disguises in his biggest arrest—one that broke up a lottery operation handling $20 million annually.
That raid, and the undercover work that went into it,
formed the basis of "Toms."
"But it wasn't an average detective story," he said. "It's
not the story of a cop. It's the
story of a human being who
happens to be a cop. It shows
why I'm different."
What does he think about his
life as an undercover cop?
"You must have an ego to do
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Buy film rights
HOLL1WOOD IUPII —
% arner Bros, has purchased
film rights to John Gill's
adventure novel, 'The Lost
Heroes," with backgrounds in
Africa. England and France.

of radio appeals for the Special
Retarded
Olympics
for
Children.

HOLLYSI)01) It Ph
-I)a*id Cassidy recorded a series

Cassidy appeal.

arden adds,d
11011.1114/01) 1UPII —
Character actor Jack! Warden
was added to the cast of `The
Man 'A ho Loved Cat Dancing"
starring Burt Reynolds and
Sarah Miles.

Seaton honored
HI/ILI OOD IUPli --Director George Seaton was
honored by the Beverly Hills
Chamber of Commerce as the
recipient of the lilI Rogers
Memorial Award.

Jones signs
HOLINWOOD UPI)
Robert Earl Jones, father of
James Earl Jones, signed with
l'niversal for a featured role in
"The Sting" which stars Robert
Redford and Paul Newman.

Amusement
shorts

1:30 p.m. — Movie: channel 29
"The Girl Rush" - repeat of
Tuesday's 10:30 p.m. Movie.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: channel 4
"Tarzan's Revenge" Glenn
Morris, Eleanor Holm.
Tarzan saves a safari of
white travelers, bent on
sieAng
rare
animal
ens, from the clutches
of vicious warriors.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: channel 5
"Udercover Girl" Alexis
Smith, Scott Brady. Girl
becomes policewoman to
track down father's killer
and works her way into
confidence of doctor who is
front for dope ring.
7:01 p.m. — Movie: channels 3,
8 "The Farmer's Daughter"
Loretta Young and Joseph

Wednesday. April 4
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10:311
p.noin
.1°hns
..— Late Movie:
channel 12 11.30 on
channel
5)
"The
Liquidator," starring Rod
Taylor, Trevor Howard, Jill
St. John, Akim Tanuroff,
Wilfrid Hyde-White and
Gabriella Lucidi Action.
filledstory about the adventures of a former tank
sergeant hired by British
Intelligence to liquidate
various security risks.
11:00 p.m. — Movie: "The
Young, The Evil, and The
Savage" channel 29 Michael
Rennie - Murder invades a
fashionable girls school as a
young woman passing as a
teacher, tries to do away with
her cousin who will take over
control on her birthday, of
her
own
inheritance
previously handled by the
pseudo-teacher

Cotten star in this film
classic that tells of a young
Minnesota farm girl of
Swedish stock that moves to
a large Midwest city and
becomes involved in love and
politics. Also starring Ethel
Barrymore and Charles
Bickford.
7:00 p.m. — Movie: channels 4,
5 - an animated musical
special based on A.A. Milne's
classic shildren's stories.
The tale concerns the
whimsical antics of Pooh,
"the bear of little brain," as
he seeks to satisfy his appetite for honey. Sebastian
Cabot narrates. Sterling
Holloway is the voice of
Pooh.
7:30 p.m. — Movie: channels 4,
6 Elvis Presley performs 18
songs and two medleys in a
concert taped in Hawaii
8:00 p.m. — Movie: "In A
Lonely Place" channel 29 Humphrey
Bogart
Screenwriter falls in love
with
neighbor
who
establishes an alibi when he
is accused of murder.
1:110 p.m. — Movie: channels 4,
8 Ann-Margret stars in a
musical-variety show with
guest stars Bob Hope and
George Buns. The special
was taped in Hollywood and
Las Vegas and includes a
"home movies" sequence
with Ann-Margaret, John
Wayne, Rod Taylor and Ben

Wednesday, April 4

ABC will present two
Shakespearean productions in
the 19.3-74 season. Laurence
Olivier and his wife, Joan
Plowright, will appear
. in "The
Merchant of Venice. playing
Shylock and Portia, and the
other attraction will be the
Royal Shakespeare Company's
production of "Antony and
Cleopatra...

He says he enjoys the Hollywood life and wouldn't mind a
few more acting parts. But he's
committed to his life as a cop,
even when it has gotten him
stabbed, beaten up and shot at.
"It's in my blood," he said.

"When a guy does what I've
done I'm entitled to my idiosyncracies. I've enjoyed it. I've
worked hard and I like the
flamboyant life."

what I've done and you must
believe in yourself," Toma
said. "Everybody I work with
realizes, 'why fight him. join
him.' I'm news, everybody
wants me.

David Toma Has Had Many Roles

FRIDAY—MARCH 30, 1973

Wednesday Highlights

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENT1(KY
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KFVS-T%
FORTUNE HUNTERS—George Segal and Ursula Andress are two fortune hunters who uncover a
rock worth a mint, in "The Southern Star" to be seen on -The CBS Friday Night Movies" Friday,
April i8:96-18:141 p.m., CST)in color on the CBS Television Network.
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swatkihae Shopping Center,

SEARS CATALOG
SALES OFFICE

Call me for a
detailed estimate
dial Dial 753-2310

SEMIS Catalog SoNs II•pmeirntet

Larry Lyles

Outfit iscluiles Seats CHIIIIAIE
quality golvaaitell steel lesoaq
lolotic, lop toil, lime posts,
loop caps all lie sites.

Offer Expires 4/7/73

5;
per running

OUTFIT

CHAIN
LINK
FENCE

INCH

4

Sears

Amusement
shorts
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interviewed Riefenstahl in
They're eligible
Munich and secured rights to
HOLLYSOOD
it PI I —
several films never seen in the
This year 283 feature-length
United
States, including
motion pictures met the
"Tiefland," the lastfeature she
eligibility requirements for the
directed.
1972 Academy Award considerations in the 45th annual
Leni Riefenstah had a sucOscar competition.
cessful dancing career behind
her in the 1920s, when she
starred in a series of director
Showboat shown
Arnold Fanck's spectacular
KANSAS CIT1. Mt,
—One of the chief atfilm dramas. She mastered
tractions when the 91, orlds of
motion-picture directing herFun amusement park opens
self, and established her own
later this year will he the
studio with the critically ac-Cotton Blossom." reconclaimed "The Blue Light"
struction of a showboat. This
("Das Blaue Licht") in 1932.
park will employ more than
1.290 young people.
Her talents, especially for film
editing and the dramatic use of
camera angles, are widely
Tab returns
recognized.
HOLLYWOOD
il. PD —
Two of Riefenstahl's most
Tab
lab Hunter returns to the tube
controversial films are often
to star with !Anise Sorel-and
Gary Conway in "The Dopcited by cinema historians as
fielganger". a n. episode of
true documentary classics, and
these same films brought het T,Turk of Fear.
censure around the world as a -2 1.
"Nazi
propagandist":
"Triumph of the Will"
("Triumph des Willens"), a
stylized impression of Hitler's
1934 National Socialist rally in
Nurenberg, and "Olympia," a
two part film essay on the 1936
Olympic games in Berlin.
Excerpts from both these films
are included in the "Camera
Three" presentation.

.Screen star Rosalind Russell
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For the first time on
American television, Leni
Riefenstahl, the acclaimed and
controversial German actress
and film-maker, noted for her
documentaries, discusses her
life and work in a two-part
"Camera Three" presentation,
Sundays, April 1 and 8 10:0010:30 a.m., CST) on the CBS
Television Network.
"Leni Riefenstahl" features
many production stills and film
excerpts in the first comprehensive survey of her work
ever presented here. John
Musilli, who produced and
directed the broadcast for
WCBS-TV,
CBS
Owned
television station in New York,
and writer Stephan Chodorov

Sunday, April 1

and wife. Commissioner
McMillan attempts to find
out who is trying to scare his
wife's uncle into a heart
attack.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6
"The Wise Guys" Bourvil,
Maria Dubois. Fortune in
buried treasures are encountered by an excitementminded gentleman and his
equally minded lady frined.
10:30 o.m.—Movie: "A Matter
of Resistance" Channel 29
Katherine Deneuve.
10:45 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Bachelor Flat" Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer.
Teenage daughter, on
unexpected trip home,
encounters professor in
possession of her mother's
beach house. Comedy_
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Sunday, April 1
10:00 am—Movie: "The
Saint"—Channel 29.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Secret of the Incas"
Charlton Heston, Robert
Intrigue
Young.
and
romance inspired by the
search for the priceless Inca
Sunburst, buried when the
Spaniards conquered Peru
500 years ago.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: "Savage
Wilderness" Channel 29.
Mature—Two
Victor
trappers, robbed of their
catch, go to work as scouts
for the army.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "Two Dollars
on Trouble to Win," starring
Rock Hudson and Susan
Saint James as McMillan

'Camera Three' To Be Aired
On Sundays, April 1, 8, CBS
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New Dimension To Shows
LEXINGTON, Ky.—The
hollows of the Big Sandy River
probably never reverberated
with electronic music before,
but if you listen closely now, this
imagainative sow-ce of music
does trickle down the valleys
as a regular part of Kentucky
Educational Television KET:
DT0/11.13111.S.
Responsible
for
all
arrangements and
compositions at KET's Network
Center is a thin, quiet veteran of
symphony orchestras on both
coasts, the Roger Wagner
Choral, an opera company in
Los Angeles, and a graduate of

Monday
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KET 'Music Man' Brings
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Frida
y

the prestigious Eastman School
Monday, April 2
of Music, Rochester, N.Y.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: "A Matter of
He's Robert LaFontaine, and
Resistance" Channel 29.
in the 13 months he's been at
Repeat of Sunday's 10:30
KET, he's added a new
p.m. Movie.
dimension to music in the
Commonwealth—the
Putney 3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"Captain Lightfoot" Rock
Synthesizer.
Hudson—Rebel leader and
"Any sound made by a
his second in command,
musical instrument," says
SYNTHESIZER-Rober
Captain Lightfoot, secretly
-LaFontaine, "is a combination
t LaFontaine at the
console
of his electronic Putn
of many frequencies, a unique
use every means they can to
ey Synthesizer is a fami
liar site
at
Kentucky
combination that gives the
battle against English
Educational Televisi
on (KET).
LaFontaine coordinates
clarinet its distinctive timbre,
during Irish Rebellion of last
music composition and
arrangements for the netw
century.
the drum its boort*,-':
ork, frequently using
this
The Putney Synthesizer 3:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 4.
equipment, which is
capable of reproducing
a full
Putney
"Thunder Over the Plains"
invented
orchestra's sound.
it—
synthesizing is what it does)
Randolph Scott, Phyllis
electronically blends a comKirk—Union
officer
bination of frequencies and will
assigned to Southwest
reproduce the sound of just
territory in Post Civil War
WSIL
about any instrument, as well
peri
od when tension is at its
WSM
WLAC
WPSD
WSIX
KFVS
WDXR
Ch. 3
as produce new combinations
peak.
Ch. 4
Ch. 5
Ch.
6
Ch.
8
Ch.
12
1111011,010vrg
Ch. 29
Nashville'
according to the dictates of the
Paducah
No•N.:11.,
Cope
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel
Paducah
artist working the typewriter5
G,rordeoi
"The Desert Hawk" Yvonne
sized instrument.
DeCarlo—The Desert Hawk,
"I write the music for the
Ralph
CBS
a
Sunris•
teheran
blacksmith,
Emery
synthesizer like I would for a
Mows
30
S•inesso
tr
protector of the poor against
Garner Ted
F Troop
full orchestra," explains
firsialtfa•t
Ariostreng
SA...
the wicked Prince Murad,
LaFontaine, "but putting the
Today
Today
rescues the kidnapped
—700
Mornings
Bolo
musi
on
c
tape
CBS
so
you
can
Show
hear
it
S how
with Si•gosi
..
Princess, winning her love
Morning
is a bit more complex."
,
„
130
„
N•ws
and the people's freedom.
,
Sheet music consists of three
1
,8:00 p.m—Movie: Channels
00 Z.*
or four lines of notes: one for the
Captain
3,
Z••
Captain
Rsovu•
8. "A Lovely Way To
Kongo
.**
melo
Revi
dy,
wu
one
for
the
rhythm, etc.
30 Jock
Kangoroo
Gr••11
Die"...Kirk Douglas Eli
Le len ne
With LaFontaine's synthesizer,
..
Acres
Wallach, and Sylva Koscina
each
line,
or
The
trac
•
k,
is
Dh
reco
ina'
rded
s
Jok•r's
00
Dinah'.
Movie
star in B thrilling murder
Hour
Joker's
Ploc•
separately, then "mixed" onto
Wild
Ploc•
Baffle
Wild
4/30 ..
Baffle
myster about a former New
$10,000
one final tape.
510,0
00
Pyrot
hid
.4.York City policeman hired
Pynant,d
The process of adding more
Sale of
et
t
to bodyguard a beautiful
and more tracks to the final
" "VoM:rr iOnly ,..!C•m'" Gambi
Gambit
C•ntvey
30 Bowl'cud
woman accused of mur^l:"Y.'.041
L•ve of
tape builds more and more
Holly
wood
su
qar•s
Lov• of
Squares
Lif•
dering her wealthy husband
different sounds into the final
Life
100 Pass•
Jeopardy
word
recording, and thus one syn- 8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4.
The •
Youn g
3e•Patd`r
e.•......
Ii,. Tovny
& R•ittle.s
6 "The Subject was Roses,"
1
30 S el,
thesi
Who, Mho,
zer can duplicate a 100& Restless
Search fo,
WK., Whist
,,y Wli•re
Dick
S•c ond
S•arch for
starring Patricia Neal, Jack
T0,00r,ow
piece symphony orchestra'
or Whdit•
Va n Dyk•
f
Toinctrrow
1 oo A c
S•."-^cl
Albertson and Martin Sheen.
HhAoy
It takes a lot of musical
l d r.n
•
Noon
S.ncyne
did° y
All My
'Swim
Peyto
s
A son returns home from the
n
Conve
ability, some familiarity with
ntion
'An
9
s,n•
,
1
Children
'."
30 1.
Weath
's Mak•
er
Place
A s tire
Romper
Army only to find unhapL•t's ldok• As the
electronics, and "a lot of
A D•o
Three On
elloyfel 'Turns
Tfacton
A Deal
World Turns
piness and discord between
0 60010N
patience," said LaFontaine.
Days .1
Guiding
I 00 N•virlyw•cl
Days of
his parents.
N•Alywed
An increase in the number of
Cv'4..9
Co,n,
Our Lfr•1
All•tneon
Light
OUr Liv•s
Go..,.
Light
g
TI,.
N0..
local productions at KET has 8:00 p.m.--Movie: "Tight Spot"
Edge
L 30 Datin
of
The
Datin
g
Edge
of
Gam*
Dec....
Wel
,
Doctor•
(Iiiinriel 29. Ginger Rogers—
GOMY•
Ni ght
..
added
to
I.aFontaine's
G•fif re ,
Anotho,
Woman convict is taken
sche
dule
P',et I.
.
He
has
Anoth•r
G•newsi
written the
•PrtC• is
Hospito ,
Wo rld
R,.11,,
ise,$.1
from prison to hotel by
m•.p....1
R.91,,
music for
Li,
two
R•turri 10
popu
lar
Holly
30 On•
wood'
T
s
i
R•turn to
One L,fe
Hollywood.
.0 ...
•••
police in effort to make
Peyton P t.
productions, "Malcolm Glass
Talking
Prr yton PI
Talking
to Liv•
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her
A
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m
00 lov•, A rner.
TI,.
Like
against
Me" and a
Secret
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League Horse Show.
Timmy
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she clod.
One of the most innovative
400
Tire Big
p.,..0.,,,
music scores composed by 10:30 p.m.—Late
L•av• It
Movie:
Los, In
Shit*.
Junc,on
to Bersvrtr
"Enter Laughing," Channel
30
LaFo
ntaine was for a 20-minute
Spoc•
BOMO,,10
Truth of
12 111:30 on Channel 5
"What is Music?" colorcast for
Con'ces
r 00 I ns i ght
starring Jose Ferrer,
0•Ogn•I
the Contemporary Music
Shelly
ABC
To T•11
Supsorrnan
Winters and Elaine May
Project. The program was
News
the Truth
a 30 Evipn ,ng
NBC
CBS
NBC
TI,.
N.'.,
Big
N•ws
The story revolves around
N,...
distributed. to more than 230
Newt
Th•
til•ws
rt•ws
•
tif•other
Rifleman
('arl
Reiner's
public televtsion stations in the
jovial
S
•
a
reminiscences of his exU.S., shown to various
periences as a stage-struck
meetings, and has received
more than 600 favorable
New York youngster. Jack
inquiries concerning its use.
WSIL
WSM
Gifford. Janet Margolin,
WLAC
An official of the
WPSD
ConCh. 3
KFVS
Ch. 4
David Opatoshu, Michael J
WDXR
Ch. 5
temporary Music Project calls
Ch. 6
Harrisburg
No v111.
Ch.
12
Nashville
Pollard, Don Rickles, Rob
Ch.
29
the program a "benchmark in
Paducah
cop•
P•ducal+
Rein
er, Richard Deacon,
musi
c
educ
atio
n film."
Gwardeeu
Nancy Kovac and Herbie
Flattered by the high praise
00
Cv t:...$
Fay are featured.
N•.•
Neves
he has generated for KET,
Mitts,
T ,rti rt.
11 00 p.m.—Movie: "Un
CBS
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THE

N•tros

ItISM
Ch. 4
Norshvill•

Maws

WLAC
Ch, 5
Nashville

til•vr•
Pictur•
Lrat'• Maim
A Doe,

WPSD
Ch. 6
Paducah

KFVS
Ch. 12
cape
Gwreedeau

WOXR
Ch. 29
Paducah

Owners
Services," a business
presumably able to supply
and
coordinate all services
homeowners might need, whet
her it
be painting, fulmiture,
refinishing, drapery" design
or
whatever
"Whereto find it and how to
do It was our business,"
Bob
says. "It was a good idea
, but
it didn't work "
He, as it turned out, had the
same troubles the home
owners had been having when
it
came to lining up relia
ble
workmen.
He's found the insuranc
e
field more congenial than
the
home services business
and
more stable than the enter
tainment industry
Nevertheless, Arthur is optuntstic about Hollywood's
future
"People everywhere are
still very much interested
in
Hollywood and motion picture
making," tie says "When I'm
traveling and people lear
n
moviesthatTwas an actor, they are
full
ull f questions about
the

directors
He set up an unus
ual operabon called "Home

associated vnth Paige
Independent Casting, a com
pany
headed 6)7Marvin Paig
e,
of Hollywood's leading one
casting

a
dramatic coach to a
carefully
selected number
of young
people and has been

The severance wasn't total
,
because since he quit acti
ng
he has functioned
as

•

700
8
900

30

I've Gist
A Secret

1.1,11
the Truth

I

8:00

p.m.--Mosie:channel

29.

hopeless battle for survival
after a crash-landing in an
isolated section of Baja
California.
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"The

Cool Ones" Rody
McDowell-One famous rock
'n' roll singer and young girl,
looking for singing stardom,
- try to make it together as a
team.
as p.m.—Movie:channels 5,
affairs.
12. "A War of Children,"
3:30 p.m.-Movie:c
drama by James Costigan,
hannel 4.
"Buck
starring Vivien Merchant,
Privates Come
Home". Abbott & Costello,
Jenny Agutter, Anthony
Joan Fulton Abbott and
Ronane, Anthony Andrews,
4C-oste110 return from over
and Danny Figgis. Set in the
seas duty and smuggle
mist-softened hills and
a_
little girl into the country—
rested
barbed-wire
get mixed up with a fellow
barricades of contemporary
and his racing car.
Belfast, the story tells of a
4:00 p.m.—Movie:chann
family caught up in the
el 5.
"Beginning of the End"
current conflict in Northern
.
Peter Graves, Peggy Castl
Ireland.
e.
Small town mysteriously
10:30 p.m.—Movie:channel 12.
wiped
"The Reckoning," starring
out
by
giant
grasshoppers over 8 feet tall.
Nicol Williamson, Rachel
7:00 p.m. Movie:channels 1, 6.
Roberts, Paul Rogers and
"Lord Love a Duck,"
Zeru. Walker. Despite his
starring Roddy McDowell,
success, a business executive
Ruth Gordon, Tuesday Weld
finds little real pleasure in
and Lola Albright. A high
either his professional or his
school student uses hypnosis
personal life.
to control the love lives of his 10:30 p.m.—Movie:channel
29.
classmates. United Artists,
"The Girl Rush" Rosiland
1966.
Russell-Defunct gambler's
7:30 p.m.—tMovie:channels 3,
daughter, determined to
8.
"Family Flight". Original
collect an "inheritance," is
90-minute drama made
beset by snares and snags.
especially for ABC starring
Rod Taylor, Dina Merrill,
Kristoffer Tabor} and Janet ..titherlanti mar%
1101.1.Nit(Nil)
it PII—
Margolin. A flying vacation
Donald Sutht-rian
to Mexico for an at-odds "Farerell It) Thed rill %tar in
King
family turns into a near- Japan'. T..shiro NI ifune.- with

29.
"The Underwater City".
William's 11:00 p.m. Movie.
Monday's 11:00 p.m. Movie.
3:30 p.m.—Movle:channel 3.
"Call
Me Mister." Betty
Grable, Song-and-dance
man, stationed in Japan in
W.W. II, goes A.W.0.1.. to
follow his wife, who rejected
him because of his many

Tuesday, April 3
1:30 p.m. movie: channel

Reserve Performance Tickets on sale during
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Arthur enlarges. "After I got
over my first apprehension
,I
was rather looking forward
to
playing It
"So I called Hedda Hopper
and told her about it.
"She said, 'Bob, you can't
do that' Not after all the
nice
boys you've played!'"
As a result, Bob didn't do
that and remained trapped
by
his "nice boy" image until,
at
last, bored by the repetitive
ness of it all, he decided
to
quit acting.

my hair, play a
killer, do
something totally
different
from aryttung I'd
done."
What Bob did was
different
all right. He accepted
the role
of a homosexual gang
ster in a
film about to go into
production. Goodby, boy-nex
t-door!
"It was really a fun
part,"

playing Rosalind
Russell's
son.
Among his Warner
filrns
were "Never Say
Good
and "Nora Prentiss." bye"
His next contract was
at
Fox, where he played
such diverse roles as Mona
Freeman's boyfriend
in the Bett
Grable-Dan Dailey starr y
er.
"Mother Wore Tights,"
and
the bearded young outl
aw in
"Yellow Sky."
His first starring role was in
"Green Grass of Wyoming,
"
one of the studio's last tag
"animal" pictures geared for
young audiences
"I discussed the problem
with my agent," Bob says
,
"and he suggested that I dye

Tuesday, April 3

and
a role in "Roughly Speaking,"

Fortunately through frie
nds
of friends back home, he
met
an actors' agent, and
within
three days of his arrival
in the
movie capital, he
had a
Warner Brothers contract

After attending the
University of Washington
under
the U.S. Naval Training
Program, he hitchhiked to Holly
wood with $25 in his
pocket
and ambitions to beco
me an
ac tor

teen-agers.

Whde Bob, the man, looked
and listened, Bob, the actor,
inquired from the TV set,
"What are you doing here
,
selling Insurance?"
"It was sort of embarrassing," Arthur laugir.
That
was my line to Douglas,'What
are you doing here, selling insurance'
"I now have a blowup of
that picture hanging in my office."
Arthur, born Robert Arthaud in Aberdeen, Wash , began his movie career in 1945
and for 15 years played screen

making his rounds as an insurance
man, entered a home where
a
television set was on
with
hunself upon the screen.
The program was a 1951
movie,"Ace in the Hole," and
the scene being aired was one
between Bob and Kirk Doug-

HOLLYWOOD — One
recent day Robert Arthur,

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

Robert Arthur was
a teen-ager for 15 years

any

re
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THEN AND NOW
— obert
Arthur, who play
ed screen
teenagers for 15
years, Is shown at left
the movie "Ace
with
In The Hole," in
which he asks Kirk
Insurance?". At
Douglas, "What
right, Arthur Is
surance man. He also
shown in his pres
Is associated
ent role, that of an
with a Hollywoo
Ind tasting comp

Kirk Douglas to a scene
from
are you doing here, selling
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